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Automated systems include devices such as processing machines, handlinghnsfer 

mechanisms, and robots with dexterous hands or custom built grippers. Design of processing 

machine tools and of handling systerns are generally conducted independently. Subsequentiy 

they are integrated with each other. This conventional approach does not allow exploring and 

exploiting the possibilities of new conceptual designs in which handling mechanisms are an 

integral part of machine tools. or processing devices are an integral part of handling systems. 

This thesis contributes to the development of a systematic methodology for conceptual design 

for automation (DFAM) by extending the application of the axiomatic design theory. The work 

has resulted in formulation of a methodology enabling design data to fiow between product 

design, process design, and automation system design, so that they are not performed in 

exclusivity. The relevant issues, narnely, conditions of automatability, feedback between the 

different design domains, process design for automation, and integration of automation are 

investigated. A criterion to evaluate cornpeting design alternatives is also proposed, based on 

the issues associated with the information mode1 of an automation system, narnely, precision of 

motion, and partitioning of travel. The framework of the rnethodology includes six axiomatic 

propositions to guide the design of integrated automation systems or cells, and two axiomatic 

propositions to compare the altemate designs. To establish its generic scope, the DFAM 

methodology is applied to seveml case studies of industrial projects resulting in new integrated 

designs. 
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CHAITER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

Engineering design is the key technicai ingredient in the product reaiization process, the 

means by which new products are conceived developed and brought to market [ I l .  Design is a 

creative process which is an essential feature of the human king's ability to survive and 

prosper [2]. RecentIy, there has been an increasing interest in the research comrnunity to 

understand this ability, in order to establish basic principles of design procedures. The benefits 

expected from this endeavor are to provide a forma1 basis for design decisions, to facilitate 

rationality instead of dependency on intuition only, and to aid and guide the designer towards 

the best alternative, so that the design process cm be made more efficient, h idu1  and 

defensible. 

The relatively new field of research which has emerged since last decade to promote 

undestanding of design, is known as design theory and methodology. The need for basic 

research in engineering design is weil known and documented [1,2]. Two of the research topics 

found to be crucially important are Design for 'X' and Conceptuai Design. Design for 'X' @FX) 

refen to methods and tools to design for specific objectives ('X's). Objectives that have been 

receiving contemporary attention are design for assembly @FA) and design for manufacninng 

@FM). Conceptual Design is the prelirninary phase of design in which the broad configuration 

of solution to a specified problem is formulated. The methods developed and available tools 

(e.g., optimization [3,4], Taguchi [SI) are useful during final detailed stages of design, but there 

is a lack of methodologies that cm be applied during conceptual stages of design 111. 

A literature survey. surnrnarized in the next chapter, has shown that the main previous 

contributors towards development of a general systematic approach to design are Pahl and Beitz 

[6]; Hubka, Eder and Ancireasen [7,8]; Suh, Nakazawa et. al. [9,10]; Dixon et. al. [11,12], 

Yoshikawa [13], Ward [14], Boothroyd [15], Wood and Antonsson [16], Zimmermann and 



Sebastian [17], and Salustri and Venter [18,19]. Some of hem have worked on conceptual 

design, DFM and DFA either partiaily or exclusively. However, to the author's best knowledge. 

there is no reported work on conceptual design for automation (DFAM). This undertaking is an 

integration of product design. and process design, into an automation system design (the 'M' is 

used at end to distinguish it from DFA). Figure 1.1 illustrates the different fields of DFX in 

design theory and rnethodology and distinguishes the area of focus in this thesis. Automated 

s ys terns involve various devices such as processing machines and handling/transfer 

mechanisrns, in particular, robots with dexterous han& or custom built grippers. Designs of 

processing machine tools and handling systems are generally conducted i~dependently, and then 

they are integrated with each other. In the author's opinion. such conventional approach does 

not allow exploring and exploiting the possibilities of new conceptual designs in which 

handling mechanisms are an integral pan of machine tools. or processing devices are an integral 

part of handling systems. Therefore. there is a need to develop a systematic methodology for 

conceptual design of integrated automation systems. This thesis contributes to this issue. The 

work has resulted in formulation of a methodology enabling design data to flow between 

product design, process design, and automation system design, so that they are not performed 

independently. A cnterion to evaluate competing design alternatives is also proposed. 

1 Design Theory and Methodology 

I 
\il ,- Area of focus 

i Design for 'X' (DFX) l 
,! in the thesis 

1 Design For Asernbly 1 Design for Manufacturing 

L @FA) (DFW 

I 
I 

! Design for Automation i 
I 
1 (DFAM) 1 1 

Conceptuai 
Design 

Fig. 1.1 Fields of DFX and the ara  of focus in the thesis 

Detailed 
Design 

Conceptual Detailed 
Design Design 



1.2 Statement of Thesis 

The objective of this research is to develop a methodology for conceptual design of an 

automated system in order to facilitate the integration of its constituent devices. The new 

methodology is applied as a first case study, to conceptual design of an automated ce11 for wire 

harnessing leading to the configuration of a task-oriented "dexterous manufacniring hand". 

The methodology is also applied, as study cases. to three other practical projects under 

development by an industrial company that collaborates with the Robotics & Automation 

Laboratory : (1) conceptual design of the layout of a manufacturing ce11 to fabricate cord sub- 

assemblies, faciiitating integraûon of automation and application of group technology; (2) 

conceptual design of a hog carcass clarnping robot (CCR) for automation of meat grading; and 

(3) concepnial design of reconfigurable automated manufacniring ce11 (RAMC) with modules 

integrated for distributor cable-boot handling, manipulation, assembly, inspection of cable-boot 

assemblies and other operations. 

The thesis is organized as follows. 

In chapter 2, the related work of others in the field of design theory and rnethodology is 

briefly reviewed, and the main reasons for choice of axiomatic design theory [9,10] for 

extension and application in the context of design for automation (DFAM) is put forward. The 

main terminology of axiomatic design theory and its basic frarnework is reviewed. 

In chapter 3, the notion of concepnial design for automation (DFAM), and its 

implications are discussed in detail. This chapter attempts to clariv how DFAM is different 

from design for assembly (DFA), how DFAM is different from design for manufacturing 

@FM), and what extensions of axiomatic design theory were developed in this research in the 

context of DFAM. 



In chapter 4, the structure of the new methodology for DFAM is fomulated. A new and 

modified terminology used in the DFAM methodology is innoduced. The design mapping 

operation in DFAM, matrix notation of design mapping, back driven and fonvard driven 

modifications, zig-zag mapping in process design. treatment of excess process requirements, 

and explosion and regrouping of process requirements for automation system design, are the 

issues addressed during formulation of new methodology. Based on the research and 

discussions, six propositions are put forward which constitute the basic structure (axiomatic) of 

DFAM, representing the extension of previous work [9,1 O]. 

Chapter 5 discusses and establishes a cntenon for evaluation of DFAM based on 

information modeling. Information associated with motion and its significance in the context of 

automation systems is identified. Implications of break up of design artifacts (physicd entities 

or bodies) into one group of gross motions with wide tolerance and another group of fine 

motions with close tolerance, are investigated. Based on the research and discussions, two more 

propositions are put fonvard. These constitute the evaluation mechanism of DFAM. 

In chapter 6, as a case snidy, the application of DFAM methodology developed in 

chapters 4 and 5 is illustrated considering conceptual design of an automated wire hamessing 

process. This case snidy leads to a configuration of the automated cell. and an ailied task- 

onented "dexterous manufacturing hand". Layout of the ce11 with manufacturing hand is 

cornpared with alternatives. namely, automatic tool-exchange scheme, and stationary processing 

machines scheme. The evaluation is based on the two propositions related to information 

modeling developed in chapter 5, and cycle time of production. Further, the design of hand is 

examined and verified based on the study of anthropornorphic manufacniring tasks. Finally, 

novelty of the new design as compared to possible more standard designs is discussed, 

highlighting the advantages gained by using the new DFAM methodology. 

Chapter 7 presents the application of DFAM methodology to three other practical 

projects concerning the concepnial design of the Iayout of a manufacniring ce11 to fabricate cord 



su&-assemblies (involving group technology), conceptuai design of a hog carcass ciamping 

robot (CCR) for automation of meat grading. and conceptual design of reconfigurable 

automated manufacturing ce11 (RAMC) with integrated modules for cable-boot handling, 

manipulation, assembly, inspection and other operations. 

In chapter 8, the main conclusions and a surnrnary of the research contributions is 

provided. The chapter concludes with recomrnendations on the continuation of the research 

conducted in this thesis. 

A list of references mentioned in the thesis is provided after chapter 8. 

In Appendix A. a glossary containing definitions of newly introduced. uncornmon, or 

redefined (in the context of DFAM) terminology used in this dissertation, is provided. In most 

cases the definitions are already given where the ternis first appear, however, the glossary is 

provided to further facilitate reading and comprehension of this document. 

1.4 Research Contributions 

A synopsis of the important contributions is as follows. 

Formalization of a methodology for concepnial design for automation - DFAM (six 

axiomatic propositions) ; 

Development of an evaluation mechanism of conceprual design for automation (two 

axiomatic propositions); 

Application of conceptuai design for automation methodology on case studies. This has 

provided the following significant results: 

1. A "dexterous manufacniring hand". The hand is a novel and practicai device 

which would perform processing operations in addition to material handling 

operations. A manufacturing ce11 Iayout with dexterous manufacturing han& 

mounted as robotic end effectors, operates with shorter critical path of travel and 



lower cycle time in cornparison with altemate layouts that use conventionai 

grippes or hands. It facilitates manufacture-in-motion. 

2. An approach for conceptuai design of manufacturing ce11 layouts, based on 

Group Technology. Analyses using the rnatrix-based "layout design equations". 

has enabled grouping of processes into identical, serni-identical, quasi-identical. 

and odd categories depending on degree of similarity. This facilitates the design 

of suitable ce11 layout with integnted automation. 

3. Integrated "manufacturing moduies" for handing, manipulation, assembly, 

inspection and related operations involved in production of cable-boot 

assemblies that are ignition wire sets of automobiles to connect the engine spark 

plug with the distributor (known as delco). 

During the course of this research, a great deal of procedural aspects of design theory 

and methodology have been studied. and their pnrtical application in the context of 

development of automation systems has been investigated. A fomal framework for conceptual 

design decisions. exclusive of the naturally intuitive approach of the designer, trîggered by 

persona1 experience, has been defined and justified from a philosophical perspective. Some of 

the results of this research provide new insights into the fields of engineering design, 

automation. manufacturing. and robotics (dexterous han& in particular). 



C H A P ' R  2 

REVIEW OF RELATED WORK 

2.1 Generai Review 

As mentioned in the introductoxy chapter, a comprehensive literature survey has been 

conducted to identiQ the main previous contributors towards the development of a systernatic 

approach to design. The contributions are summarized in this sub-section. 

Pahl and Beitz [6] fiat broaden the problem through abstraction of requirement 

specifications by aansforming quantitative into qualitative data, thus fomulating the problem in 

"solution neuual terms" - the problem is specified independent of solution, so that different 

possible solutions c m  be evolved without bias towards a particular solution. Function 

structures are then established starting From overail hinction, which is broken down into sub- 

functions of lesser complexity. They state that logical relationships between sub-functions can 

be expressed by Boolean logic. whereas physical relationships can be expressed in tems of 

flow of energy, material and signal. Next. they conduct a search for suitable solution principles 

for each sub-function and combine them into concept variants. A solution principle is a means 

to satisfy a sub-function. A concept varinnt is a possible design configuration (out of the 

different possibiiities) to satisQ the overdl hinction. They cal1 the physicai artifacts (entities or 

bodies) of the solution principles as funcrion carriers. Regarding division of tasks into sub- 

functions, they recommend that the aim should be to combine functions for the purpose of 

obtaining integratedfwrction carriers, wherever feasible. As a final step of conceptual design, 

Pahl and Beia rank the difierent concept variants by identifjmg evaluation critena, assigning 

weight factors and determining overdl point values. The selected concephial design is then 

forwarded for next stages of design, namely, embodiment design and detail design, which are 

out of the scope of our current discussion. Pahl and Beia have addressed the issue of 

conceptuai design in general, however. they have not investigated: (a) relationships between 



solution principles (aspects such as coupling a d  noncoupling) (b) relationships between 

different domains of design, such as, product design and process design (c) means to 

mathematicdy express and analyze the above relationships (c) means to eliminate or reduce 

dependence on weight factors for evaluation of competing designs, which tends to make the 

evaluation subjective. 

Hubka, Eder and Ancireasen [7,8] view a design problem as formulation of a technical 

system ( T S )  which has input I output relationships with humans (Hu) and active environment 

(AEnv). They consider a technical process ( T S )  converting input operand state (Odl) into output 

operand state (0d2) through effects from Hu, TS and AEnv. Aithough the symboiic mode1 of 

design process looks different, closer study reveals that the underlying procedure of conceptual 

design is aimost sirnilar to the one put fonvard by Pahl and Beitz. The procedure again 

involves abstraction from design specification, establishment of hinction structures, search for 

modes of action (tem used for solution phciples), establishment of organ structures (term 

used for jiuzction carriers) in the form of morphological matrix, combination of fwiction 

carriers to form concept alternatives (term used for concept variants), and findly ranking of the 

concepts based on evaluation critena using point scores. Hubka et. ai. have illustrated their 

design method through several case snidies, e.g.. design of milling fixture. tea brewing machine 

etc. 

Axiomatic design theory has been developed at hfïï by Suh, Nakazawa, Bell, Gossard 

et. al. [9,10] during the past fourteen years. Design is considered as a mapping procedure 

between one dornain to another domain, and various issues to be followed during the mapping, 

such as independence of variables, are investigated in detail. This theory provides a rational 

basis for design decisions. It provides a means to analyze design, considering multiple 

parameters simultaneously. During conceptual design stage, it guides in synthesis of design 

qualitatively. In the method of axiornatic design theory, a preferred design concept is chosen 

based on minimum information content, which cm be objectively estimated or visualized. This 

technique is powerhil, because it can deal realistically with multi-variable design problems 

without subjective assignment of weight factors for evaluation of competing concepts, as 



required in previous rnethods proposed by Pahl and Beitz. and Hubka Eder and Ancireasen. 

Axiomatic design theory, which is the basis of the author's work, is reviewed in more detail in 

the next section. 

Dixon et. ai. [11,12] have developed taxonomy of design problerns leading to a 

corresponding taxonomy of design methodologies. Dixon's approach is to classifj the design 

problems based on the nature of the initial state of knowledge associated with the problem 

definition, and the final state of knowledge associated with the problem solution. For example, 

a class of design problems named as phenomenological design by Dixon. is characterized by a 

function, and the corresponding physical phenomena that will provide the function. Dixon 

argues that classification of design problems and development of taxonomies is useful because 

each class of design problems c m  lead to a particular class of design solutions. In the author's 

opinion, Dixon has contributed towards bener undentanding and recognition of the variety in 

design problems, but the approach does not provide a formai design methodology, because, it 

depends heavily on data available regarding existing or known design probiems. and their 

known sofutions. 

Yoshikawa [13] has proposed the extended General Design Theory in which relation 

between design and other universal fields such as physics, philosophy and technology is 

discussed based on logical, conceptuai and physical domains. Yoshikawa's work concentrates 

on snidy of the relation between a design and its environment. As a design must occur within an 

environment, it is affected by the environment, and it affects the environment. The work has 

commonality with Hubka's [7,8] consideration of active environment (AEnv). discussed earlier. 

Ward [14] has proposed a notion of recursive design, where the problem may be broken 

into smailer components. This is different from iterative approach in which design process is 

applied many times to an alternative for convergence of successive solutions, as  compared to a 

defined criteria or design objective. Ward's contribution is main1 y towards computerization of 

the recursive process. The concept of breaking a problem into smaller parts is not new, it exists 

even in the methods discussed earlier [6,7,8,9,lO]. 



Boothroyd [15] has studied aspects of product redesign to make them more arnenable to 

assembly. His work is very practical and useful, as  it provides direct suggestions for 

modifications in a product's design, for easier assembly. A very simple example of Design for 

Assembly @FA) is to provide a chamfer on a peg or shaft to aid its entq into a hole. Boothroyd 

has investigated several such cases, to improve the design of individual parts. The axiomatic 

design theory [9,10], and the DFAM methodology developed in this thesis are responsive and 

compatible to Boothroyd's contributions, as his guidelines cm be followed during design of 

individual parts in the product design and process design phases. 

Wood and Antonsson El61 daim that their research has resulted in tools to assist a 

designer in the "prelirninary phase of design". when the level of imprecision in the description 

of the design artifact is high. They have proposed use of f u v y  set theory to manipulate the 

irnprecise parameters. However, they have clarified that the reported work does not address the 

issue of concept generation. The hizzy set theory has k e n  used to represent imprecise 

descriptions in "prelirninary phase of design", such as, a Iength of shaft may have to be 

represented as "about 25 cm". In the opinion of the author, Wood and Antonsson's work is 

actually relevant to "prelirninary phase of detailed design", and it is not useful during conceptual 

design. 

Zimrnerman and Sebastian [17] have attempted to compare different design 

configurations by formulating Problem-And-Or tree, by considering functional propenies, 

global constraints, cnsp objectives and fuzzy goals. The work can be probably used as a 

computerized aid for the designer to track and check the compatibility between the various 

variables such as hnctions to be perfomed by a designed product, constraints, and the design 

objectives, particularly for very large design projects. The author feels that the procedure is not 

likely to help in developing a new conceptual design, because it does not provide a fnmework 

for formulation of a new configuration, it can only compare the configurations after they are 

formulated. 



The work by Salusui and Venter [18.19] on the Hybnd mudel (HM) of design, is based 

on the classical axiomatic set theory developed by Zermelo and Fraenkel. The fundamental 

logical structure in KM is an object. An object captures a unit of information that is meaningful 

to a designer. An object is a formai representation for a design entity. For example, if a chair is 

considered as a design entity, it c m  be defined by its shape, size, material, strength, etc. Then, 

an object which cm successfully represent the chair, will be a set of unique, identifiable, and 

measurable attributes such as shape, size, material, strength, etc. Sets are used to represent 

objects. The basic idea of this theory is to capture design inforrnation in the form of sets of 

objects and to manipulate them using ten axioms. The reported work addresses the question 

"What is engineering design?", separating the issue from its procedural component "How is 

engineering design performed?". The approach can be used for forrnalization of design 

information, cornplernentary to Suh's axiomatic design theory [9,10], and DFAM methodology 

developed in this thesis, which address to the procedural aspect of design. In fact the 

generalization axiom of Salustri's approach corroborates with Suh's axiom of infomtion 

minimization in the sense that the generalization provides a mechanisrn by which we cm uni@ 

the models of the objects, resulting in rninimization of the amount of information needed to 

completely s p i @  a design artifact. 

2.12 Choice of Basic Approach 

After reviewing the reponed work by others. die author preferred the axiomatic design 

theory (Suh, Nakazawa et. al.) for extension and application in the context of Design for 

Automation (DFAM), due to following main reasons: 

(a) part of the theory conforms to the design process that is intuitively followed by an 

expenenced and capable designer; 

(b) the theory is not meant to replace a designer (the author believes that such attempts are 

futile), rather, it is intended to aid the designer in analysis and synthesis; 

(c) the theory allows for qualitative analysis of competing alternatives during preliminary 

stages of design; 



(d) the theory can deal with multi-variable design problerns avoiding subjective assignment of 

weight factors; and 

(e) the theory prornotes concurrent engineering and agile manufacturing, because it facilitates 

simultaneous consideration of various stages of design, namely, product design. process 

design, and automation system design. 

In a recent study by Hoekstra et. al. [20], axiomatic approach provides flexibility to 

designer during decision making, in the sense that the creativity of the designer gets full scope, 

and it is only broadly guided by the frarnework of the theory. Another important aspect is the 

compatibility of axiomatic approach with the procedure of Qudity Function Deployrnent 

(QFD), which is a method to fomulate design specifications or objectives [2 1.221. QFD maps 

the voice of castomer (needs and wants of the customer), into the voice of engineer (engineering 

characteristics, specifications, or objectives of the designed product). The mapping is conducted 

using weighting factors, cornpetition analysis, and technical cornparison, while checking trade- 

off and correlation between voice of customer and vuice of engineer. In axiornatic design 

approach, the design specifications are known as Functional Requirements (FRs). The method 

of QFD can be used for taking into consideration the customer needs and perspectives, while 

defining the FRs. In the more recent publications [e.g., 23,241, Suh has intmduced "O th" phase 

of mapping between customer domain and functional domain (custorner domain has a list of the 

ne& and wants of the customer, where as, functional domain has a list of functions or 

activities to be performed by the product). In the author's opinion, QFD c m  be used as a tool 

for this phase of mapping, if required. Another issue favorable to the axiomatic design theory is 

its compatibility with Taguchi's method of robrcst design using qualiv lossfunctiun [9,25]. The 

author looks at Taguchi's method mainly as a tool for quality control during detailed design, 

hence the compatibiiity is useful. 



2.2 Axïomatic Design Theory 

Main terminology used in axiornatic design theory developed by Suh, Nakazawa. Bell. 

Gossard, et. al. [9,10,23,24] is as follows. Although the definitions are based on the referenced 

work, they are elaborated and explained by the author for clarïty, wherever necessary. The 

means of "proof' in this work is mostly logical arguments through examples. 

Axiom [9] 

Axioms are fundamental truths tbat are always observed to be valid and for which there 

are no counter examples or exceptions. 

Corollary [W] 

Corollaries are propositions that follow from axioms. A proposition is a statement in 

which something is afirmed or denied. 

Theorem [9] 

Theorems are propositions that may not be self evident 

accepted axiorns. A theorem is valid if its referent axioms and de( 

but cm be proved based on 

iuctive steps are valid. 

A dornain is a set of elements belonging to a particular category or class. 

Functional Domain 

A domain consisting of a number of functions (activities). 

Physicai Domain 

A domain consisting of a number of physical entities (bodies). 



Functiond Requirement (FR) 

FRs are a minimum set of independent requirements that completely charactenze the 

functional needs of the product design (functions to be performed by the product), in the 

hinctional domain [24]. By definition, each FR is independent of other FRs. 

Design Parameter (DP) 

DPs are the variables that characterize the physical entity created by product design to 

fulfill the Frs [9].  DPs belong to a physical domain, as physical entities are physical bodies. 

Design Mapping 

Design mapping is the procedure of listing the vector of elements or variables in one 

domain, with reference to the vector of eIements or variables in a different domain. 

Functional Domain Physical Domain 

Fig. 2.1 Design Mapping from functional domain to the physicai domain 



Design Matrix 

Design matrix is a matrix indicating the relationship between the elements or variables 

in one domain. and the elements or variables in another domain, during a design mapping. 

Design Equation 

Design equation is an expression reiating a vector of elemenü or variables (in one 

domain) with another vector of elements or variables (in a different domain), by a design 

matrix, during a design mapping. 

For example. in product design - 

(FR} =[A] {DPJ .......................................... Eqn.2.1 

where {FR} is the functional requirement vector, {DP} is the design parameter vector and [A] 

is the product design matnx. Suppose the vector {FR} consists of "mu functional requirernents 

FRI , FR2, ...., FR, , and "n" corresponding design parameters to satisfy the FRs, obtained by the 

design mapping, are DPI , DP2 ,....., DP, , then, the design equation can be written as follows. 

AH Ait . . Ain 
DPi 

...... Eqn. 2.1 

Each row of the design equation 2. la can be expressed as, 

................................................. FRi = Z, A, Dpj Eqn. 2.2 

Each element Ai, of the design matrix, relates an element of the FR vector to an element 

of the DP vector. In general, the element Ai, can be detexmined as, 

............................................... A, = dFRi / aDpj Eqn. 2.3 



where the FR and DP are numerical variables. However, in many cases. FR and DP are 

not numerical variables. For example, an FR may be "make a mark on paper", and the 

corresponding DP can be "a lead tip". Then, the relation between FR and DP is expressed in 

Boolean ternis - if a relation exists, Aii = "X", and if no relation exists, Aij = "0". 

Uncoupled design 

If the design matrix is diagonal, independence of variables of the vectors is assured and 

the design is called uncoupled design. 

The condition for uncoupled design is. 

Aw, # O; 

............................................................. Aij = O when i+j Eqn. 2.4 

Independence of variables means each FR depends o n  only one corresponding DP, not 

on various DPs. To make the aspect of uncoupling more clerir, let us consider an exarnple case 

of equation 2.1, where number of FRs is equal to number of DPs (assume m = n = 3). The 

design matrix will be a 3x3 square rnatrix. For an uncoupled design, al1 non-diagonal t e m  

should be "O". The design equation will be as follows. 

.......... Eqn. 2.5 

Each row of the above design equation can be expressed as, 

FRl=?  Aij DP, = A I I D P I  .............................................. Eqn.2.6a 

.............................................. FR2 = 5 Aij DPj = Au DP2 Eqn. 2.6b 

............................................... FR3 = L, A, DPj = A33 DP3 Eqn. 2 . 6 ~  



It is evident that each FR is satisfied by one DP, independently. This makes the design 

uncoupled (thus simple), because a change in a DP will affect oniy the corresponding FR (not 

any other FR), assuring independence of FRs. 

Decouplecl or Quasilcoupled design 

If the design matrix is uiangular, independence of variables in a vector is assured by 

adjusting the variables in other vector in a particular order. Such a design is called decoupled 

design. 

The condition for decoupled design is. 

A& f O; 

A, = O when i>j or .................................................. Eqn. 2.7a 

Aij = O when i<j ...................................................... Eqn. 2.7b 

To make the aspect of decoupling more clear, let us consider another example case of 

equation 2.1. where nurnber of FRs is equal to number of DPs (assume m = n = 3). The design 

matrix will be again a 3x3 square matrix. For a decoupled design, ail non-diagonal terms on one 

side of the diagonal should be "O". One of the possible cases of a decoupled design equation 

will be as follows. 

[i}=[iI $ &I ............................... Eqn. 2.8 

Each row of the above design equation cm be expressed as, 

FRi = ); Aij DPj = Ali  DP, .............................................. Eqn. 2.8a 

FiQ=Z, Aij DP, = Atl DPI +Au DP2 .......................... Eqn.2.8b 

FR3 = $ Aij DPj = A31 DPI + A32 DP2 + A33 DP3 ........... Eqn. 2 . 8 ~  



in  this case, each FR is not satisfied by only one DP, independently. However, the 

independence of the FRs c m  be rnaintained. by adjusting the DPs in the following particular 

order- 

(i) Vary and decide DPI , to satisb FRI (in equation 2.8a); 

(ii) Vary and decide DP2, to satisfi FR2 (in equation 2.8b); 

(iii) Vary and decide DP3 . to satisf'y FR3 (in equation 2 .8~ ) .  

Although step (i) affects FR2 and FR3, we can adjust DP2 (in second step) in such a way 

that FR? is satisfied, without affecting FRi . Further, although steps (i) and (ii) affect FR3 , we 

can adjust DP3 in such a way that FR3 is satisfied, without affecûng FRI and FRt . In 

decoupled design. order of deciding DPs is important, to achieve independence of FRs. Suppose 

the particular order discussed above is not followed, independence of FRs can not be assured. 

For example, if we decide DPi f i a t  to satisfy FR3 , and then try to decide DP2 to satisb FR2 , 

the value or charactenstic of FR3 would change, thus coupling the design procedure. 

Coupled design 

If a design matrix is neither diagonal nor triangular, the design is called a coupled 

design. A coupled design is not desinble. Although there may exist a transformation of the FE&, 

such that for the new FRs an uncoupled or decoupled design can be obtained, this should be 

only the last resort. This is because FRs are design objectives or design specifications. which 

once laid down, should not be changed as far as possible. Therefore, al1 attempts should be 

made to uncouple, or decouple a design by varying the DPs. 

Hierarchy, Decomposition, and Zig-zagging 

FRs and the corresponding DPs are decornposable into components level by level, 

called hierarchy. The overall well defined problern is in the first level of FR hierarchy and its 

decomposition yields subsequent levels. Decomposition requires mapping between one level of 

hierarchy of a domain, to a different level of hierarchy of another domain, called zig-zagging. 



Although task decomposition has been recognized as an important issue in design and 

manufacturing problems by many researchers (e.g., Pahl and Beitz [6,22], Vijaykumar and 

Arbib [26], Kusiak and Larson [27]), Suh was the fint to relate the issue of design mapping 

with hierarchicai decomposi tion. 

The nature of hierarchy can be undentood by an exarnple in Figure 2.2 - let the overall 

functional problem be "metai removal on cylindrical jobs". This is the FR at the first level of 

hierarchy. On design mapping, the corresponding DP at the first level of hierarchy cm be "lathe 

machine". Now. the FR can be decomposed into second level of hierarchy, yielding components 

FRi , FR2 , ........., FR7 . These components of FR are derived based on the DP at previous 

(upper) level of hierarchy, hence it is the result of a zig-zag mapping. Next, the components of 

DP at second Ievei of hierarchy are obtained by mapping from FRs at the second level of 

hierarchy. This procedure continues till basic functions (may be called unitfwictions. or grass 

rootfimctions in coiloquiai ternis) and the corresponding DPs are obtained at the foot of the 

hierarchy structure. The advantage of conducting design mapping level by level is that we can 

focus on a limited number of variables at a time, reducing the complexity of the design task. It 

is wrong to consider FR components of different levels simultaneously, as the independence of 

FR components cm not be assured. redundant FRs may creep in. and the design procedure may 

become intractable. 



FR - DP 
Metal Removai on Cylindrical Jobs Lahe Machine 

FR1 FR2 mi FIb FRs FRI DPi DPz Dfs DPs De6 DP4 

Powcr lob Sptcd Tm1 TOO! Supp~n- Motor Hud-  GCU 1 -  Cimxtgc BetJ 
supply romion change hold- position- suucc- drive stock box post 

sourœ ing ing uzt 

Fig 2.2: Hierarchical tree structures of FRs and DPs, their decomposition. and zig-zag mapping 
(adopted from [9] after modifications) 

For the sake of completion of our discussion on hierarchy structures, a note on the 

author's obsenration regarding numbering of levels is included here. In the first level. there is no 

numbering as only single FR and corresponding DP exist. In the second level, the decomposed 

elements are numbered by suffix. In the third and subsequent levels, Suh et. ai. number the 

elements by extensions in the suffix. For example, m26 indicates a FR numbered 4 at level 2, 

numbered 2 at level 3, and numbered 6 at level 4 of the FR hierarchy. In this thesis, the 

convention has been modifîed to avoid confusion when there are more than ten elements at a 

level. In the diird and subsequent levels. the elements are numbered by decimals in the suffix. 

For exarnple, indicates a FR numbered 4 at level 2, numbered 2 at level 3 and numbered 

6 at level4 of the FR hierarchy. 

Constraint 

Constraints represent the bounds on an acceptable solution. Examples of constraints are 

size. weight, cost, etc. A constraint is different from an FR in the sense that a constraint does 



no1 have to be independent from other constraints or FRs. A const.ra.int is a lirnit, and its precise 

value is not important. 

Information 

Information is the knowledge required to saûsfj a given FR at a given level of the FR 

hierarchy. 

Examples of broad categones of information are drawings. precision, process plans, 

equations, material specifications. surface quality, heat marnent, inventory, etc. In specific 

t e m ,  Suh et. al. have devised a rnethod to evduate the quantitative value of information 

associated with precision. based on logical arguments. They argue that the knowledge required 

to achieve a task depends on the probability of success. Since the probability of success 

depends on the complexity of a task. information is related to complexity. They have developed 

the metric to measure information content, based on an example of manufacturing a shaft with a 

desired dimensionai precision. The term "geomeuic precision" used by Suh et. al. has been 

replaced by "dimensional precision" in this thesis, as in the opinion of the author the latter term 

more suitably represents the precision under discussion. Suppose that the FR is to manufacture 

a shaft of length L t AL. The probability of manufacturing the shaft within the tolerance defines 

the information. If the tolerance is wide or coarse, the probability of success of manufacturing 

the shaft within the tolerance will be high, the information content should be low and the 

rnanufacturing process c m  be considered as simple. On the other hand, if the tolerance is close 

or fine, the probability of success of manufacturing the shaft within the tolerance will be low. 

the information content should be high and the manufacturing process c m  be considered as  

complex. This logic leads to the relation that the probability (p) of manufacturing the shaft 

within tolerance is given by the ratio of bandwidth of tolerance to the dimension, assuming that 

the ratio is uniform throughout the range of dimension. 

Further, information (I) cm be expressed as I = l/p = L / 2 AL ....... Eqn. 2.10 



In order to express the sum of information on different variables. Suh et al. rnodified the 

above equation to logarithmic form based on Shannon's fundamental work on mathematical 

theory of communication [9,28]. 

I=log2(l/p) ................................. Eqn.2.11 

where base of Iogarithm 2 makes the unit of 1 as bit (information in bits = 1.443 multiplied by 

information in nats, unit of information with naniral logarithm king nat). 

The exarnple of dimensional tolerance which led to the definition of information, 

resulted in the finding by Wilson & Suh [9]  that in general, information associated with 

dimensional precision cm be expressed as 

1 = logz (range of variable / tolerance) ........ Eqn. 2.12 

In the case discussed earlier, range of length variable is L and the tolerance is 2 AL. 

Hence, information 1 = log2 (L / 2 AL). For a very wide tolerance, for example. 2 AL = L. 1 = 0. 

For a close toierance, for exarnple, 2000 AL = L, I = logt ( 1 0 0 )  = 9.968 bits or 6.908 nats. 

In addition to dimensional tolerance. Suh et. ai. have proposed methods to calculate 

information content of other attributes, narnely. surface quality, heat treatrnent. part flow. 

production cost and process planning. However, to our knowledge, they have not reported any 

work on design of automation systems. requiring estimation of information associated with 

dynamic artifacts. 

The main advantage of using information as a measure is that it facilitates evaluation of 

the generai scheme of design, avoiding subjective assignrnent of weight factors. Issues such as 

output rate and cost are accounted in the axiomatic design method in the form of FRs and/or 

constraints. 



222 M g  Axioms, Corollaries, and Theorems 

The axiomatic design theory [9,10,23,24] comprises two axioms, eight corollaries and 

sixteen theorems. However, Suh States that the theory will evolve Further by defining new 

theorems that address specific design problems under consideration. 

Suh's design axiorns are as follows : 

Axiom 1. The Independence Axiom: Maintain the independence of FRs. 

M o m  2. The Information Axiom: Minirnize the information content of the design. 

A thorough understanding of above design axiorns, and related corollaries and theorems 

is an exhaustive topic of discussion in its own right, and hence it is not covered in this brief 

review. This section elucidates only the essence of the axiorns, corollaries and theorems 

direcdy relevant to development of DFAM methodology in the next chapten. A comprehensive 

treatment of axiomatic design theory is available in [9], which is based on numerous research 

papers, reports, masters and Ph.D. dissertations, and patents originated by Suh and his CO- 

workers (at MIT), namely, Nakazawa (at MIT and Waseda). Bell. Gossard, Cook, Wilson. 

Rinderle, Kim, Tice. Yasuhara, Moon, Tucker. Van Dyck, Fillippone. Kumar, Nehru, and 

Tokawa. Suh et. al. have illustrated application of their theory through nurnerous examples 

ranging from design of a cm opener to design of a direct drive arrn robot. dong with problerns 

in other fields such as re-organization of the Engineering Directorate of National Science 

Foundation (NSF) of the United States of America. 

The meaning of Axiorn 1 is that during the design process. as we proceed from the FRs 

in the functional domain, to the DPs in the physical domain. the mapping must be such that a 

change or perturbation in a particular DP must affect only its referent FR. In other words, in an 

acceptable design. the DPs and FRs are related in such a way that a specific DP can be adjusted 

to satisQ its corresponding FR, without affecting other FRs. Uncoupled and decoupled designs 

satisfi Axiorn i ,  whereas a coupled design violates it. 



The meaning of Axiom 2 is that among all the designs that satisw the Independence 

Axiorn (Axiom l), the one with minimum information content is the best design. In other 

words, the best design is a functionaily uncoupled or decoupled design, that has the minimum 

information content. 

The essence of some of the corollaries and theorerns laid down by Suh et. al., which are 

relevant to the work in this thesis is as follows, 

Decoupüng of Coupled Designs (Corollary 1) 

Decouple or separate parts or aspects of a solution if FRÎ are coupied or become 

interdependent in the design proposed. 

This corollary is a direct consequence of Axiom 1. Decoupling may be achieved in 

some cases by increase in number of DPs. However, in many cases it may be possible to 

achieve hinctional decoupling without increase in number of DPs or without physical 

separation of parts. As physicd separation generally increases the information content @y 

increase in number of drawings, number of process plans, inventory, follow-up efforts etc.), 

functional decoupling without physical separation is desirable. This aspect is stated in corollary 

3. 

Minimization of FRs (Corollary 2) 

Minimize the number of FRs and constraints. 

As the number of FRs and constraints increases, the system becomes cornplex, and the 

information content becomes excessive. A design should only fulfill the needs defined by the 

FRs - nothing more and nothing less. The implication is that the conventional adage, "My 

design is better than yours because it does more than was intended", is misguided. A system that 

per fom more functions than are specified, will be more difficult to operate and maintain than 



the one that performs only the stated FRs. Reliability may dso decrease when a system fulfills 

more FRs than are required, because of the increased complexity. 

Integration of Physical Parts (Corollary 3) 

Integrate design features in a single physical paH if FRs can be independently satisjïed 

in the proposed solution. 

This corollary States that the number of physical parts should be reduced in order to 

decrease the information content. if this cm be done without coupling the FRs. Fcinctional 

coupling should not be confùsed with phsical coupling. Integration of more than one function 

in a single part, as iong as the hnctions remain independent. is desirable as it reduces the 

complexity (i.e. information). Suh has clarified this issue through an exarnple of a bottle and 

cm opener design. The two FRs are: open beverage botties, and open beverage cans. By 

definition. the two FRs are independent. but there is no mention of concurrency of the FRs; that 

is, a bottie and a c m  need not be opened simultaneously. A simple device that satisfies both the 

FRs. c m  be made by stamping a single sheet metd strip. In such a design, the means for 

achieving die two FRs independently are embodied in the same physical device radier than in 

two separate components. Therefore. less information content is required to manufacture the 

device because of reduction in number of drawings, process plans. and inventory. The design 

does not couple the FRs. because the act of opening the cans does not interfere with or 

compromise the requirement of opening bottles. The FRs would be coupled only if there was an 

FR to open the bottles and cans simultaneously. which is not the case here. The two separaie 

functions are fulfilled by one physical body, but without functiond coupling. Physical 

integration without hinctional coupling is advantageous. because the complexity of the product 

is reduced, in iine with Axiom 2. 

Ovgest Tolerance (Corolhy 6) 

Spenfy the largest allowable tolerance in stating FRr. 



As discussed in section 2.2.1, more information is required to produce parts with close 

tolerance. On the other hand, if the tolerance is too wide, the error in assembly will be such that 

the FRs cm not be satisfied. Excessively wide tolerances reduce reliability and thus increase the 

need for frequent maintenance, which will contribute to increase of related information (of a 

different type). Therefore, the specification of tolerances should be made as large as possible, 

but should remain consistent with the likelihood of producing functionally acceptable product. 

Umoupled Design with Less Informalion (Corollary 7) 

Seek an uncoupled design that requires less information than coupled designr Ni 

sahsfLing a set of FRs. 

The above corollary States that there is always an uncoupled design that involves less 

information than a coupled design. This corollary is a consequence of Axioms 1 and 2. The 

implication of this coroilary is that if a designer proposes an uncoupled design which has more 

information content than a coupled design. then the designer shouid review the design options 

to develop another uncoupled or decoupled design having less information content than the 

coupled design. 

The first four theorems formulated by Suh et. al. address to the consequences of the 

number of DPs being less. more. or equd to the number of FRs. The implication of these 

theorems is that ai1 attempts should be made to match the nurnbers of DPs and FRs. 

Coupling Due to InsufBient Number of DPs (Theorem Z) 

M e n  the nwnber of DPs is less thun the nwnber of FRs. either n coupled design resulrs 

or the FRs c m  not be satisfied. 



Decouphg of Coupied Design (Theorem 2) 

When a design is coupled due to the greater nwnber of FRs (m) than DPs In), it may be 

decoupled by addition of new DPs so as to make the number of FRs and DPs equal tu each 

other if n subset of the design matrk containing n x n elements constitutes a triangular manir 

Redunàànt Design (Theorem 3) 

When there are more DPs than FRs, the design is either a redundont design or n 

coupled design. 

Ideai Design (Theorem 4) 

In an ideal design, the number of DPs is equal tu the number of FRs. 

Need for New Desiign (Theorem 5) 

When a given set of FRs is changed by the d i t i o n  of a new FR. or substitution of one 

of the FRi with a new one. or bv selection of a completely different set of FRs, the design 

solution given by the original DPs c m  not satisfy the new set of FRY. Consequently, a new 

design solution m m  be sought. 

The implication of the above theorem is that one should not assume a prion that a 

modification in existing design c m  yield the best solution if there is a change in FR(s). A 

completely new design may yeId a better solution in some cases. 

Suh et. al. have discussed design for rnanufacturability with an additional domain - the 

process domain. The DPs of product become the FRs of manufacturing process. Therefore, 

process design involves mapping of DPs in physical domain into suitable Process Variables 

(PVs) in the process domain. PVs are factors such as cutting force. cutting speed etc. which 

influence a manufacturing process. For example, a DP of a product such as surface finish is 

infiuenced by a PV such as cutting speed. 



The process design equation can be written as 

{DP) = [B] {PV} ............................ -..-.. Eqn. 2.13 

where {DP} is the design parameter vector, (PV) is process variable vector, and w] is process 

design matrix. The related theorem is as follows. 

Design for Manuf~cturability (Theorem 9) 

For a product to be manufacturable. the design matrix for the product [A] (that relates 

the FR vector for the product to the DP vector of the product) times the design matrir for the 

manufacturing process [B] (thut relates the DP vector to the PV vector of the manufacturing 

process) must yield either a diagonal or triangular matrix Consequently when any one of 

these design matrices. i.e.. either [A] or [B], represents a coupled design, the product can not 

be manufactured. 

lnforntafzrntafzon Content of the Total System (Theorem 23) 

If each DP is probabilistically independent of other DPs. the information content of the 

total system is the sum of the infomtion of all individual events associated with the set of FRF 

that must be satisjied. 

The meaning of the above theorem has been given [9] as: "Information of a total system 

is defined as the sum of the information of each DP of the system". The author of this thesis has 

observed that the preceding statement is not true in the context of design of automation systems. 

The issue is discussed in chapter 5. 

DesigdManu fmturing Interfhce (TheoremlS) 

When the manufacturing system compromises the independence of the FRs of the 

product, either the design of the product must be modified or a new manufacturing process 

must be designed. used. or both to maintain the independence of the FRs of the products. 



The above theorem is a consequence of h i o m  1, Theorern 9, and the observations 

made during various manufacturing related case studies. 

E q d i t y  of Information Content (Theorent 16) 

Al1 information contents that are relevant tu the design tmk are equully important 

regardless of their physical origin, and no weighting factor should be applied tu them. 

In axiomatic design theory, information has k e n  devised as a meuic based on 

probability of success of achieving an FR. As probabilities of success are dimensionless 

quantities independent of their physical origin, it was possible to treat thern equally, and 

eliminate the subjective assignment of weight factors. As mentioned earlier, this feanire is one 

of the reasons for choice of the axiomatic design theory for extension and application in the 

context of DFAM. in the next chapters of this thesis. 



CHAPTER3 

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN FOR AUTOMATION AND ITS IMPLICATIONS 

The purpose of this chapter is to clarify the notion of concepnial design for automation 

(DFAM), and provide a basis for formuiaîion of its formal methodology in the next chapter. 

3.1 How DFAM is Different from DFA and DFM ? 

Consider the example of a simple product shown in Fig. 3.1, in which a shaft is fixeci m 

the hole of a hub. The product has k e n  deliberately chosen as simple as possible, so that the 

basic arguments can be understood with ease, which will hold good for a design of any 

complexity . 

Fig. 3.1 Example of a simple product: a shaft assembleci in a hub 



3.1.1 DFA Approach 

The reported work on DFA (e.g., [15]) is concemed with changes in the design of 

components of products, to make their assembly with each other easier. Hence, the issue of 

investigation in the example under consideration will be design modifications in shaft and 

hub so that they can be assembled with ease. The central issue under DFA will be: "how to 

assemble the shaft and the hub easily?". Two factors which influence the ease of assembly 

are: entry of shaft into the hub, and closeness of fit between shaft and hub. 

To help entry of shaft into the hub, charnfers at one end of the shaft and the hub can 

be introduced as  shown in Fig. 3.2. 

To ease the fit between the shaft and the hub, we can decide to have a clearance fit 

instead of a press fit. But this wiil require additional locking of hub on the shaft. The cross 

locking can be done by either a flat tip grub screw against a flat milled on the shaft (Fig. 

3.2a), or a conical tip grub screw against a conical seating drilled on the shaft (Fig. 3.2b). The 

latter method is generally preferred in practice because it ensures the axial location of hub on 

the shaft. 

Hub 7 / Shaft 

Chamfer 

---- 
amfer 

Fig. 3.2 Chamfen on shaft and hub for ease of assembly 
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lig. 3.2a Hub-shaft locking by flat grub screw 
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Fig. 3.2b Hub-shaft Iocking by conical gnib screw 

3.1.2 DFM Approach 

There are three types of DFM reported in the literanire: part DFM [29], product DFM 

[29], and Suh's DFM [Il. 

As implied by their names, part DFM deals with ease of manufacture of individual 

components, whereas product DFM deals with manufacture of an assembled product. 

Therefore, product DFM includes part DFM. In product DFM, the issue of investigation in 

the exarnple under consideration will be design modifications in s h d  and hub so that the 

assembly c m  be manufactured with ease. The central issue under product DFM will be: "how 

to manufacture the shaft-hub assembly easily?". To analyze the factors which influence the 

ease of manufacture of the product. we consider the following elemental operations involved. 

how to manufacture the shaft easily?: turning, forming, or powder metallurgy 



how to manufacture the hub easily?: turning-drilling-reaminooring, forming, or powder 

metallurgy 

how to assemble shaft and hub easily?: issues discussed in section 3.1.1 

The first two factors are concemed with part DFM, the last factor deals with DFA, 

and al1 the three put together constitute product DFM. 

It should be noted that in the above approaches of DFM and DFA, the configuration 

of the product is never questioned. The focus is on process design, i-e., how to manufacture 

and assemble the shah and hub, not product design, Le., why the configuration of shaft-hub 

assembly is as shown in Fig. 3.1 to begin with. Suh et. al. incorporated Iinkage between 

product design and process design in their version of DFM, to facilitate the 80w of data from 

one phase to another phase. The integrated mapping procedure opens up new options of 

design, as shown in the foilowing discussions. 

In the product design phase, the FRs for the example product shown in Fig. 3.1 can be 

defined as, 

FRi = provide rolling surface 

FR2 = locate the rolling surface axidly and radially (d l  drgrees of freedom except rotation of 

rolling surface are to be constrained) 

FR3 = allow rotation of rolling surface 

A set of uncoupled DPs which c m  satish the above FRs can be (option I), 

DPI = a roller hub 

DP2 = assemble and lock hub on a shaft (by interference fit, or by Rat p b  screw or by 

conical gmb screw, or by use of key and retaining rings, or by making hub and shaft 

an integral piece) 

DP3 = shaft rotating in the bores of housing 



An alternate set of uncoupled DPs which can satisfi the FRs c m  be (option II), 

DPI = a roller hub 

DP2 = make the width of roller hub only slightly smailer than slot in housing, assemble, and 

lock the shaft pivot in the housing 

DP3 = roller hub rotating on the shaft 

In the process design phase, the operations such as turning, drilling, rearning, milling, 

forrning, powder metdlurgy, assembling will be the PV options (see chapter 2, section 2.2.2, 

equation 2.13, Theorem 9) and they will Vary depending on the DP options. For exarnple, in 

option 1, if DP2 is integral shaft and hub, then, 

PV, = turning (hub) 

PV2 = O 

PV3 = turning (shaft) 

It can be seen that the process design is simplified considerably because only turning 

opention of a single work-piece with the shape of hub on the center and shaft on the sides is 

sufficient. This can be achieved in a single setup on a single turning lathe. Operations. 

narnely, assembly of shaft into hub. drilling and tapping on hub. milling of Rat on shaft, 

assembly of g m b  screw for locking, and tightening of gmb screw, are eiiminated. However, 

we have to check whether there is ri particular reason for having a two piece construction. 

Having a look at the housing where the shaft-hub product is to be placed clarifies that a single 

piece shaft-hub can not be assernbled to the housing (Fig. 3.3a). Now we get a chance to 

explore a change in the design of housing so that a single piece shaft-hub can be assembled to 

the housing (Fig. 3.3b). However. there may be a constraint that the housing design can not 

be modified drastically because the housing may be made by a die casting process and 

modification in die design may not be feasible. 



two piece 
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Fig. 3.3a Original housing 
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Erg 3.3b Aiternate modified housing 

A set of PVs which will satisw the DPs of option II is, 

PV = niming (hub) 

PV? = assemble, drill-tap-tighten screw for locking shaft on housing 

PV3 = turning (shaft) 

In the above process design, cross driliing, tapping, and milling operations for locking 

the hub on shaft are eliminated. However, similar operations are now added on housing 

(Figure 3.4). so no advantage is achieved. 



Fig. 3.4 Locking the shaft on housing in Option II 

Housing i 
I ' Shaft 

Considering the above factors, let us choose the option 1 with two piece construction 

of hub and shaft, locked together by either flat or conical tip gmb screw. The mapped PVs 

will be. 

PVl = rough turn, finish tum, drill, rearn, part off (hub) 

PV2 = assemble hub and shaft to housing, cross drill and tap on hub, cross mil1 flat or cross 

drill conical seat on shaft. tighten gmb screw 

PV3 = rough tum, finish tum. part off (shaft) 

Now the next logical step is to design or decide the configuration of a manufacturing 

ce11 to execute the above processes. In this thesis, this phase of design is called the 

automation system design. As mentioned earlier, there is no reported work on this phase of 

design. If we simply apply Suh's procedure for this phase, considering the PVs as FRs and try 



to map a set of DPs of the automation system (to distinguish them from the product DPs, the 

author cails them DaPs), we will obtain, 

DaPl = lathe machine 

DaPz = a machine to assemble, cross drill and tap on hub, cross miIl flat or cross drill conicai 

seat on shaft, tighten gmb screw 

DaP3 = lathe machine 

It is felt that the above mapping has not ensured convincing results. The following 

problems are evident: 

the need to obtain an uncoupled DaP corresponding to each PV rnay result in a DaP 

which should perform diverse operations, which is not preferable. For example, in DaPl 

and DaP3, it is not a good practice to use the same lathe for rough tuming as well as finish 

tuming. A finish tuming lathe is a precision lathe which should be used only for 

removing very little material (0.5 mm. or less). If a precision lathe is used for rough 

tuming, it is a misuse and the accuracy of lathe will deteriorate over a period of time. 

Also, in DaP2, it is not convincing to develop a machine for assembly as well as for cross 

drilling or rnilling. It is more realistic to do such operations by suitable attachments on the 

lathe. 

the mapping procedure does not motivate to look into the possibilities of a standard or 

special purpose machine which can satisfy more than one PVs. 

a fully automated system should consider inter-machine or inter-station transfer and 

handling of work-in-process. The related devices do not result from the above mapping. 

Such devices may be either integral with the DaPs, or separate additions, typically, robots 

with grippers or hands. As the handling devices do not result from the systematic 

mapping procedure. the integral option is often never explored. 

We have observed above that application of the product design mapping (FR-DP) 

approach for design of automation system (PV-DaP mapping) does not directly guide towards 



convincing results. Now let us consider the configuration of a manufacturing cell without the 

help of a formal design methodology, for the example under discussion. As there c m  be 

many options, the ce11 design will depend on intuition and experience of the designer. A 

typical conceptual design of ce11 may be as follows (Cell Layout I). 

Rough turning lathe (to rough turn hub, drill axial hole in hub, rough turn shaft, part off 

hub and shaft from barstock after next operation). 

Precision finish tuming lathe (to finish turn shaft, finish turn hub, r e m  hole in hub). 

Drilling and tapping machine (to drill and tap cross hole in hub, drill conical seat in 

s haft). 

Milling machine (to mil1 the flat on shaft for cross locking if flat tip grub screw is used). 

Two robots with suitable hands or grippers (e.g., MlT/UTAH hand [30,31], Remote 

Center Compliance gripper [29,32]) to assemble the hub and shaft to the housing as well 

as to each other. The two robots should perform coordinated manipulation - one holding 

the hub at proper position inside the housing slot, while the other inserts the shaft through 

the holes of housing and hub. 

A device to detect orientation of flat or pivot seat in shaft. and the tapped hole in hub so 

that both c m  be aligned with each other. 

Robot with suitable hand or gripper (e.g., MITAJTAH hand [30,3!], Remote Center 

Compliance gnpper [29,32]), and a special tool to assemble the grub screw for locking 

the hub on the shaft. One of the above robots has to grasp the hub in a stable position 

during the screw assembly. 

A conveyor system. automated guided vehicle (AGV), rail guided vehicle (RGV), or 

other robotic system for inter-machine hmdling and transfer of components. 

It is evident that the above cell design is a complex one. In the next section (3.1.3), 

the new DFAM approach is preliminarily introduced and it is shown that alternate ce11 design 

concepts cm be obtained, which are relatively simpler. 



3.13 DFAM Approach 

The DFAM approach is intended to overcorne the problems highlighted in the 

previous section. Let us revisit the example of automated rnanufacturing of the two piece 

c o n s ~ c t i o n  of hub and shaft, locked together by either flat or conical tip gmb screw. The 

PVs mapped from Suh's DFM were, 

PVI = rough mm, finish turn, drill, r e m  part off (hub) 

PV2 = assemble hub and shaft to housing, cross drill and tap on hub, cross mil1 flat or cross 

drill conical seat on shaft, tighten gmb screw 

PV3 = rough tum, finish tum. part off (shaft) 

In DFAM, the above PVs are considered from a different perspective, as they were 

not found to be usefui in the present fom. The components of the PVs are separated and 

called "Process Requirements (PRs)". Next, operations found to be necessary to integrate the 

overall automation, are added (called "excess PRs"). Further, the possibilities of combining 

the processes (the component PRs, e-g., rough turn, finish turn, drill, ream, part off, assemble 

hub and shaft to housing. cross drill and tap on hub) are explored. This approach will be 

referred to as "explosion and regrouping" in the formal development of DFAM structure in 

the next chapter. The regrouped PRs are denoted by PRs, to distinguish them from each 

other. These PRs are used for PR-DaP mapping for automation system design. 

In the example under consideration, the PRs derived from the PVs are, 

PV, * PRI.I = rough turn hub 

= finish turn hub 

= drill hub 

PR1.4 = ream hub 

PRios = part offhub 



PV2 -. PR2., = assemble hub and shaft to housing 

PRz2 = cross drill and tap on hub 

PRtm3 = cross mil1 flat or cross drill conical seat on shaft 

= tighten gnib screw 

PV3 -. Ph., = rough mm shaft 

= finish tum shaft 

= part off shaft 

The excess PRs which c m  integrate the automation at this stage are transfer motions 

of work-in-progress between the above PRs. 

Now let us explore the possibilities of combining or regrouping the above PRs to 

form the PRs, to obtain the corresponding DaPs. We can easily visualize that al1 the above 

operations (except PRrl) and intermediate transfer motions can be performed on a variant of 

a multiple spindle automat, which is a turning machine with index drum and suitable 

attachments. A multiple spindle automat has a number of spindles with barstock. which can 

index to different positions circumferencially. Suitable tools and attachments are provided at 

each index position for conducting the required operations. A spindle can be braked by 

spindle stopping device, to conduct a cross drilling, tapping, or milling operation. Further. if 

parting off is done by a slit-rnilling cutter attachrnent at the same index position where cross 

drilling, tapping or milling is done, the parted off hub and shaft c m  be picked up by the 

assembly machine (to perform with a defined relative orientation and position of 

tapped hole in hub and conical seat or Rat in the shaft. This eliminates the need for a cornplex 

orientation detection device (item 6 in Ce11 Layout 0. The schernatic end view of the multiple 

spindle automat is shown in Fig. 3.5. 
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=ig. 3.5 Schematic end view of a multiple spindle automat and operation scheme for the manufacture 
of shaft-hub assembty on the automat 

The assembly device to satisfy will have two pairs of fingers to g a s p  the hub 

and shaft before they are parted off from rheir respective barstocks, pick them away retaining 

their orientations after the part off. manipulate, and assemble with housing as well as with 

each other. The device will have a third finger with guide hole to place the screw at correct 

spot over the tapped hole in the hub. A fourth finger with screw driver tip will tighten the 

screw automatically. It should be noted that the configuration of a finger in the context of this 

thesis is not andogous to the finger of a robotic hand emulating hurnan hand. The definition 

of "finger" in the context of manufacturing devices is given in glossary (Appendix A), and 

will be discussed in chapter 6 dealing with the case study related to design of a "dexterous 

manufacturing hand". The supply of housings to the assembly device, and ejection of 

assembled units c m  be by a conveyor system (an "excess PR"). The supply of screws can be 

by a magazine device (another "excess PR"). 



As a result of the above investigations, we cm list the regrouped Process 

Requirements as foIlows. 

mi = PR1-1 + PRl-2 + PRie3 + PRi.4 + PRiTs + PR2.? + PR2-3 + PR3-1 + PR3.2 + PR3.3 

PR9 = assembly of housing, hub. shaft, and screw (PR2.1 + PRz4) 

& = feeding and ejection of housings 

P b  = feeding of screws - 

The corresponding set of Design Automation Parameters, mapped from the above 

PRs are as follows (Cell Layout II). - 

DaPi = multiple spindle automat with attachments and tooling scheme (Fig. 3.5) 

DaPr = assembly device (with four "fingers") 

DaPs = conveyor device 

DaPJ = magazine 

From the above discussion. it is evident that the new DFAM approach has enabled 

formulation of a different option of ceIl design. This option rnay not be ensured as  an 

outcome of DFM procedure, because if the PVs are considered as FRs for the automation 

system design, they are likely to be treated as a set of non-alterable and non-regroupable 

variables. It is a different issue that the options may have to be anaiyzed with respect to 

various factors and the final choice of option may differ, but the point the author would like 

to stress is that the Conceptual Ce11 Layout II could not have corne into reckoning at al1 if 

only DFM was applied. Some of the factors which may influence the choice of option are 

quantity of production, cost, management decision whether to use only existing machines 

with additions rather than develop a new approach, other products of the plant which cm be 

produced on the new cell with reconfigurations in toolings, etc. These factors are constraints 

or bounds on the design problem, which may influence the final choice, but the apriori 

assumption that we have to choose individual DP of automation system corresponding to 



individual PV (mapped from DP of product, which was mapped from FR of product), does 

not allow exploring the alternate concept developed in the above exarnple. 

3.2 Where Modifications and Extensions in DFM are Required ? 

3.2.1 Lntegrated Approach Issues 

Based on the discussion in the previous section, it could be argued that it is not 

correct to consider automation system design exclusive from process design and product 

design. In the exarnple discussed, it is important to note that if only process-automation 

systern is considered, then we do not notice the fact that the ce11 would have been 

considerably simpler (compared to even Ce11 Layout II) if the product was a single piece 

structure, enabling the full piece to be just tumed, without any cross locking operations and 

inter-process transfer equipment. The compiexity in automation system design is important to 

be known when product design is performed - in the exarnple discussed in previous section 

(shaft-hub assembly, Figure 3. l), it may motivate to consider another iteration of redesign of 

housing, hub and shaft. How to structure an integrated approach in DFAM. is investigated in 

this thesis. The first three propositions formulated in chapter 4, address this relevant issue. 

3.2.2 Process Design and Automation System Design h u e s  

Through the exampie discussed in this chapter, it has been clarified that the PVs of 

DFM can not be used directly for automation system design. How to obtain the variables in 

usefùl foxm and how to manipulate them for the process design to automation system design 

mapping, is also investigated in this thesis. Propositions 4, 5. and 6 formulated in chapter 4, 

address to the related issues. 



3.2.3 Design Evaluation Issues 

How to compare the aiternate conceptual designs of automation system by using the 

information model, is further investigated in this thesis. Propositions 7, and 8 formulated in 

chapter 5, clarib the related issues. 

3.3 Implications 

Based on this work, it is explicitly evident that the DFAM methodology is a necessary 

and useful extension of the DFM approach proposed under the frarnework of axiomatic 

design theory of Suh et. al. In this chapter, the deficiencies of the existing procedure and the 

ability of the potential DFAM methodology to generate new concepts. was demonstrated 

through a simple example. The DFAM methodology will be formalized in the next two 

chapten. The power and utility of the DFAM methodology will be further evident during 

application on case studies in chapters 6 and 7. 

The DFAM is a "total" concept which includes existing DFM (modified suitably), 

with scope for interactions from DFA and QFD or Suh's "O" th phase of mapping. The scope 

of DFAM with respect to DFM. DFA. and QFD is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. 



Fig. 3.6: Scope of DFAM with respect to DFM. DFA. and QFD 



STRUCTURE: OF DESIGN FOR AUTOMATION 

In this chapter, the structure of DFAM is fomalized. To understand the arguments 

supporthg the structure. we continue Our discussion with the shaft-hub assembly example 

discussed in the previous chapter (section 3.1.3). Figure 4.1 illustrates the outline of the 

rnapping pattern which leads to a new option of ce11 design (Cell Layout lI). It is observed that a 

generalized systematic procedure c m  be stnictured based on this mapping pattern [33].  The new 

and modified terminology required in the procedure is explained as follows. 

4.1 New and Modified Terminology 

Explanation of use of the term Process Requirernent (PR) 

PRs are a minimum set of independent operations (e-g., manufacturing, assembly, and 

handling) found necessq to produce the DPs of a product. PRs belong to a functionai domain. 

as operations are functions or activities (Examples: tuming, drilling, feeding screws, tightening 

a screw, etc.). 

Explanation of use of the term Process Design for Automation 

Process design for automation is the procedure of listing the PRs required for 

automated production of a product. 

Explanation of use of the term Excess Process Requirement (PR,-) 

An excess PR is a PR which is not denved to satisfj any DP, rather, its need onginates 

only dunng the process design for automation in order to integrate automation into the overdl 

manufacturing process. Excess PRs link up the automation with the manufacturing, assernbly, 

and other operations. 
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DPi = a d e r  hub 
DP2 = the hub 
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IPR3.2= finish turn shaft 
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on hub 
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PRrl = assemble hub and 
shaft to housing 

f Rr j  = tighten grub screw 

fecding and ejcction of 

Fig. 4.1: Outline of mapping pattern in design of automated manufacturing ceIl for shaft-hub assembly 



Explanation of use of the term Automation System 

An automation system is an integrated system consisting of devices for various 

manufacruring, assembly, inspection. handling and other ailied operations. The disposition of an 

automation system is different from a "normal" product. An automation system is composed of 

DaPs (defined below). A product is composed of DPs. The inter-process transfer motions are 

integrated in the automation system. therefore, there are mvel motions between many of the 

DaPs. On the contrary, in most of the products (referred as "normal" products eariier), there are 

no traveI motions between the DPs. 

Explanation of use of the term Automation System Design 

Automation systern design is the procedure of designing an integrated device or ce11 

which c m  perform al1 operations (e.g., manufacturing, assembly, and handling) for automated 

production of a product. 

Explanation of use of the term Design Automation Parameter (DaP) 

DaPs are the variables that characterize the physical entity created by automation 

system design to fdfill the PRs (acnially, exploded and regrouped PRs called PRs as discussed 

in section 4.7). DaPs belong to a physicai domain, as physicai entities are bodies. 

Explanation of use of the term Explosion of PRs 

Different groups of PRs are mapped from respective DPs. The explosion of PRs is the 

procedure of eliminating the barrier between the different groups, so that their constituent PRs 

could be regrouped (see below). The procedure is denoted by the term "EXPLODE" in section 

4.7. 

Explanation of use of the term Regrouping of PRs 

Regrouping of PRs is the procedure of gathenng the exploded PRs, and excess PRs into 

new groups of PRs which can be satisfied by the DaPs of an automation system design. These 

regrouped PRs are denoted as PR. The procedure is denoted by the term "REGROUP" in 

section 4.7. 



Explanation of use of the terms Hierarchy, Zig-zagging and Numbering of Levels 

Similar to the hierarchy of FRs and DPs discussed in section 2.2.1. it is observed that 

PRs and DaPs are also decomposable into cornponents level by level. Decomposition requires 

mapping between one level of hierarchy of a domain to a different level of hierarchy of another 

domain, called zig-zagging. In this work it is clarified that the disposition of zig-zag mapping in 

process design is different from the zig-zag mapping in product design (discussed in section 

4.5). It is found that a parameter or variable (FR, DP, PR. DaP) should be identified with its 

level in the hierarchy in order to specih the structure of DFAM. The convention used in this 

thesis is as follows. In the fint level. there is no numbenng as only a single parameter exisü in 

each domain. In the second level, the decomposed elements are nurnbered by suffix and the 

level is included in the brackets in the suffix. In the third and subsequent levels. the elements 

are numbered by decimals in the suffix and the level is again included in brackets in the suffix. 

For example, PR1.4(3) indicates a PR numbered I at level 2, numbered 4 at level 3, and placed at 

level 3 of the PR hierarchy. 

Explanation of use of the term Proposition 

While defining a corollary in sub-section 2.2.1, chapter 2 (in the framework of 

axiornatic design theory [9,10]), it was mentioned that a proposition is a statement in which 

something is affirmed or denied. In this thesis, new propositions are formulated in the specific 

context of design of automation systems. The "propositions" are put fonvard based on their 

compatibility with the basic axioms. corollaries, or theorems of the axiomatic design theory 

and/or by logical arguments through exarnples or counter examples. The meaning of 

"proposition" in this thesis is lirnited to one of the meanings defined in the Oxford English 

dictionary: "something proposed. set forth, or offered for discussion, consideration. acceptance. 

or adoption, or as a basis of argument". As per the axiomatic theory, the means of "proof" of a 

proposition is limited to logical arguments through examples or counter examples. 



4.2 Design Mapping in DFAM 

It has been observed that iterative mapping in three phases is required in DFAM: 

product design phase, process design phase and automation system design phase. During the 

product design phase, FRs specified in the functional domain must be satisfied by choosing a 

proper set of DPs in a physical domain. During the process design phase, DPs in the physical 

domain m u t  be satisfied by selecting a suitable set of PRs in a functional domain. During the 

third phase involving design of automation system, PRs (actuaily, exploded and regrouped PRs 

called PRs as discussed in section 4.7) in the functional domain must be satisfied by selecting a 

suitable set of DaPs in a physical domain. The three phase design mapping in DFAM is 

illustrated in Figure 4.2. 

4.3 Matrix Notation of Design Mapping 

The design equation for product design (chapter 2) can be written as, 

{FR} = [A] (DP} ...................... Eqn. 2.1 

where each row cm be expressed as. 

FRi = Xj Aij DPj ................... Eqn. 2.3 

As per Theorem 4 (see chapter 2. or [9 ] ) ,  an ideal design has a number of DPs equal to 

the number of FRs. Hence, [A] c m  be assumed to be a square rnatrix. 

In DFAM. the design equation for process design c m  be written as, 

(DP} = @3] {PR} ..................... Eqn. 4.1 

where each row c m  be expressed as, 

DPj = & Bjk PRk ..................... Eqn. 4.2 



The two matrix equations cm be combined into a single relationship linking the product 

requirernents (FEb) to process requirements (PRs) as, 

{FR} = [Cl {PR} .................... Eqn. 4.3 

where [CI = [A] p] ........................ Eqn. 4.4 

To satisQ the independence axiom (see chapter 2, or [9]). which suggests maintaining 

the independence of FRs. the [Cl matrix must also be diagonal or triangular. However, the need 

for excess PRs may result in additional nu11 columns (discussed in section 4.6). 

The design equation for automation system design cm be expressed as 

{PR} = [D] (DaP} .................. Eqn. 4.5 

where B s  are exploded and regrouped PRs (discussed in section 4.7), 

and each row can be expressed as, 

mk=&I&DaPl  ................. Eqn.4.6 

It has ken observed that explosion and regrouping rnay result in number of not 

equal to number of PRs (Le.. kg&. Hence, the rank of mauix [Dl rnay be different from [Cl (or 

[A] or [BI). Therefore, it may not be always possible to find a product of [Cl (or [A] or BI)  and 

[Dl. The implication is that it is better to judge the overall design based on the properties of 

individual matrices [A], m] and ID] instead of relying on their product. 

Dunng conceptual design, we are interested only in qualitative analysis. Hence, the 

elements of matrices have to show only whether FR-DP, DP-PR or PR-DaP relations exist or 

not. We recall from chapter 2 that if a relation exists, 'X' is the matrix element, and if no relation 

exists, '0' is the matrix element. This binary element leads to Boolean operations, therefore, 

while finding product of [A] and pl, 'X' times 'XI results in 'X' itself, 'XI tirnes 'O' results in 'Of, 

and '0' times 'O' results in '0'. 



Functional p% Functional / Danoin 1 
Fig. 4.2: The three phase design mapping in DFAM 

Physical 1 Dornain 1 

The equations expressing product. process and automation system design phases and 

related discussions serve as the bais  for the foilowing proposition on Design for Manufachiring 

Automation. 

Proposition I : Design for Manufacturing Automation 

A rnanufacturing process is automtable if the design matrir of the process [BI (which 

relates the DP vector of design to the PR vector of process) and the design matrix for the 

automation system or device [Dl (which relates the regrouped vector of process to the 

DaP vector of automation gstem) are either diagonal or triangular matrices. 



book Suppose that either matrix B andor matrix D is neither diagonal nor triangular 

matrix, then either process design a automation system design both are coupled designs. 

A coupled design is not desirable because independence of variables can not be assured 

(Axiom 1, Suh, see chapter 2 or [9, IO]). Therefore, the matrices B and D should be either 

diagonal or trianguiar. 

Suh's Theorem 9 deals with product design for manufacturability (see chapter 2, or [9]). 

Our proposition 1 cm be combined with Suh's Theorem to yield the proposition on Design for 

Automation. 

Proposition 2 : Design for Automafion 

Manufacture of a product is nutomarable if the design marrir for product [A] (which 

relates the FR vector of product requirements to DP vector of design), the design mtr ir for  

process [BI (which relates DP vector of design to PR vector of process), and the design matt-ix 

for automation system [Dl (which rehtes the regrouped PR vector of process tu the DaP 

vector of automation sy tem) are either diagonal or triangular matrices. 

Suppose that either matrix A andor matrix B andor rnatrix D is neither diagonal nor 

triangular matrix, then either product design g process design a automation system design g a 

combination of them are coupled designs. 

Again. a coupled design is not desinble because independence of variables cm not be 

assured (Axiom 1, Suh, see chapter 2 or [9, IO]). Therefore, the matrices A, B and D should be 

either diagonai or triangular. 



4.4 Back Driven and Fonvard Driven Modifications 

The integrated approach to product-process-automation system design provides 

foresight of problerns during later phases of design. This enables a designer to examine 

possibilities of modifications in earlier phases of design. Modifications andor additions in 

process (hinctional domain) and product (physical domain) are back driven by the need for 

simplification or appropriateness in the automation system (physical domain). Similady, in 

some cases, modifications andor additions in the automation system (physical domain) may be 

fonvard dnven by the need for simplification or appropriateness in process (functional domain) 

andor product (physical domain). This dependence is munial as stated in the next proposition. 

The foward and backward design mapping is shown in Figure 4.3. 

To appreciate the importance of forward dnven and backward dnven mapping and the 

meaning of simplification or appropriateness in the different design domains. let us recall the 

example of shaft-hub assembly discussed in chapter 3 (a mapping resulting in one of the cell 

layouts is illustrated in Figure 4.1). It was observed (section 3.1.2) that the automation system 

design and process design become "simple" if the shape of shaft-hub is machined by turning a 

single piece. In that case, the automation system need not contain devices to assemble shaft to 

hub, lock them to each other by tightening screw. feed screws from a magazine, and cross mil1 

or drill shaft. However, by backward mapping when it was checked whether a single piece 

product design was feasible. we found that there was a problem in assembling it into the 

housing. Considering a constraint that the housing design could not be changed, only a two 

piece construction of shaft-hub was "appropriate". 

Proposition 3 : MutuaI Dependence in DFAM 

In DFAM. product design. process design and aurumation system design are rnufually 

dependent domains in the sense thar rnodijkations andhr additions in one domin are back 

driven or fonvard driven by the need for simplification or appropriateness in other domains. 



Fig. 3.3: Forward and backward design mapping in DFAM 

Proof: Suppose that product design, process design and automation system designs are 

mutuaily independent domains. then any change in one domain should never influence other 

domains. 

The above inference can not be tme. If there is a change in product design, it is possible 

in many instances that the process design (also known as rnethods pian) may change. If the 

design of an automation system is changed (for example, some of the constituents are 

eiiminated), it will no longer be able to execute the complete process. Therefore, in many 

instances it may not be possible to produce the original product unless the product design is 

modified accordingly. 

The above arguments lead to the implication that proposition 3 has to be true. 



4.5 Zig-zag Mapping in Process Design 

It has been found that the most logicai method to develop the PR hienrchy (see section 

4.1) is to list down the sequence of elementai operations required for each DP in the second 

level of DP hierarchy. The elemental operations beiong to next (third) level in the PR 

hierarchy. The process design mapping from one level of DP hierarchy to another level of PR 

hierarchy can be considered as part of a zig-zag mapping. During this zig-zag mapping, the 

elernental operations in a PR should be independent from each other and their number should 

be the minimum possible. in a matrix fonn, zig-zag mapping involves a row matnx which 

relates a DP to a column matrix of elemental PR operations. 

For exarnple. the product discussed in chapter 3 had three DPs at the second level of 

hierarchy (see section 3.1.2 or Fi,gure 4.1): DPi , DP2, and DP3 . A roller hub was DPI . A set of 

elemental operations required to produce DPi was. 

PRI., = rough Nm hub 

PR1 .? = finish turn hub 

PRla3 = drill hub 

= ream hub 

PRI.S = pâTt off hub 

The above elemental operations are independent of each other and their number is the 

minimum possible. The operations belong to third level of hierarchy. The PRl corresponding 

to DPi at the second level of hierarchy is a composite of the elemental operations (or 

component PRs) at the third level of the hierarchy. In a rnatrix form the above mapping c m  

be expressed as, 

{DP, }= [XI {PRi } ......................... .. .............................................. Eqn. 4.7 

{DPi}=[X X X X X] (PRi.[  PRih2 PRia3 PRi.4 P R i . 5 ) T  ................ Eqn.4.8 



Equating the right hand sides of the above two equations yields. 

.................... {PRI )= (PRi . i  + + + PR1.J + P R I . ~  ) ... Eqn. 4.9 

It is evident that the mapping in equation 4.8 is from level 2 to level 3, and hence zig- 

zag. This zig-zag mapping in process design is a coupled one and is different from the desired 

non-coupled DP-PR mapping at the second level of hierarchy, represented by equation 4.7. 

Further, the disposition of zig-zag mapping in process design is aiso different from the 

traditional zig-zag mapping during product design (see chapter 2. or [9]).  The difference c m  be 

seen by comparing Fig. 4.4 with Fig. 4.5. 

To express the above equations in general form. we have to identify the hierarchy level 

with the DPs and PRs, as discussed in section 4.1. Let us denote a level by "n" (as in Fig. 4.4 

and 4 3 ,  and associate the sarne within brackets in the suffixes which indicate the numbering of 

DPs and Pb. Then the process design equation 4.2 can be rewritten as, 

DPj(,) = &(", Bjcnlkcn, PRkcn) ....................................................... Eqn. 4.1 O 

Zig-zag mapping in process design discussed in this section cm be expressed in 

general form as follows. 

DPj(., = &<n+il Ek(n)un.+l ) PRk(nl.nn+l > ..............--............................. Eqn. 4.1 1 

where j(n) = k(n), and Ek(n)Wn+l) is a row matrix relating a DP at level n, to the 

comesponding sequence of elemental operations (PRs) at level n+ 1. 

PRk(,) = &(n+I, PRk(n).ktn+l ............................................................. Eqn. 4.12 



Fig. 4.4: Disposition of zig-zag rnapping in product design 

Level n 

1 Level n+l 

DP FR 

The equations derived above expressing zig-zag mapping in process design for 

automation and related discussions serve as the b a i s  for the following proposition. 

- 

DPs 
LI 

FRs 

Fig. 3.5: Disposition of zig-zag mapping in process design 
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Proposition 4: Mapping in Process Design for AutomaiSon 

Mupping in Process Design for Automrion is zig-zag @om one level of DP hierarchy 

to next ievel of PR hierarchy) and coupled (change in one elernental operation will affect other 

elemental operunom), but rhe elemental operations in a PR should be independent from each 

other und their nwnber should k the minimum possible. 

ProoE Suppose that in the process design for automation, the mapping is not zig-zag as 

shown in Figure 4.5, then the PR at level n should be mapped directly from the DP at level n. 

The above procedure cm not ensure that the PR mapped at level n is a composite of 

component PRs at level n+l which are just suficient (neither more nor less) to process the 

component DPs at level n+ 1. The procedure is contrary to the well known shop floor practice of 

methods planning in which the sequence of operations are listed to produce a DP. The 

composite of these opentions may be irrelevant. For example, in the shaft-hub assembly 

(Figure 4. l), PR2 is a composite of PRri . PRr2, PRr3, and PRr4. These component operations 

are assemble hub and shaft to housing, cross drill and tap on hub, cross mil1 flat or cross drill 

conical seat on shaft, and tighten gmb screw, respectively. The composite of these operations 

does not make any sense as the operations are diverse in nature. 

The above arguments imply that in process design for automation, the mapping h a  to 

be zig-zag as shown in Figure 4.5. 

The proof for the zig-zag mapping in process design for automation k ing  a coupled one 

is evident from the nature of the equation expressing the mapping (see the specific example in 

equation 4.8, and its generaiized form as equation 4.1 1). A component PR c m  not be changed 

without influencing other component Ph. 



The statement that the elemental operations should be independent from each other, can 

be logically justified as follows. Each elernental operation is supposed to hiIfil1 an elemental DP 

(at level n+l). If the elementai PRs are not independent from each other, the DP-PR mapping at 

level n+I will be a coupled mapping, which should be avoided. 

The last part of Proposition 4 is regarding minimization of elemental operations in a PR. 

Minimization is essential to avoid redundant PRs at level n+l (analogous to Theorem 3 of Suh, 

see chapter 2 or [9]). However, it has k e n  observed that in DFAM there may be instances 

where redundant PRs may be necessary or useful. provided they cm be individudly justified. 

This issue is discussed in the next section. 

4.6 Excess PRs 

As per the axiomatic design theory, if number of PRs exceeds that of DPs, the design is 

either a redundant design or a coupled design (see chapter 2 or [9], analogous to Theorem 3). It 

has been observed that dunng the process design for automation , excess PRs may be found to 

be necessary or useful. An excess PR is a PR which is not denved to satisQ any DP, rather, its 

need originates only during the process design in order to integrate the automation of the overall 

rnanufacturing process. For example, in the shaft-hub assernbly case discussed in chapter 3 

(illustrated again in Figure 4.1), the transfer motions of work-in-progress between the PRs. 

feeding and ejection of housings, and feeding of screws are excess PRs. They are not mapped 

from the original FRs and DPs. Their need was visualized in the process design stage only in 

the context of the design of automation system. The input of excess PRs dunng design mapping 

is illustrated in Fig. 4.6. 



Fig. 4.6: Input of excess PRs in process design for automation 

We have to ensure that an excess PR does not couple the design, instead, it should only 

result in a redundant design. In such a case. the colurnns in design mairix corresponding to 

excess PRs, will be nul1 columns. 

Proposition 5: Erfess PRs NI Process Design for Automation 

Ercess PRs are pemissible in Process Design for Automation. but the? should be 

individuully jush9abfeI independent and non-coupled from other PRI. 

Proof: Suppose that excess PRs are not permitted in process design for automation. then 

automation related functions c m  not be integrated into the manufacturing process. 



It cm be strongly argued that the above approach is a wrong presupposition that 

rnanufacturing devices such as machine tools should be designed in isolation from automation 

devices, typically, robots with dexterous hands. This approach may lead to very complex and 

extensive cells with separate machine tools and robotic devices having coordination and control 

problems. In the shah- hub assembly exarnple discussed in chapter 3 (section 3.1.2). one such 

typical design of ce11 (Cell Layout I) had two lathes, a drilling and tapping machine, a milling 

machine, robots with suitable hands or grippers, an orientation detection device, and another 

robotic system for inter-machine handling and transfer of components. 

Based on the above argument, we cm conclude that excess PRs should be permissible 

in process design for automation. Obviously, the excess PRs should be individually justifiable, 

for the integration of automation. The arguments for independence and noncoupling are similar 

to those discussed in the context of Proposition 4. 

4.7 Explosion and Regrouping of PRs for Automation System Design 

It has been found that the PR hierarchy can not be used directly for the next phase 

(automation system design phase) of design mapping, namely, PR-DaP mapping. If we map the 

PRs one to one, we do not explore dl the possibilities of designing physically coupled DaPs to 

minimize the information content (meaning of information content in the context of automation 

system is discussed in chapter 5). Therefore. we have to explode these PRs and conduct the 

iterative mapping procedure with a freedom to check feasibility of physical coupling, provided 

functional noncoupling could be maintained. In principle, any two or more non-simultaneous 

elemental operations (afier exploding PRs) can be candidates for physical coupling of 

corresponding DaPs, subject to consuaint such as size or weight. M e r  iteratively mapping and 

exarnining the physical couplings, the elemental operations have to be regrouped comesponding 

to the physically coupled DaP entities. To distinguish the modified (regrouped) PRs from the 

original PRs , we express them with an underline viz. BI, PR? , PR1 and so on. The procedure 

of explosion and regrouping of PRs is illustrated in Fig. 4.7. 



explosion = l 

Fig. 4.7: ExpIosion and regrouping of PRs in process - automation system design 

It was seen in the shaf't-hub assembly example discussed in chapter 3 (illustrated in 

Figure 4.1) that explosion of ihree different P h ,  addition of excess PRs, and subsequent 

regrouping resulted in four PRs. In equation 4.6 (section 4.3), we distinguished the number of 

PRs as k, against k number of PRs. To define the actions of t e m  "EXPLODE" and - 
"REGROUP" used in this section aigorithmically, let us specify an operation "LIST". The 

operation "LIST" is sirnilar to summation Z except that it lis& the elements instead of adding 

them. 

For exarnple, 

LISTk (PRt) = (PR , PR2 , .. .. . . . . . . ,PRk- , PRk) . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . Eqn. 4.1 3 



The explosion and regrouping of PRs in the course of process and automation system 

design can be expressed as following. 

EXPLODE (LISTk(nl (PRk(,,) } = USTk(nr(n+i, (PRk(,, . kt,,+l)} ...................... Eqn. 4.14 

Let us venQ the above equations by applying them on the example shown in Figure 4.1. 

In this case, 

Applying equation 4.12 on the above yields, 

Therefore, if the barriers between the different groups of PRs are removed, 

Eqn. 4.16 

Eqn. 4.17 

Eqn. 4-18 



The nght hand side of the equation 4.18 tallies with the right hand side of equation 4.14, 

because, 

Further, as illustrated in the Figure, 

Gathenng the elernental operations into new groups considering physical coupling of DaPs 

yields, 

Expressing the new groups as PR1 , PR, , PR? , and PR&, 



The right hand side of the equation 4.22 tallies with the right hand side of equation 4.15, 

because, 

LISTk(., (PRk(,,) = PRi , PR7 . PR3 , PR& ....................... ................. . . Eqn. 4.23 

The equations formulated in this section expressing explosion and regrouping of PRs 

during process and automation system design and preceding discussions serve as the basis for 

the following proposition. 

Proposition 6: Explosion and Regruuping of P h  for Automation System Design 

For Automation System Design. the PRs should be exploded and regrouped into new 

PRs (after addition of excess PRs, if needed), based on feusibility of phvsicul coupling, while - 
maintainingf<cnctional non-coupling of corresponding DaPs, and satisfying the constrainrs. 

Proof: Suppose that the PRs should not be exploded and regrouped. then the PRs 

obtained from DP-PR rnapping should be directly used for PR-DaP mapping. This results in 

DaPs which satisw the PRs and excess PRs exclusively. 

The above assurnption restncts possibilities of integntion. e.g., handling devices and 

machine tools will be considered exclusive from each other. The mapping does not motivate the 

designer to look into the possibilities of a standard or special purpose machine which can satisfy 

more than one PRs. Further, as discussed in the shaft-hub assembly example (chapter 3, section 

3.1.2) the direct DP-PR rnapping may result in a DaP which should perform diverse opentions, 

which is not logically correct. 

Based on the arguments, we can conclude that the statement in Proposition 6 is valid. 



In this chapter the structure of DFAM was formulated. The work resulted in six 

axiomatic propositions. The propositions were formed based on logicd arguments, and 

illustrated with the example of design of an automated manufacninng ce11 for shaft-hub 

assembly discussed in the previous chapter. While forming the propositions, the author tested 

the arguments on several other exarnples (which are not reported here). A few main case studies 

are discussed in chapters 6 and 7. 



CHAPTER 5 

EVALUATION OF DESIGN FOR AUTOMATION 

5.1 Introduction 

The method of evaluaûon under the frarnework of axiomatic design theory 19, IO] is that 

amongst several competing design alternatives with independent FRs, the preferable design is 

one with minimum information content. The information axiom suggests minirnization of 

information in a design. Corollary 3 derived from both the independence axiom and information 

axiom suggests to integrate design features in a single physical part if FRs can be independently 

satisfied in such a solution. In chapter 2, the reported work on computation of information 

associated with an important process variable namely dimensional precision was reviewed. and 

the equation wris - 

1 = log2 (range of variable 1 tolerance) .............. Eqn. 2.12 

[n research reponed in the open literature, the variables considered are dimensions of 

components such as length, width, depth, and diameter. In this chapter. the criterion for 

computation of information is investigated in the context of automation systems. 

To understand the issues involved in evaluation of automation systems. the discussion 

in this chapter has been ciarified considering an example of automatic assembly of a shaft and a 

hub. produced on two respective turning machines. The layout of an automation system to 

conducr this task is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The automation systern includes two robots (with 

respective m s .  wrists, and grippen) to pick up the components from the lathes and assemble 

them with each other. Robot-1 picks up the shaft tumed at Lathe- 1, and travels a distance A . 
Robot-2 picks up the hub machined at Lathe-2, and travels a distance B to align the axis of hole 

in hub with the a i s  of shaft. Next, the tip of Robot-1 travels a distance C dong the axis of the 

shaft, in order to assemble the shaft into the hub. As shown in the figure, the automation 

system has total 16 degrees of freedom (DOFs). 
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5.2 Information Content in Automation System 

Let us deliberate upon the question: "Cm we compute the information content of an 

automation system by the same method by which the information content of a normal product 

is computed ?". The word "normal" is used to refer a product in this section because in a 

broader sense an automation system itself can be considered as a product (e-g., by a 

manufacturer of automation systems). Aiso, one cm find special products which have the traits 

of an automation system. 

To answer the above question, we have to find out whether or not there is any difference 

between the disposition of an automation system and a "normal" product. An automation 

system is composed of DaPs. A product is composed of DPs. A feature observed dunng the 

discussions in chaptee 3 and 4 was that the inter-process transfer motions were integrated with 

the automation system in DFAM methodology. In other words, there are travel motions 

between many of the DaPs. On the contrary, in most of the products (referred as "normal" 

products earlier), there are no travel motions between the DPs. This is the reason why 

computation of information associated to dimensional precision of individual components was 

sufficient dunng product design. 

In the context of automation system design. it has been found that the information 

content is incomplete if we consider only the information pertaining to individual components 

of the system [34!. As an automation system is a dynamic artifact, probability of success of 

traveis of motions is an important aspect in design. On detailed analysis. it is found that the 

different factors discussed in the following sections are associated with the travel motions in an 

automation system. 

It can be postulated that the travel motion in an automation system should be the 

minimum possible. However, while comparing the alternative concepts of automation systems, 



length of travel alone cm not be the criterion. and other factors discussed in the subsequent 

sections are to be accounted. 

5.4 Precision of Travel 

Precision of mvel motions is important in automation systems. particularly due to 

assembly operations involving interaction between machine tools and robots. Precision of travel 

is different from precision of dimensions of individual components. However, in many cases, 

these two precisions may influence each other. For example, an automation system such as a 

robot can achieve a required precision of travel motion, only if the constituent components are 

machined and assembled with a certain precision. It is observed that arguments analogous to 

those developed by Suh et. al. for information model of dimensional precision, can be 

successfully deployed for information model of travel motions. The precision of a travel motion 

has two aspects: accuracy and repeatability. Accuracy of an automation system is defined as the 

deviation between a specified/cornmanded position and the acnial position at the end of a travel 

motion. Repeatability is defined as the range of tolerance bandwidth (range of tolerance 

between the maximum and the minimum values) within which the automation system will 

retum, when the system targets a specified position several tirnes. Accuracy follows a specific 

pattern over the range of travel. Therefore. inaccuracies can be compensated by closed loop 

control through methodical caiibration. Repeatability e m  are caused by uncertainties which 

are very difficult to compensate even by closed loop control. Automation systems with capacity 

for long travel motions have larger repeatability tolerance bandwidth, because uncertainties 

such as clearances, backlash etc. are Iarger (compared to compact devices with small travel 

motion capacity). Hence, the probability of success of achieving a travel motion within 

precision can be expressed by the ratio of repeatability tolerance bandwidth to the length of 

travel motion, assuming that the ratio is uniform throughout the range of travel. This logic. 

dong with the analogous arguments discussed in chapter 2, leads to the inference that in 

general, information associated with precision of travel motion cm be expressed as, 

Lvei = logz (length of travel / repeatability tolerance bandwidth) ............ Eqn. 5.1 



The above mode1 of information is useful because it takes into account both the length 

of travel, and precision of travel. An automation system design with more length of travel 

and/or close repeatability tolerance bandwidth results in Iow probability of success of achieving 

travel motion within required precision, high information content. and complex design. 

Conversely, an automation systern design with less length of travel andor wide repeatability 

tolerance bandwidth results in high probability of success of achieving mvel  motion within 

required precision, low information content, and simpler design. 

The logical conclusion from the foregoing discussions is stated in the next proposition. 

Proposifion 7: Infonnation Content of Automalion System 

Information content of an automation system is the sum of information perîaining to 

constituent components and the information associated with travel between DaPs. 

Proof: Assume that the above proposition is not tme, then the information content of an 

automation system can be expressed only by the information pertaining to the constituent 

components, without considering the travel motions between them. 

The above statement is proved wrong by logical facts and computations discussed in the 

following paragraphs. considering that the automation system depicted in Figure 5.1 uses the 

Robotwin-II arms [35]. If the statement counter to Proposition 7 is true, then, 

Information content of 
automation system = 1 = Information content of the dimensional precision 

of al1 the components of the two robots ........ Eqn. 5.2 

As in any automation system. the critical issue of concem in the design and performance 

of this automation system is the repeatability of the two robots. If the repeatability bandwidth is 

wide, the shaft and hub c m  not be aligned properly, and thus the assembly may not be 

successful. Having recognized the importance of repeatability, let us check whether it can be 



completely represented by evaluation of the information associated with the dimensional 

precision of the components. It cm be seen that dthough close dimensional precision is a major 

factor for achieving good repeatability, there exist other factors influencing the ~peatability. 

Let us consider a robotic joint (joint #3 or joint #4) designed for the Robotwin-II arrn 

[35]. The International Tolerance (II') grading system is used to define dimensional precision in 

the following discussions. In the ïï system. a dimension is defined by the basic size of a part 

followed by a symbol composed of a letter and a number, such as 40H7, 4ûj6 etc. [36]. The 

letters from 'a' to 'u' indicate decreasing clearance between a shaft and a hole. SmaH case 

letters are used to define external dimensions (of shah),  where as large case letters are used to 

define internai dimensions (of holes). Letters before 'j' indicate clearance fit between assembled 

parts. Letters afier 'j' indicate an interference fit. Letter 'j' indicates transition fit (either 

clearance or interference can result). The number indicates the grade of the range of tolerance. 

International Tolerance grade range is from iT0 to ïï12 in the order of decreasing precision. 

High precision means close or narrow range or bandwidth of tolerance. Low precision means 

wider range or bandwidth of tolerance. Suppose that a dimensional precision of 140hS mm. (O 

to -18 micron tolerance) is given on the outer diameter of a bearing retainer located inside the 

roller bearing, which is considered as a precision tolerance because it belongs to ï ï 5  grade. The 

tolerance on the bearing bore is O to - 13 microns (for Grade 5 bearing, [36]). This fit will have 

a maximum interference of 13 microns and a maximum clearance of 18 microns. The 

information content associated with the precision of the dimension 140h5 of the bearing retainer 

can be calculated as per equation 2.12 as, 

log2 (range of variable / tolerance) = log2 (140/ 0.0 1 8) 

= log2 (7778) = 12.928 bits .......... Eqn. 5.3 

Now let us consider another fit so that the maximum clearance can be reduced, in order 

to irnprove the repeatability of the robot. The tolerance grade is retained as IT5, but a fit with 

more interference is chosen, narnely, j5. Dimension 140j5 has a tolerance range of +7 to - 1 1 

microns. As the tolerance on the bearing bore is O to - 13 microns, this fit will have a maximum 



interference of 20 microns and a maximum clearance of 11 microns. It is evident that the 

maximum clearance has been decreased by 7 microns (from 18 microns to 1 1 microns), which 

will contribute towards improved repeatability of the robot. However, the information content 

associated with the precision of the dimension 140j5 of the bearing retainer calculated as per 

equation 2.12 remains the same as found eariier, 

log2 (range of variable 1 tolerance) = log2 ( 140/ 0.0 1 8) 

= log? (7778) = 12.928 bits .............. Eqn. 5.4 

From the above, it is proved that there c m  be two robots in which the information 

associated with dimensional precision of constituent components rnay be sarne, but their 

repeatability may be different. 

Another factor which c m  be seen as influencing the repeatability of a robot or other 

automation system is the stiffness of the links. joint or the body. This effect can not be reflected 

by calculation of information content associated with the dimensional precision of components. 

The dimensionai precision of al1 the components of two different robots may be same. but if the 

stiffness of joints and links are different. the repeatability of robot tip will be different. 

The above discussions confirm that the repeatability of a robot can not be completely 

represented by evaluation of the information associated with the dimensional precision of the 

components. But in an automation system, the repeatability of a travel motion of the system is 

of critical concem. For example, in the shaft-hub assembly case, the repeatability of the two 

robots illustrated in Figure 5.1 is important. Therefore to evaluate the altemate designs of 

automation systerns, the information associated with the repeatability of travel motions has to 

be found to complement the information associated with the dimensional precision of 

components. Proposition 7 States this finding, hence it has to be true. 



In the example of the automation system for shaft-hub assembly, we found that equation 

5.2 is not tme. In conformity to Proposition 7, the information content of the automation system 

can be expressed as, 

Infonnation content 
of automation system = I = Infonnation content of the dimensional precision 

of al1 the components of the two robots 
+ Infonnation content of the travel motions of the 

two robots ............................................ Eqn. 5.5 

5 5  Speed of Travel 

Lirnit in speed of tnvel is govemed by the constraints in available technology of drive 

and transmission elements. and also the dynamic characteristics of the structure of automation 

system. In the present work on information model, it is assumed that these constraints and 

conditions are generally same for dl the alternative designs, and hence the speed of travel does 

not influence the information model. 

5.6 Overlap of Travel 

It is observed that maximum overlap of travel motions is desirable, if it helps to achieve 

reduction in the length of cnticaf path of travel motion. Critical path of travel motion is the 

shortest path from the f'irst operation to the last operation. In this thesis, the length of critical 

path of travel is considered as an independent criterion, while comparing the alternative designs 

of automation systems. The reasoning behind such an approach is that the length of critical 

path affects the cycle tirne or production rate of the system, but it does not reflect the 

complexity of design of the automation system (this complexity is reflected by the information 

model discussed in section 5.4 earlier, recdling that complexity is related to probability of 

success). It is necessary to clarify at this stage that although a design with minimum length of 

critical path of travel may result in minimum information content due to precision of travel, it 

need not be so always. 



It has been observed that a design alternative which facilitates break up of the 

automation system into a group of gross (or macro) motions with wide repeatability tolerance 

and another group of fine (or micro) motions with close repeatability tolerance, results in less 

information content. Let LI be the sum of distances traveled for gross motions and Lo_ be the 

sum of distances traveled for fine motions, then, 

&wi(&tiodl = log2 ((LI / wide repeatability tolerance) 

+ & / close repeatability tolerance)) ....................... .. ....... Eqn. 5.6 

The above finding is surnrnarized as the following proposition. 

Proposition 8 : Infornation Content of Parfitioned and Non-partiîioned Automatratron Systems 

h f o m t i o n  content (due to travel) in an automation system design which is parrihoned 

into macro-micro groups is iess than the informahon content of un automation sysrem design 

which dues not facilitate such partitioning. 

Proof: Converse to the above proposition, if an automation system design does not 

facilitate grouping of DaPs, then, 

............................. InVel(noapuntid) = logt (L / close repeatability tolerance) Eqn. 5.7 

where L is the total travel between DaPs. 

But L 2 Li 

and L2 L1 

Hence aiways Lnltmtiod, < 1 rnvd(nan-pyohaned ...................................... Eqn. 5.8 

In the automation system for shaft-hub assernbly illustrated in Figure 5.1, grouping of 

motions into the two separate categories, narnely. macro (or gross) motions and micro (or fine) 

motions is not possible. The repeatability of the two robot tips is related to the travel motions of 



the robot tips from the respective machines which conduct the machining opentions on the 

shah and the hub. A and B are the travel motions of the robot tips to transfer the shaft and hub 

from the machines, and position them for assembly. Travel motion C is the motion for 

assembling the shaft and hub to each other. Travel motions A and B require close repeatability 

as they decide the positioning of the items before assembly. As al1 the motions are effected by 

the two robots, they can be added as follows. 

L = A + B + C  ....................................................................................... Eqn. 5.9 

To compute the value of information associated with the above travel motion, let us 

assume the values of the distances and the repeatability. 

................................. A= 1000 mm., B= 1000 mm., and C= 50 mm. Eqn. 5.9a 

Let the precision of a travel motion with wide repeatability tolerance be specified by a 

bandwidth value Rw , and the precision of a travel motion with close repeatability tolerance be 

specified by a bandwidth value & . In generd, an industriai robot with t 0.1 mm. repeatability 

can be considered as normal precision robot, whereas. a robot or other automation device with t 

0.025 mm. repeatability can be considered as a high precision device. Hence. the following 

assumption is made. 

Therefore the information associated with the travel motion of the automation system 

for shaft-hub assembly which could not be partitioned into macro-micro groups is, 



Now let us investigate about the possibility of developing the conceptual design of an 

alternate automation system in which panitioning of motions into macro-micro groups may be 

possible. It c m  be observed that the travel motions to transfer the shafi and hub from the tuming 

machines to a comrnon place does not require precision or close repeatability. Only the final 

positioning and assembly need close repeatability tolerance. If the automation system can be 

designed in such a manner that the positioning and assembly motions can be separated from the 

gross transfer motions and effected by a sub-system. the automation system can be considered 

as a partitioned system. Figure 5.2 illustrates such a design. In this altemate design the two 

grippers to grasp the shaft and hub, and a relative motion (RI-J,) between the two grippers in 

the direction along the axis of shaft. are integrated into a single end effector module. Let us cal1 

this module an "assembly hand". The hand has two pairs of fingen opposite to each other, 

fixed on a comrnon palm. The two pairs c m  be moved towards each other to conduct an 

assembly operation. The "ssembly hand" has five degrees of freedom (DOFs). It is mounted on 

the wrist of one robot (Robot-1) having the traditional three locating DOFs and three orienting 

DOFs. Thus the automation system h a  total eleven DOFs. A typicai assembly cycle is as 

follows. 

The robot picks up the shaft nirned at Lathe-1, and travels a distance equivaient to A+B 

in order to reach Lathe-2. Then the robot picks up the hub machined at Lathe-2. Simultaneous 

grsping of shaft and hub by a single hand using only one robot has been made possible by the 

special configuration of fingers in the "assembly hand". Next, the intemal travei motion C 

within the "assembly hand" (along the a i s  of the shaft), assembles the shaft into the hub. This 

assembly operation and subsequent dropping of the assembly in a bin midway at the path 

between the two lathes can take place during the return travel of robot tip from Lathe-1 to 

Lathe-2, to commence the next cycle. 

The notion of a hand which c m  do operations other than grasping (called "assembly 

hand" above. and earlier introduced briefly in chapter 3. section 3.1.3) is a novel approach. The 

concept is further developed into a design of a "dexterous manufacniring hand" in the case 

study of application of DFAM methodology in chapter 6.  
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It is evident that the above design (Fig. 5.2) of automation system has severai 

advantages over the earlier design (Fig. 5.1). In Figure 5.2. the device conducting the assembly 

operation ("assembly hand") has been partitioned off from the robot. Hence the precision 

requirements are constnined within the compact hand , which is much easier to achieve 

compared to achieving precision in the two large robots used in Figure 5.1. We are able to do 

the work using only one robot, instead of two robots. The repeatability of robot tip can be 

coarse, as the role of robot has k e n  relegated to only handling jobs. As an additional advantage, 

it is observed that the assembly motion C cm be overlapped over the travel motion of robot tip. 

resulting in reduction in cycle time. 

The information content associated with travel motions in the partitioned automation 

system will be less because the close repeatability tolerance is required only for the srnail 

assembly motion C. The relatively large handling motions A and B can have wide repeatability 

tolerance, hence the robot selected can be a normal precision robot. 

As discussed earlier in this section, let LI be the surn of distances mveled for goss  

motions and Lz be the sum of distances traveled for fine motions, then in Figure 5.2, 

LI = A+B ...................................................................................................... Eqn. 5.12 

Considering the values of distances and repeatability tolerances similar to as assumed in 

equations 5.9a and 5-10% the information content can be calculated by equation 5.6 as, 

= log2 ((LI / wide repeatability tolerance) 

+ (L2 1 close repeatability tolerance)) 

= log2 (((A+B) 1 Rw) + (C 1 RJ) 

= log2 ((( 1000+ 1000) 1 0.2) + (50 / 0.050)) 

....................................... = log2 (1  1000) = 13.428 bits Eqn. 5.14 



Compa.rison of equations 5.1 1 and 5.14 confim that. 

&rani (pnmnod)  < 1 mucl (non-puritional) 

The discussions in this section dealt with information associated with tnvel motions 

and the effects of partitioning. Dunng cornparison of designs, it was conservatively assumed 

that the information associated with the dimensional precision of constituent components is 

sarne. In actual , it is observed that in many instances even the information associated with the 

dimensional precision of constituent components is reduced by the integrated appmach of 

process design and automation system design discussed in chapter 4, and the partitioning of the 

automation system into macro-micro groups as discussed in this section. In the shaft-hub 

assembly example, it is evident that the information associated with the dimensional precision 

of constituent components is reduced by the partitioning approach, as the number of DOFs has 

been reduced from sixteen to eleven (one robot is eIiminated). This is because the reduction in 

number of DOFs results in reduction in number of components in the automation system. 

The partitioning of the automation system should be conducted during explosion and 

regrouping of P h  into PRs (chapter 4. section 4.7). The need for partitioning established in this 

section hirther reinforces the validity of Proposition 6, as the partitioning c m  not be achieved 

without explosion and regrouping of PRs. 

5.8 Implication 

The implication of the two propositions derived in this chapter is that mongst 

competing automation system design alternatives, the alternative in which fine motions cm be 

integrated into one or more physical sub-assemblies while satisfying the constraints. is the 

preferable design as it will have Iess information content. This observation c m  be used as a tool 

to compare designs quaiitatively. 



CHAPTER 6 

APPLICATION OF DFAM METHODOLOGY: 

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF AN AUTOMATED WIRE HARNESSING CELL 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a case study of application of the DFAM methodology. The 

problem was to develop the concepnial design of an automated wire hamessing cell for smdl to 

medium batch size production. and to evaiuate the design by cornparison with dtemate 

manufacturing ce11 configurations using different robot end effector tooling schemes. The 

chapter is organized as follows. In section 6.2, the basic product called wire hamess and the 

related manufacniring and assembly process are introduced. In section 6.3, the conceptual 

design of an automated ce11 for wire harnessing is denved by application of the DFAM 

methodology developed in chapter 4. The configuration of the proposed automated ce11 consists 

of a novel task-oriented "dexterous manufacturing hand". In section 6.4, the layout of the cell 

based on the "manufacturing hand" is compared with alternative designs, namely, automatic 

toolexchange scheme, and stationary processing machines scheme. The evaluation is based on 

the two propositions on information rnodeling developed in chapter 5. In section 6.5, altemate 

ce11 layouts are cornpared based on cycle time of production. In section 6.6, the novel concept 

of "dexterous manufacturing hand" is exarnined and verified based on the study of 

andiropomorphic manufacniring tasks. Finally, in section 6.7. the novelty of the new design is 

discussed, highlighting the advantages gained by using the DFAM methodology. 

6.2 The Wire Hamesshg Process 

A wire harness is a bundle of electncd power or electronic signal transmission cables. It 

is a means for multi-channel transmission with ease of connection and disconnection. The 

cables are required to be routed and maintained into different paths, according to the application 

requirement. Terminais are mounted at the ends of the cables. The temiinals may have to be 



fitted into multi-pin connecton, if necessary. The wire routing into the various paths has to be 

done with appropriate tension and is generally done on a board called harnessing board with 

routing pins defining the configuration of the routes. After the harnessing, the bundle is to be 

tied up at various spots so that the configuration of the harness is retained after it is removed 

frorn the hamessing board. A simple wire hamess is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. 

The wire harnessing process has k e n  found to be tedious and labor intensive, and 

therefore various Iaboratories and commercial organizations have made attempts to automate 

the process [37, 38, 39, 40. 41. 421. Study of the details of wire hamessing process and the 

various approaches was compiled by the author in [43]. In surnmary, based on the published 

work, the two genenc ce11 layouts adopted by others are: (i) automatic changing of portable 

tools; and (ii) automatic transfer of matenal between stationaxy processing machines. The 

details of these two schemes are presented with illustrations in section 6.4. and a comparison 

with the new scheme derived by application of DFAM is also included. 

6 3  Conceptual Design of Wire Harnessing CeIi by DFAM 

In order to design an automated wire harnessing ceil in a systematic manner and 

conceptualize a novel Iayout, the three phase DFAM methodology was applied [44]. As the first 

step, the Functional Requirements (FRs) of the wire harness product were identified. nie  first 

and second levels of FR hierarchy are illustrated in Fig. 6.3. The FRs have been defined in such 

a way that they represent only the pure functionai aspects. without indicating the physical 

configuration of the product to fdfill the functions. This allows consideration of several 

physicaf configurations of the product which can fulfill a function, during the FR-DP mapping 

in product design. The steps of DFAM methodology stnictured in chapter 4 were implemented 

as follows. 
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63.1 The Design Mapping 

Mapping between the functional domain (Fig. 6.2) and physicd domain resulted in a set 

of DPs (Fig. 6.3). Further. mapping between the physical domain (of product) and functional 

domain (of process) resulted in a set of PRs (Fig. 6.4). Propositions 1 and 2 were impiemented 

during the mapping by maintaining the product design, process design and automation system 

design matrices diagonal and /or uiangular, to achieve Design for Automation. As discussed in 

chapter 4, section 4.5, it was observed that to get a better insight of process design, it is 

necessq to discretize the elements of PRs. The mapped PRs can be wntten as groups of 

elemental PRs satisQing the DPs. This c m  be considered as evolving of third Ievel of PR 

hierarchy. Several important aspects of mapping process were experienced as we proceeded 

further in the design process. These aspects wiii be discussed in the next sections. In short, the 

groups of PRs were exploded and regrouped for mapping into DaPs (Fig. 6.5) with maximum 

physical coupiing, maintaining functional independence. The hienrchies of DPs, PRs, modified 

(regrouped) PRs called PRs , and DaPs iilustrated in Fig. 6.3. Fig. 6.4, Fig 6.4a. and Fig. 6.5 

respectiveiy, were obtained after severd iterations. 

The design equations 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 represent the three phases of design. As 

discussed in chapter 4, section 4.3, if a FR-DP, DP-PR, or PR-DaP relation exists, 'X' is the 

matrix eiernent, and if no relation exists, '0' is the rnatrix eiernent. It was found that in some 

cases, a weak relation may exist. which is denoted by '€3'. As the effect of a weak relation is 

minimal, it c m  be ignored while considenng the need to maintain the diagonaiity or 

triangularity of a design matrix. 
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Let us briefly discuss the rneaning and significance of the above equations. The product 

design equation 6.1 has a triangular design matrix and it represents, 

FRl = X DPI ............................................ Eqn. 6. la  

FR2 = X D P i  +XDP2  .............................. Eqn.6.lb 

FR3 = X DP3 ............................................ Eqn. 6. lc 

= X DP4 .......................................... Eqn. 6.1 d 

FR5 = XDP4 + X DP5 .............................. Eqn. 6.1e 

F&=XDP4 +XDP6 .............................. Eqn. 6. If 

= X  DP7 ............................................ Eqn. 6.1g 

.............................. FRs = X DP3 + X DPg Eqn. 6. I h 

The above equations correlate the FRs and DPs illustrated in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. For 

example, FR5 can be fulfilled by a combination of DP4 and DPS. The n number of means to 

join the objects for power transmission with objects for connection (FRs) can be achieved by n 

number of stripped wire ends solidified into n single strands and assembled into n type 2 

terminais (combination of DP5 and DP4). The product design represented by the equation 6.1 is 

a decoupled design (see chapter 2, section 2.2.1). Aithough each FR is not satisfied 

independently by only one DP. the independence of the FRs are maintained by adjusting the 

DPs in a particular order. For example. 

(i) Vary and decide DP4 , to satisfy F& (in equation 6. Id); 

(ii) Vary and decide DPs , to satisQ FR5 (in equation 6. le); 

(iii) Vary and decide DP6 , to satisQ F& (in equation 6.10. 

Although step (i) affects FR5 and , we could adjust DP5 (in step ii) in such a way 

that FR5 is satisfied, without affecting m. Further, we could adjust DP6 (in step iii) in such a 

way that F& is satisfied, without affecting FRA. 



It can be seen that the Yrocess design and Automation system design are also decoupled 

designs, because the design matrices are triangular. and thus follow Propositions 1 and 2. The 

Automation system design matrix has a few weak interactions violaring the triangulaity. which 

can be ignored due to minimal effects of the non triangular elements. For example. row 3 of the 

design equation 6.3 denotes, 

= X DaPl + X DaPz + X DaP3 + 8 DaPs + O DaPi ........... Eqn. 6.3a 

As illustrated in Figure 6.4a PR\ includes the sub-processes. namely. cut wire to length. 

move wire end 1 for stripping, strip wire insulation at end 1, move stripped wire for soldering, 

move soidered wire for crimping end 1, cnmp type 1 temiinai on end 1. move cut wire on to 

hamess platforrn, perform wire routing with tension control. move tie to hamess, pull tie end for 

locking, and carry harness near end 1. The fint three DaPs, namely, terminal suppiy device 1, 

insulated wire feeding device, and the dexterous manufactunng hand mounted on the Iefi robot 

are the primas, performee conducting the sub-processes. DaPs and DaPl,, namely, wire 

hamessing board with routing pins, and self-locking nylon ties supply device are helping in 

conducting a few of the sub-processes. But they can be considered as secondary performers 

because the basic motions defined in the sub-processes c m  be executed without them. For 

exarnple, the motion involved in "move tie to hmess" is executed by the rnanufacacniring hand 

mounted on the robot. The tie suppiy device does only a complirnentary or secondary hinction 

by supplying the ties, and thus the interaction is a weak interaction. 

63.2 Back Driven and Fonvard Dnven M&ications 

As discussed in chapter 4, section 4.4, modifications in a phase of design was either 

forward dnven or back driven by the other phases of the product-process-automation system 

design procedure. Proposition 3 was implemented in the present case study. For exarnple, wire 

stripping results in spread of copper strands like a bmsh. Thus, design of subsequent process to 

assemble the wire into terminal becomes cumbersome and unreliable. It is almost impossible to 

visudize this problem at product design phase (FR-DP mapping, Fig.6.2 and Fig.6.3). An 



experienced designer rnay notice this problem at process design phase (DP-PR mapping, Fig. 

6.3 and Fig. 6.4 ). Even then, the designer may assume that a solution may exist in the 

automation systern design phase (PR-DaP mapping, Fig. 6.4/6.4a and Fig. 6.5). If a designer 

finalizes the product and process design under this assumption. he rnay not explore alternative 

approaches in which a solution may exist either in product design orfand in process design. 

One solution to this problem is to apply solder to the stripped wire on a soldering machine. in 

order to solidify the various strands into a single entity with controlled outer diameter. This is 

an aîtractive solution as it makes the assembly process more reliable and robust, and 

consequently the design of automation system in the third phase becomes easy. However, the 

cost of this solution is an additional soldering operation in the process domain. The physical 

domain is modified to "stripped wire end solidified into single strand and assembled into 

terminal" instead of "stripped wire assembled into terminal". Consequently, new PRs get 

introduced in the process domain: "move stripped wire for soldering", "solder to solidify wire 

end into single strand of controiled diameter". The original PR- "move stripped wire for 

cnmping", is modified as "move soldered wire for crimping". These modifications in DP and 

PRs are back driven by the atternpt to simplib the design of DaPs. Sirnilarly, other instances 

were experienced in which modifications in DaPs were forward dnven by the attempt to 

simpliw the design of DPs and PRs. For exarnple, in an initiai iteration the DaPi 1 was "nylon 

ties supply device". Correspondingly, in the process design stage, 1 1  was "a means to supply 

nylon ties". During a later iteration of the DP-PR mapping of process design, it was observed 

that it is difficult to tie the wire harness at desired places by ordinary ties. The process of tying 

could be simplified by using self-locking ties. It was found that use of self-locking ties does not 

complicate the automation system design because there is no difference in the complexity of 

"self-locking nylon ties supply device" compared to "nylon ties supply device". 

6 3 3  Zigzag Mapping in Process Design 

As discussed in chapter 4. section 4.5, the PR hierarchy was developed by listing down 

the sequence of elemental operations required for each DP in the second level of the DP 

hierarchy. The elemental operations belonged to the next (third) level in the PR hierarchy. In 



Fig. 6.4, PR2 is formulated as a group of elementai operations: "a means to supply insulated 

wire", "move wire for stripping", etc., which belong to third level in the hierarchy. Equation for 

zig-zag mapping in the current example under discussion c m  be wnrten as, 

DPz = [@]PRl+[X X X X X X X ]  

{ PRzi PR22 PRz3 PRz4 PRLS PRLo PRzl l T  
- - 181 PRi + [XI PR? ................. Eqn. 6.4 

where PRzi , PRz2 , .... PRz7 are the elemental operations (at third level of hierarchy) 

constituting PR2 (at second level of hierarchy). The meaning of the above equations is that a 

relation exists between DP2 to PRI (weak relation), and DP2 to PR?, and to produce or 

manufacture DPz . the elementai operations PRri , PRz2 , .... PR2., are needed, and 

combination of dl these elementai operations is the overall operation PR2 . Therefore. as per 

proposition 4, the elementai operations (PR2., , PRzsz , .... PRz7) are coupled, Le., change in one 

elemental operation affects other elemental operations. The process design mapping from DP2 

to PR2 is from the second level of DP hierarchy to the third level of PR hierarchy, and back to 

the second level of the PR hierarchy. As discussed in chapter 4 (section 4-51, the mapping is 

zig-zag because it is from an upper level to a lower level and back to an upper level. It is 

evident from this case study that the disposition of zig-zag mapping from DP2 to PR2-, , PRz2 . 
.... illustrated in Fig. 6.6 tallies with that shown in chapter 4 (section 4.5. Fig. 4.4). and is 

different from the zig-zag mapping in product design (chapter 4, section 4.5. Fig. 4.3). The 

mapping is in the forward direction from an upper DP levei (n) to a lower PR level (n+ 1): and 

the combination of elementai PRs constirutes a PR at leveI n. 



Fig. 6.6: Disposition of zigzag mapping in design of process PR2 in wire harnessing ceIl 

Care was taken that the elemental PR operations are independent from each other and 

their number is the minimum possible. This means that no unnecessary. redundant, or 

overlapping elemental PRs were considered. In the above example. the seven elemental PRs 

were selected such that each one of them is a necessary and sufficient process step to 

manufacture the DP?. Each process step (PR?., , PRLZ , .... PRL7) is individually independent 

from other process step in the sense that there is no overlap or comrnonality of functions. For 

example, the elemental process steps 'move wire for stripping' (PR2.2) and 'strip wire 

insulation at end 1' (PR2s) have no overlap or comrnonality of functions. Cornpliance with this 

stipulation of proposition 4 avoids a redundant or 'over-designed' manufacturing process. 

Let us briefly discuss the manner in which the general form of process design equations 

(chapter 4, section 4.5: Eqn. 4.10, Eqn. 4.1 1. and Eqn. 4.12) were applied in the case study 

under discussion. As discussed in chapter 4, the hierarchy levels of DPs and PRs were 

identified by denoting a level by "n" (as in Fig. 6.6). and associating the same within brackets in 



the suffixes which indicate the numbering of DPs and Ph. Then, the process design equation 

was derived from equation 4.10 as follows, 

DPj(n) = &n) Bj(n*(n, PRk(n) 

Here j=2, n=2, k(n)=k(2)= 1 -2 

=> W 2 )  = &2(2) B2(2)k(2) PRk(t) 

* DP2(2) = B?<t)l(2) PR1 (2, + B2(2)?(2) PRi(2) 

.............................................. = [al PR i m  + IX] PR2(t1 Eqn. 6.5 

which tallies with the equation 6.4 and the equation 6.2 representing the overall process 

design. 

The zig-zag mapping in process design was denved from the generd form equation 4.1 1 

as follows, 

.................. .................... DPj(n) = &(n+l) Ek(n)k(n+i ) PRk(n).k(n+i ) ... Eqn.4.11 

where j(n)=k(n), and Ek(n)t(n+l) is a row macrix relating a DP at level n, to the corresponding 

sequence of elemental opentions (PRs) at level n+ 1. 

Here j=2, n=2. k(n)=j(n)=k(2)=2, and k(n+ 1 )=k(3)= 1,2.3,4.5,6,7 

* DP33 = &(3) Ek(2)k(3) PRkQ).k(3) 

= LI .u.J,S.~.~ E~lr(3) pR~k(3) 

= E2i PRz. ic31 + E2tPRr2c3) + ................. + E27PRL7(3) 

= ~ X X X X X X ]  

{ PR2.1(3) P 3 3 )  PR2331 PR2.40) PR2.33) PR2.60) PR2.70) } 

..................... Eqn. 6.6 

, ,.............. where Ez1 En, En EZ7 are denoted by 'X' to show that a relation exists. 



The above equation 6.6 tallies with the earlier equation 6.4. except that the weak 

relation between DP2 and PR2 has been ignored. The weak relations are ignored during process 

design mapping, as we are interested in developing the process plan PR corresponding to each 

DP separately, and the weak cross relations with other PRs are not relevant. in the present 

example, we were interested to develop the process plan PR2 corresponding to DP2 , and it is 

evident that the relation with PRi is not relevant as the process plan PR1 can be developed 

separately while conducting the DP[ - PRl mapping. 

Finaily, it can be easily seen that the last general form equation 4.12 (chapter 4) 

expresses the result obtained in the above equations 6.6 and 6.5 (ignoring weak relation), 

Surnmarizing this sub-section. the proposition 4 on mapping in process design for 

automation and the related equations were successfully applied while denving the process plans 

corresponding to the DPs of the wire harness. 

6.3.4 Excess PRs 

In the present case study, PRs (Fig. 6.4) is an excess PR. Transfer of harness from 

hamessing board to packing case was not required to satisfj any of the eight DPs (Fig. 6.3), 

rather. its need originated only dunng the process design in order to increase the automation of 

the overail manufachxring process. As discussed in chapter 4, section 4.6, the excess PR9 

resulted in a redundant process design after DP-PR mapping of the automated manufacturing 

system, characterized by a nul1 column in the process design matrix (section 6.3.1, Eqn. 6.2). 

However, as per proposition 5,  care was taken that the excess PR was justifiable, independent 



and non-coupled from other PRs. As PR9 corresponds to the nul1 column in the process design 

matrix, it maintains its independence and cm not get coupled with other PRs while relating with 

the DPs. 

63.5 Explosion and Regrouping of PRs for Automation Systern Design 

As discussed in chapter 4, section 4.7, it was observed that the PR hierarchy (Fig. 6.4) 

could not be used directly for the next phase of design mapping, namely, PR-DaP mapping. If 

we map the PRs one to one, we do not explore al1 the possibilities of designing physically 

coupled DaPs to minimize the information content (meaning of information content in the 

context of automation system has been discussed in chapter 5. its application in the context of 

wire hamessing ce11 will be discussed in the next section 6.4). Therefore, as per proposition 6. 

the PRs derived in Fig. 6.4 ( d e r  DP-PR mapping discussed in sub-sections 6.3.3 and 6.3.4) 

were exploded and iterative mapping was conducted with a freedom to check feasibility of 

physical coupling, provided hnctional non-coupling could be maintained. In principle. any two 

or more non-simultaneous elemental operations (after exploding PRs) were considered as 

candidates for physical coupling of corresponding DaPs. subject to constraints such as size or 

weight. M e r  iteratively mapping and examining the physical couplings. the elemental 

opentions were regrouped corresponding to the physically coupled DaP entities. To distinguish 

the modified (regrouped) PRs from the original PRs. they were expressed with an underline viz. 

PRi, & , PRi and so on. The modified (regrouped) PR hierarchy and the DaP hierarchy are 

illustrated in Fig. 6.4a and Fig. 6.5 respectively. As discussed in chapter 4, section 4.7, the 

number of rnodified (regrouped) PRs. expressed as PRs, is not equal to number of PRs. The 

DP-PR mapping derived eight PRs, one excess PR was added. and explosion and regrouping 

resulted in a total of eieven PRs. 

Let us briefly discuss the manner in which the "LIST', "EXPLODE", and "REGROUP" 

functions (chapter 4, section 4.7: Eqn. 4.13, Eqn. 4.14. and Eqn. 4.15) were applied in the case 

study under discussion. As stated in chapter 4, let k denote the number of PRs before explosion 



and regrouping, let k denote the number of PRs after explosion and regrouping, and n and n+ 1 

denote the levels of hierarchy. Then, 

LISTk (PRk) = (PRl , PRz , ........... PRk) .................... ... ................. Eqn. 4.13 

In the present case snidy of wire hamessing ceIl design, 

k(n)=k(2) =8, n=2, n+ l=3, ic(n)= L I 

* ............................. LETk (PRk) = LISTs (PRs) = (PR, . PR?, .......... PRs) Eqn. 6.8 

= EXPLODE {LIST8 (PRs) } 

= EXPLODE (PR 1 . PR2 ........... . PRd 

Therefore for dl the values of k(n) i.e., k(n)=l,2,3,4,5,6,7,8; the above EXPLODE 

function gives the list of al1 elemental PRs illustrated in Fig. 6.4. except the excess PRs. 



Explosion of PRs mapped from the DPs. addition of excess PRs, regrouping of the PRs 

into PRs, and their mapping into the DaPs for the design of wire hamessing ce11 is illustrated 

in Fig. 6.7. The automation system design equation 6.3 for the ce11 was given in the earlier sub- 

section 6.3. i .  The eleven DaPs denved through the integrated product- process- automation 

system design mapping are shown as physical embodiments of the automated manufacturing 

ce11 as illustrated in Fig. 6.8. The procedure of explosion and regrouping enabled integration of 

a large number of elementd opentions into a robot and its end-effector called "dexterous 

manufacturing hand" @aP3 and DaPs). The robot arm and wrist designed in [35, 451 c m  be 

used to hold the novel hand. The operations of the hand include both handling and 

manufacturing functions. The details of the novel hand are discussed in the next sub-section. 
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Fig. 6.7: Explosion and regrouping of PRs in process - automation system design of wire harnessing ce11 
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63.6 Dexterous Manufacturing Hand - A New Concept 

The explosion and regrouping of the PRs and the iterative fonvard and backward 

mapping between the & and DaPs conducted in the last sub-section lead to the novel concept 

of "dexterous manufactunng hand" illustrated in Fig. 6.9. The novel hand is an end effector of a 

robot as shown in Fig. 6.8. The combination of the novel hand and robot can perform, for 

example, al1 the regrouped operations in , namely, PR3 2, P R  1. PR7.5, PRx 6, 

m.,, PR? 8, and 1, as derived in Fig. 6.7. The configuration of the hand is 

presented in Fig. 6.10. The design and its novel features are as follows. 

The hand is generic and is intended to perform seven different tasks. This hand is a 

composite hybrid of two human hands. Ii has two pairs of virtuai fingers facing each other. 

The bases of both the pairs are fixed on a common palm. The new layout of fingers is 

different from conventional four fingered hands in which the layout of fingers either emulates 

one human hand or is suitable only to grasp an object. The advantage of new layout is that 

one pair of fingen can be used to hold the wire, whereas the opposite pair c m  be used for 

cutting, stripping or terminal crimping. In the application exarnple shown in the Fig. 6.9, 

fingen "a" and "b" grasp the wire using Degree of Freedom motion (DOF) 1. whereas fingers 

"c" and "d" execute crimping of a terminal using DOF 2. Before crimping, the dignment of 

terminal is achieved by DOF 4, whereas the stripped wire strand is inserted into the terminal 

using DOF 5. The shape of fingers is shown in the figure as human fingen only in a 

symbolic sense, so that we cm correlate the configuration with anthropomorphic 

manufacturing using the two natural hands as discussed in section 6.6 later in this chapter. 

However, in actual practice, the fingers could be mechanized and shaped only to satisfy the 

process requirements (PRs). Also, the finger tips could be armed with appropriate toolings. A 

finger tip tooling would be able to cater to a limited range of wire sizes. However, the finger 

tips can be easily replaceable. By changing the finger tips. we c m  use the hand for a new 

range of wires and temiinals. 
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Fig. 6.9 : Concept of Manufacturing Hand 



CONFIGURATION OF MANUFACTURING HAND 
FOR WIRE PROCESSING 
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Fig. 6-10: Configuration of Manufaciuring Hand for Wire Processinç 



Fig. 6.1 1: Insulation sttipping by the Manufacniring Hand 

The finger tip toolings required for different operations are different. Hence, the 

fingers "c" and "d" are designed with severai layers one behind another. This provides 

multiple pairs of manufacturing fingers. each pair designed for a particular operation. For 

exarnple, one pair (c3-d3) may be for cnmping as shown in Fig. 6.9, whereas a pair (c2-d2) 

may be for insulation stripping (Fig. 6.1 l), and another pair (c  1-d 1) c m  perform wire cutting. 

A feature of this design is that the various toolings manged at different layers of finger tips 

provide a linear gang type tool turret. Each layer acts as a processing station. By this. change 

of tools between operations has been avoided. Using DOF 3, die wire c m  be transferred to 

the desired processing station. 

DOF 6 is provided in the design to index the left half of the hand by 90'. This is 

required whenever the hand has to interact with the environment. For exarnple. after the 

terminai is cnmped, the hand has to insen the terminal into a connector body fixed on the 

hamess board. By indexing the grasping pair of fingers. the hand can easily interact with the 

environment without any obstruction from the right half of the hand. 



The operations discussed above and a few of the other processes involved in wire 

harnessing which c m  be performed by reconfiguration of the layouts of fingers of the 

"dexterous manufacturing hand" are illustrated in Fig. 6.12. It can be seen that by conuolling 

the grasping force in the holding pair of fingers a-b. and by configuring the finger tips to 

guide the wire, it is possible to perform wire routing on the harness board. Senson can be 

integrated in the fingers a-b to measure the tension in the wire so that it can be controlled by 

the robot. The two opposite pairs of fingers cm also be configured in suitable positions to 

hold a harness bundling tool, and to lift an assembled hamess bundle. 

Many of the processes discussed so far were performed by a single hand-robot set 

( D e 3  or D e s ) .  Some of the operations are performed by coordination between the two 

hand-robot sets (Da& and DaP8). For example, as shown in Fig. 6.8, the wire is pulled frorn 

reel by DaPs . and then DaP3 is in position to hold and cut the other end. After the wire is cut, 

the holding pair of fingers (a-b) in both the hands transfer the wire to the processing pairs of 

fingers for subsequent operations, namely. wire stripping and terminal crimping. The 

processing operations within the hand cm be performed while the transfer is under progress, 

facilitating manufacture-in-motion which is discussed in detail in section 6.5. Carrying the 

wire to the harness board is a coordinated effort by DaP3 and DaPs, by holding the harness 

near end 1 (PR1 1 )  and end 2 (PR8.13), respectively. Other examples of coordinated operations 

by DaP3 and DaPs are wire routing by tension control (PR1.8 and PR8.10), and bundling the 

harnesses by ties a.9, PRs.ii. PRs.~?, and P&to. in t h  order). 

The basic DOFs available in rnost standard industrial robots are to be used to 

complement the DOFs designed in the hand. For harness manufacturing, the hand performs 

tasks done by two coordinated robots. In addition. as the equivalent of two robots is built as a 

composite hand structure and mounted on a robot, the net effect is as if two robots are 

mounted on the end effector of a third robot, which is a complex configuration to achieve. 

Therefore, a contribution of the present undertaking is that a seemingly complex 

configuration has been simplified into a modular composite manufacturing hand structure, 

which c m  be mounted as an end effector on an industrial robot. 
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Fig. 6.12: Layouts of fmgers for different wire hamessing operations 



The automated wire hamessing ce11 using manufacturing hand is compared with 

alternatives, namely, automatic toolexchange scheme. and stationary processing machines 

scherne, in the next section. 

6.4 Evaiuation of Ceil Layouts Based on Information Modeling 

6.4.1 Introduction 

Robot assisted manufacturing involves different possible combinations of processing 

machines and robots with custom built grippers, dexterous han& or end effector tooiings. 

During design of a manufacturing cell, a problem faced by designers is to compare the 

alternatives to enable selection of a suitable combination. Previous work on evaiuation of ce11 

design (for example, [46, 471) is based on grouping and scheduling of parts. Such available 

techniques are not built into a design theory or synthesis methodology. rather, they are used to 

analyze existing cell layouts. Further. those techniques do not consider design issues. e-g., 

precision requirements of machine tools and robots. They are based on the apriori assumption 

that the ce11 is available. and focus on Aow of parts. 

In this thesis, a new approach for evaluation of ce11 design was developed in chapter 5 

based on information modeling. Estimation of information for design evaluation was first used 

by Suh et al. [9,10]. However. they had used this technique only for static artifacts. Chapter 5 of 

this thesis extended the application of information modeling rnethod on robotic-based 

manufacturing ce11 consisting of dynamic artifacts with travei motions. The new approach leads 

the designer towards correct path in the early stages of conceptuai design. This section is 

organized as follows. In sub-section 6.4.2, two existing ce11 layouts for robot assisted 

manufacniring, the new concept of "dexterous manufacturing hand" originated in section 6.3, 

and their deployment in the context of the specific case study of automation of wire hamessing 

process, are illustrated. In sub-section 6.4.3, the assumptions made for evaiuation of the cells 

are listed. In sub-section 6.4.4, the information modeling method developed in chapter 5 is 



applied to compare the cell design alternatives. Sub-section 6.4.5 discusses the results of 

evaiuation. 

6.4.2 Alternate Celi Layouts for Automateà Wire Harnessing 

Two most widely reported existing ce11 layouts are the automatic portable tool changing 

scheme and the staîionary processing machines scheme [37,38,39,40,41.42,43]. The new 

layout with a "dexterous rnanufacniring hand" has been developed in section 6.3. In the 

following paragraphs. these cell layouts 'are presented in a genenc sense for any assembiy- 

rnanufacturing process. and later related to the specific case study of wire harness 

manufacturing. For the purpose of comparison. a generic assembly-manufacturing ce11 is 

defined in this section as follows. The ce11 has a work-material supply device W, two 

manufacturing operaiions A and B. one assembly operation C ,  a device C' to supply the mating 

part to be assembled with the work-piece, and a working region at the middle of the ce11 to 

perform subsequent operations. 

The three ce11 layouts considered for comparison are robot assisted manufacturing cells 

for Iow to medium batch size of production. with flexibility for adaptation to different work- 

materiai shapes and sizes, assembly part shapes and sizes, and other product characteristics. 

Designs of m a s  production systerns custom built for rigid product configurations using speciai 

purpose machines (SPMs), are not considered for comparison. as they are not the subject of 

discussion in the present case study. 

Work-matenal supply device (W) and portable end effector toolings (A. B, and C) are 

situated on die periphery of rnanufacturing ce11 (Fig. 6.13). Consider that tools A and B 

perfonn two processing operations and tool C is for assembling another part on the work piece 

and perform subsequent processing operation. Behind tool C, a device C' is placed to supply 

parts to tool C. The working region is generally at the middle of manufacturing cell. The path 



of robot tip is shown as di , d2 ,....., di 1. The gripper at the tip of robot picks up the work from 

W and places it on the rniddle of cell. where the required fixnires to hold the work-piece are 

civailable. Then the robot gripper goes to tool A and picks it up. The robot tip travels to the 

rniddle of ceII. M e r  completing operation by tool A. the robot pu& tool A back in the tool 

rack. Next, the robot end effector picks up tool B and repeats the cycle. Finaily. the robot end 

effector picks up tool C, which is loaded with the part supplied from Cl. Toul C is carried to the 

rniddle of cell, and robot assembles the part on the work-piece. After insertion, tool C may also 

be required to perfonn a processing operation to ensure permanent assembly. Later, the robot 

puts tool C back on rack and moves again to the rniddle of ce11 to perfomi subsequent 

operations. 

In the case of a rnanufacturing cell for wire hmessing, the generic scheme discussed 

above results in the following configuration. W is an insulated-wire feeding device. Tools A, 

B, and C are portable tools for wire cutting, insulation stripping, and terminal crimping, 

respectively. These tools can be fixed on tip of robot automaticdly, one at a time. The crimp 

terminais are supplied by device C'. The working region at the middle of rnanufacturing ce11 is 

a wire harnessing board with routing pins and fixtures. The robot places the wire on harnessing 

board and performs cutting, stripping, and cnmping operations using tools A, B. and C by 

following the sequence as described earlier. 

Robot Assisted Manu faeturine Cell With S&tionarv Processina Machines (Fin. 6.141 

In this layout, stationary processing machine tools (A, B, and C) are situated on the 

periphery of manufacturing ce11 (Fig. 6.14). Work-matenal supply device (W) feeds materiai to 

the first machine (A) in the transfer line. The robot gripper transfers the work-piece to machine 

B. and later to machine C. A device C' feeds the parts to be assembled. to machine C. The part 

is assembled by interaction between robot and machine. After insertion. machine C rnay also 

be required to perform a processing operation to ensure permanent assembly. Later, the robot 

carries the assembled work-piece and part to the rniddle of ce11 to perfonn subsequent 

operations. 



W = Work-material supply station 

A. 8. C = Portable tools are carried on robot tip one af ter  another 
t o  execute different operations 

C i  = Supply of part to be assembled 

Fig. 6.13: Robot assisted manufactunng ce11 with portable tools 



working region 

manufacturing cell 

W = Work-material supply station 

A, B. C = Stationary processing machine tools are ploced os a 

transfer line. The robot tronsfers the work-piece f rom 
machine to machine to execute different operations 

C' = Supply of part to  be assembled 

Fig. 6.14: Robot assisted manufacturing ce11 with stationary processing machines 



7- 
working region 

manufacturing ceII 

W = Work-material supply stotion 

A. B. C = Three processing pairs of fingers are integroted into 
a dextrous manufacturing hand. The hond olso has a 
holding poir of fingers and a linear turret which transfers 
the work from one processing pair to onother, internally. 
The manufacturing hand is fixed on tip of robot. S u c h  
a hond is feasible for a particular range of operations 
requiring low manufacturing forces. 

C' = Supply of part to be assembled 

Fig. 6.15: Robot assisted manufacniring ce11 with dexterous manufacturing hand 



In the case of a manufacturing ce11 for wire harnessing. W is an insulated-wire feeding 

device. Stationary processing machines A. B, and C are for wire cutting, insulation stripping, 

and terminal crimping, respectively. The cnmp terminais are supplied by device C. The 

working region at the rniddle of manufacturing ce11 is a wire harnessing board with routing pins 

and fixtures. Machine tool A cuts the wire piece to required length. The wire end is now held 

by a robot gripper. The robot tmsfen  the wire to machine tool B and feeds the wire end to the 

machine for insulation stripping. Next, the robot transfers the wire to machine tool C and 

inserts the stripped wire strand into terminal. After insertion, machine tool C crimps the 

terminal on wire end. Lady, the robot carries the wire piece with crimped terminal to the 

middle of ce11 to perform wire routing and subsequent operations. 

Robot Assisted Manufachrrine Ce11 With Dexterous Manu fachtrina Hand f Fia. 6.15) 

The grippers used in existing tooling schemes illustrated in the previous paragraphs c m  

only grasp an object or tool. Even if we employ expensive generic hmds emulatjng a single 

human hand [30,3 11 we can only increase the variety of shapes which cm be grasped and add 

some limited manipulation capabilities. namely, pinching motion, twiddle movement, and 

twirling [48]. Although these enhanced capabilities are definitely desirable for prosthetic 

devices, they have limited application in the context of manufachuing cell. For example, in the 

automatic tool changing scheme discussed earlier in this section. the shanks of tools A, B, and 

C are made of sarne size to enable easy tool exchange at the tip of robot. Also, instead of a 

twiddle movement by fingers of hand to tighten a screw, an unlimited rotation tool or tool-roll 

motion of wrist is generally preferred. 

The investigations in this thesis have revealed that there exists a particular class and 

range of opentions for which it is possible to develop task based sub-genenc hands. The 

concept of such a hand was developed in the previous section 6.3 and it was called the 

"dexterous rnanufacturing hanci" because it can perforrn some processing operations within the 

hand itself, in addition to routine handling operations. Configuration of "dexterous 

rnanufacturing hand for wire processing is presented in Fig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.10, and its use in a 



ce11 is illustrated in Fig. 6.8. To enable cornparison of this ce11 with the other cells discussed 

earlier, the operation sequence which will take place to perform the generic production task 

involving two processing operations A and B, and one assembly operation C is illustrated in 

Fig. 6.15. The six DOF hand has three processing pairs of fingers for perfomiing wire cutting, 

insulation stripping, and terminai crimping, respectively. The hand has a holding pair of fingers 

which holds the wire and transfers it from one processing pair to another. The processing 

operations A, B, and C are performed by the "dexterous manufacturing hanci". The robot first 

takes the hand to the work-material supply station W and picks up the wire. Then the robot 

camies the hand to the terminal supply station C' to collect the terminal. Meanwhile, the wire 

cutting and insulation stripping operations are completed within the hand. Next, the terminal 

cnmping operation is also perfomed within the hand while robot tip travels to the middle of 

manufacturing ce11 to perform wire routing and subsequent operations. 

6.4.3 Assumptions 

In order to compare the three design alternatives, objective assumptions about the 

relations between lengths of travel segments and repeatability accuracies are made as following. 

See Figures 6.13.6.14 and 6.15. Consider the shape of basic manufacturing ce11 table as 

circular, with same diameter, in ail the three cases. 

(i) dl  =dz=d3=&=d6=d7=d9  = d i O = d i i  =d', = = dr .................. Eqn. 6.11 

where d, is a unit of radiai motion in the three concepts of manufacturing ce11 

...................... (ü) 2ds = 2d8 = di = d2 = dni.i = 2d'z.i = 2dmz2 = dt Eqn. 6.12 

where d, is a unit of tangential motion in the three concepts of manufacturing ce11 

The basis for this assumption is as follows. Separate tools kept in tool rack are portable 

tools used as end effectors on the robots (Fig. 6.13). In "dexterous manufacturing hand" (Figs. 

6.8. 6.9, 6.10, 6.13, the tools are inregrated into single physical entity, maintaining functional 



independence. Hence, the distance between these physically coupled tools will be equal to or 

Iess than the distance between portable toois in rack, Le.. d-21 5 d5 and dœZe2 I dg. 

In the concept of Fig. 6.14. independent cutting, stripping, and crimping machines are 

used. It is observed that in acnial factories. these machines are huge machines for a veT wide 

range of operation (wide range of wire sizes and crimp terminal sizes). Therefore, the machines 

are placed several meters away from each other making the automation difficult, as transfer 

devices such as Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) or Rail Guided Vehicles (RGVs) have to 

be used. The difficulty is due to the need for establishing p~cision between machine toois, and 

robot(s) mounted over the mobile vehicles. As a significant segment of cable processing deds 

with small cable sizes and crimp terminais r37.431 it shouid be possible to make more compact 

machines to cater to that segment. The advantage of such compact machines is that it would be 

possible to instdl the machines around a cell. and handling operations cm be done by 

stationary robot@) of feasible range, without recoune to mobile robots mounted on AGVs or 

RGVs. However, even these compact machines (Fig. 6.14) can not be placed as close to each 

other as may be possible by physical integntion in the "dexterous manufacturing h a n d  (Figs. 

6.8, 6.9,6.10,6.15). These arguments lead to an objective assumption that d'i 2 2d-21 and d'? 2 

2d 2 2  . 

(iü) Under this assumption. a relation between d, and d, is established (see Fig. 6.14). 

For a 12 station manufacturing cell: 

d, = 2nd, / 12 = 0.524 d, * d, = 1.909 d, ............................ Eqn. 6.13 

For a 24 station manufacturing ceii: 

d t =  2ndr/24=0.262dr -. dr=3.818d, ............................ Eqn. 6.14 

(iv) Let the precision of a travel motion with wide repeatability tolerance be specified by 

a bandwidth value Rw , and the precision of a travel motion with close repeatability tolerance be 

specified by a bandwidth value R, . In general, an industrial robot with r O. 1 mm. repeatability 



can be considered as normal precision robot, whereas, a robot or other automation device with I 

0.025 mm. repeatability can be considered as a high precision device. Hence, the following 

assumption is made. 

(v) For simplification and brevity of the comparison and subsequent discussions, the 

information associated with the precision of individuai components of the devices in al1 the 

three cells are assumed as equal. As per proposition 7 denved in chapter 5, section 5.4, the 

information content of an automation systern is the sum of information pertaining to constituent 

cornponents and the information associated with traveI between DaPs. As the information 

associated with constituent components is assumed as equai, the comparison is based on the 

information associated with travel between the DaPs. 

(vi) As discussed in chapter 5, section 5.6, the limit in speed of travel is govemed by 

the constraints in available technology of drive and transmission elernents. and also the dynarnic 

characteristics of the structure of automation system. Therefore, for developrnent of information 

models of the three ce11 layouts under discussion in this section. it is assumed that these 

constraints and conditions are same for dl the alternative ce11 designs, and hence the speed of 

travel does not influence the information models. 

6.4.4 Computations and Cornparison Based on Information Modeling 

In this sub-section, the information content due to precision of travel motions is 

calculated for each of the three automated manufacturing ce11 layouts discussed in sub-section 

6.4.2. The equations 5.1, 5.6, and 5.7 denved in chapter 5, sections 5.4 and 5.7, are used for 

computation of information associated with the travel motions. 

Imvei = logt (length of travel / repeatability tolerance bandwidth) .......... .. Eqn. 5.1 



Let LI be the sum of distances traveled for gross motions and Lz be the sum of 

distances traveled for fine motions, then, 

Ld@,&,&) = logz ((Li I wide repeatability tolerance) + (b I close repeatability 

to terance)) 

Eqn. 5.6 ....................... 

Convenely, if an automation system design does not facilitate grouping of DaF's, then, 

...................... knl~non--pMtiod) = logZ (L / close repeatability tolerance) Eqn. 5.7 

where L is the total travel between DaPs. 

Robot Assirted M a n u f m n a  CeU IV& Porlable Tookk (Fia. 6.131 

As the travel motions of the robot involve handling, processing, and assembly, the 

repeaütbility requirement of the robot is governed by the most accurate operation. which is 

generally the assembly operation. Therefore, a high precision robot with repeatability R, is 

considered. The automation system is a non-partitioned system. and thus equation 5.7 is 

applicable. 

Let L be the total length of travel motions. and Lvd be the information content. 

Eqn. 6.17 



For a 12 station manufacturing celi, 

If d, = 50 mm. and R, = M.025 mm. = 0.050 mm., then, 

Lni = Iog2(18.181d,/&)= log2((18.181)(50)/0.050)= log2(18181)= 14.153 bits 

................... Eqn. 6.18a 

For a 24 station manufacniring cell, 

I f  d, = 50 mm. and R, = &.O25 mm. = 0.050 mm., then, 

kvd = log2 (35.362dt 1 & ) = log2 ((35.362) (50) / 0.050 ) = logt (35362) = 15.1 13 bits 

....................... Eqn. 6.19a 

Robot ussisîed manufacturina ce11 with stationarv ~rocessinp machines (Fia. 6.14) 

Again, the travel motions of the robot invoive handling. processing, and assernbly. 

Therefore. the repeatability requirement of the robot is govemed by the most accurate operation, 

which is generally the assembly operation. Thus, a high precision robot with repeatability R, is 

considered. The automation system is a non-partitioned system, and thus equation 5.7 is 

applicable. 

Let L' be the total length of travel motions, and 1 be the information content. 

..................... L' = Z dli = dol + df + d's = d, + 2 dr Eqn. 6.20 



..................... Eqn. 6.21 

For a 12 station manufacturing cell. 

ImW1 = log2 ((d, + 2d, ) / R, ) = log2 (( 1.909d, + 2dt ) 1 R, ) = log2 (3.909dt 1 R, )... Eqn. 6.22 

If d, = 50 mm. and & = M.025 m. = 0.050 mm., then, 

Immi = log2(3.909dt / R, ) = logr((3.909) (50) 10.050 ) = logî (3909) = 1 1.935 bits 

........ Eqn. 6.22a 

For a 24 station manufacturing cell. 

Ieravel = log2 ((dr + 2dt ) / R, ) = log2 ((3.8 18dt + 2dt ) / R, ) = logt (5.8 18dt / R, ).. Eqn. 6.23 

If dt = 50 mm. and R, = $0.025 mm. = 0.050 mm., then, 

1,=1 = log2 (5.8 Mdt / R, ) = logt ((5.8 18) (50) 10.050 ) = log2 (58 18) = 12.509 bits 

................... Eqn.6.233 

Robot Assirted Manufachrinp Cell With Dexterous Manufacturinp Hand (Fip. 6.151 

ui this ce11 layout. the robot executes only the handling operations for which normal 

repeatability is sufficient. The processing operations, and the assembly operation requiring close 

repeatability are executed within the "dexterous manufacturing hand", therefore the travel 

motions within the hand should have close repeatability. 

Let L* be the total length of uavei motions. the surn of travel motions (dnli ) of wide 

repeatability tolerance, L ' ~  the sum of tnvel motions (do2-' ) of close repeatability tolerance, and 

Ï,* be the information content. 

...................... L' = L'I + L =  Z d'1.i + Z d'2.i = (dol., + dWlz ) + +dmz2) Eqn. 6.24 



For a 12 station manufacturing cell. 

d = log, (((d'Li + d'I.2 1 R w  ) + ((d'LI + d'L2 ) 1 Re )) 
= logz (((dt + d, ) I Rw ) + ((0.5dc + OSd, ) 1 R, )) 

=logz(((dt+ 1.909dt)14R,)+(dt IR , ) )  

................... = log2 ((0.727dt 1 R, ) + (di 1 R, )) = log2 ( 1.727dt 1 R, ) Eqn. 6.26 

If dt = 50 mm. and R, = &.O25 mm. = 0.050 mm., then, 

fmw1 = log2 ( 1  .727dt 1 R, ) = log2 (( 1.727) (50) / 0.050 ) = logt ( 1727) = 10.756 bits 

.............................. Eqn. 6.26a 

For a 24 station manufacturing cell, 

If di = 50 mm. and R, = a . 0 2 5  mm. = 0.050 mm., then, 

fmVd = log2 (2.ZO5d, I R, ) = log2 ((2.205) (50) 1 0.050 ) = log2 (2205) = 1 1 .IO9 bits 

................... Eqn.6.27a 



6.4.5 Conclusions 

In this application exarnple the following issues are evident. 

(i) The total lengths of travel in the robot assisted manufacturing ce11 layouts with 

portable tools, stationary processing machines and "dexterous rnanufacturing hand" are 

18.1814 , 3.909 d, , and 3.909 d, respectively, for a 12 station manufacturing cell. The 

distances are 35.362 d, , 5.8 18 d, , and 5.8 18 d, respectively, for a 24 station manufacturing cell. 

Thus, the travel lengths in the layouts with stationary processing machines and "dexterous 

manufacturing hand" are same. 

(ü) The lengths of critical path of travel in the layouts with portable tools, stationary 

processing machines and "dexterous manufacturing hand" are 18.18 Id, ,3.909 dt , and 2.909 dt 

respectively, for a 12 station manufacturing cell. The distances are 35.362 d, , 5.8 18 di , and 

4.818 d, respectively, for a 24 station manufacturing cell. The layout with "dexterous 

rnanufacturing hm&' has shorter critical path because travel motions within the hand overlap 

over travel motion of robot tip. In fact, a closer scrutiny reveals that even the time required for 

processing operations A (cutting), B (stripping), and C (crimping) overlap over travel motions 

of robot tip, namely, dall and . Thus, the "dexterous manufacturing hand" facilitates a 

unique manufacture-in-motion capability. A detailed evaluation of the altemate ce11 layouts 

based on cycle time considerations will be discussed in the next section (section 6.5). 

(ii) The information content associated with precision of travel is found to be 

minimum in the ce11 layout with "dexterous manufacniring hand.  

L i  < i m d  and f m d  < L v e i  ........................ Eqn. 6.28 



Eqn. 6.29 ........................ 

Eqn. 6.30 ........................ 

Hence k (pmicionu~) < Lvtl (non-pu~tionai) ........................ Eqn. 6.3 1 

This result confom with the proposition 8 on information content of partitioned and 

non-partitioned automation systems. formulated in chapter 5, section 5.7. 

6 5  Evaluation of Ceii Layouts Based on Cycle T h e  of Production 

h this section, the three robot assisted manufacturing ce11 layouts are compared by 

computation of the cycle time of production [49]. 

The tint t h e  assumptions specified in section 6.4.3 establish the relations between d, 

and d,. Therefore, the related equations 6.1 1, 6.12, 6.13. and 6.14 are used for computing the 

lengths of travel motions in this section also. The new assurnptions relevant to the cycle time 

cdculations are as follows. 

(i) Let the velocity of al1 motions of robot tip be denoted by v,, and velocity of transfer 

motions within "dexterous rnanufacturing hand" and dWter ) be denoted by vh. The transfer 

motion within "dexterous manufacturing hand" handles smaller load with less inertia, hence. 

vh < vr ............... Eqn. 6.32 

As a conservative estirnate, in this case snidy it is assumed that. 

................ Eqn. 6.33 



(ü) Let the time taken for manufacturing operations, narnely, cutting, stripping, and 

crimping be denoted by. 

.................. hmg = tsmppmg = knmprng = trn Eqn. 6.34 

It is assumed that t, includes the time taken for the main rnanufacturing action (e.g., 

DOF 2 stroke for stripping, Figs. 6.9, 6.10, 6.1 1, 6-12)? and its peripheral motions (e.g., DOF 5 

stroke for approach and reiraction during stripping). For ease of comparison, it is aiso assumed 

that tm is same in dl the three concepts under discussion. 

652 Computations and Cornparison Based on Cycle T i e  

In this sub-section. the time taken to traverse the cntical path of travel motions, and the 

time taken for rnanufacturing operations are calculated for each of the t h e  robot assisted 

manufacturing ce11 layouts presented in section 6.4.2. 

Robot Assisted Manufactwina CelI With Portable Took f Fie. 6. f 31 

Let T be the total time taken for transfer and manufacturing. It is not possible to overlap 

any parts of manufacturing and travel motions. 

.................... T = (Mi VA + t u m g  + hnpping + L m p n g  Eqn.6.35 

=((dl  + d 2 + d 3 + & + d s + & + d 7 + d 8 + d 9 + d i o + d i ~  ) / ~ f )  +3t, 

= ((9d,+ 2(0.5 d,))/ v,) + 3t, 

T = ((9d, + dt)/ v,) + 3tm .................... Eqn.6.36 

For a 12 station manufacturing cell, 

T = ((9(1 .909)dt + dt)/ v,) + 3 tm 

= (18.181 d,/ v,) + 3 t, ..................... Eqn. 6.37 



If d, = 50 mm., v, = 15 mlmin. or 250 mJsec.. t, = 0.4 sec. 

T = ((( 1 8.1 8 1 ) 50)/ 250) + 3(0.4) 
= 4.836 seconds 

For a 24 station manufacturing cell, 

T = ((g(3.8 18)d, + d,)/ v,) + 3 t, 

T = (35.362 dt/ v,) + 3 t, 

If d, = 50 mm., v,= 15 mlmin. or 250 mmlsec., t, = 0.4 sec. 

T = (((35.362) 50)/ 250) + 3(0.4) 
= 8.272 seconds 

...................... Eqn. 6.37a 

...................... Eqn. 6.38 

Eqn. 6.38a ............................ 

Robot AssLFted Manufacturinn CeU W t h  S&tionan, Processina Machines (Fie, 6.141 

Let T' be the total time taken for transfer and manufacturing. It is not possible to overlap 

any parts of manufacturing and travel motions. 

For a 12 station manufacturing cell, 

.................. Eqn. 6.39 

.................. Eqn. 6.40 

.................... Eqn. 6.4 1 



If d, = 50 mm., v, = 15 mlmin. or 250 mmjsec., tm = 0.4 sec. 

T' = (((3.909) 50)/ 250) + 3(0.4) 

= 1.982 seconds 

For a 24 station manufacniring cell, 

If d, = 50 mm.. v,= 15 mlmin. or 250 rnmjsec., t, = 0.4 sec. 

T = (((5.8 1 8) 50)/ 250) + 3 (0.4) 

= 2.363 seconds 

.................... Eqn. 6.41a 

................... Eqn. 6.42 

.................. Eqn. 6.42a 

Let TV be the total time taken for transfer and manufacturing. in this case, there is scope 

for overlap of intemal transfer motions within hand (dWzl and d"2.2), over the motion of robot tip 

(d" ,). Further, the manufacturing opentions can be partly overlapped over the motions 

and dWra2. 

For a 12 station manufacturing cell. 

Ifd, = 50 mm., v,= 15 m./rnin. or 250 rnm./sec., t,= 0.4 sec. 

time taken for motion d" 1.1 = d, / v, = 50/250 = 0.2 sec. 

time taken for motion dn2 = 0.5 dt / v, = (0.5)50/250 = 0.1 sec. 

time taken for motion dtVrr = 0.5 dt I v, = (0.5)50/250 = 0.1 sec. 

time taken for motion d" 1- = d, / v, = 1.909 di / v, 



= (1.909)50/250 = 0.38 sec. 

In the case under consideration, it is assumed, 

tuhg = bhpping = = tm = 0.4 sec. .......................... Eqn. 6.34a 

Therefore, we can overlap 0.25 kng over uavei dWri ,025 hmppw over travel duE, and 

at least 0.5 over travel d" .? . 

T" = / VA + 0.75 &hg + (d"2.3 I v,) + 0.75 tsnipphp 

+ 0.5 Lmpng + (d" I -2 v 3  

= (0.5 dt / VJ + 0.75 t, + (0.5 dt / v,) + 0.75 t, 

+ 0.5 tm + (d, 1 v,) 

= ((d, + dJ v,) + 2 tm 

=((1.909 d t + ~ ) / ~ , )  + 2 tm 

= (2.909 dt 1 v,) + 2 tm 

T" = ((2.909) 501250) + 2 (0.4) 

= 1.382 sec. 

For a 24 station manufacturing cell, 

If d, = 50 mm., v,= 15 rn./min. or 250 rnm./sec., t, = 0.4 sec. 

tirne taken for motion d" l . l  = dt / v, = 50/250 = 0.2 sec. 

time taken for motion = 0.5 dt / v, = (0.5)50/250 = O. 1 sec. 

time taken for motion duL2 = 0.5 d, 1 v, = (0.5)50/250 = 0.1 sec. 

time taken for motion d" 1.2 = d, / v, = 3.8 1 8 dt / v, 

= (3.8 18)50/250 = 0.763 sec. 

..................... Eqn. 6.43 

...................... Eqn. 6.43a 



In the case under consideration, we have assumed, 

tumng = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i p  = &npuig = tm = 0.4 sec. ......................... Eqn. 6.34a 

Therefore, we c m  overlap 0.25 hhg over travel ,0.25 over travel duz2, and 

at least 0.75 &ph, over travel d"l.2. 

T" = (dWzi / v,) + 0.75 hmg + (dun I vr) + 0.75 hpphg 

+ 0.25 bmping + (dl' 1 .? / v,) 

= (0.5 d, / v,) + 0.75 tm + (0.5 d, / v,) + 0.75 t, 

+ 0.25 tm + (d, 1 v,) 

= ((d,+ d,)/ v,) + 1.75 t, 

= ((3.818 d,+ dl)/ v,) + 1.75 t,= (4.818 d, 1 v,) + 1.75 tm ................. Eqn.6.44 

T" = ((4.8 18) 50/250) + 1.75 (0.4) 

= 1.663 sec. ................. Eqn. 6.44a 

6 3.3 Conclusion 

In the novel concept of "dexterous rnanufacturing hanci", the processing operations A 

(cutting), B (stripping), and C (crimping) can be partly overlapped over travel motions of robot 

tip (d'l.1 , d"l.2 ), and travel motions within the hand (dmzi , ). The total manufacturing tirnes 

in the layouts with portable tools. stationary processing machines, and "dexterous 

manufacturing hand" are 3t, , 3t, , and 2tm respectively, for a 12 station manufacniring cell. 

The total manufacniring times are 3tm , 3t, , and 1.75 t, respectively, for a 24 station 

manufacturing cell. The minimum manufacturing time is achieved in the layout using 

"dexterous manufacniring hand". as it facilitates a unique manufacture-in-motion capability by 

allowing partial overlap of processing operations over material transfer motions. 

Implication of the above finding is that the rnanufacturing ce11 Iayout with "dexterous 

manufacturing hand" results in minimum cycle time. 



6.6 Evaluation of Manufacturing Hand Based on Study of Anthropomorphic 

Manufacturing 

6.6.1 Introduction 

Various dexterous generic multi-fingered hands have been developed globally during 

the past decade, with different degrees of success. Exarnples of these are Mïï-Utah. 

Stanford-JPL, Belgrade-USC and Toshiba hands [e.g., 30,31]. These and other major 

developrnents are based on human finger emulation and are not specific task based. Though a 

human hand is suitable for a variety of grasps and skillful manipulation, it is not ided for 

performing a rnanufacturing activity as a composite interna1 synergy involving a variety of 

sub-tasks, i.e.. activity performed within the hand in isolation from the environment of the 

hand. The rneaning of manufacturing activity in the context of present discussions in this 

thesis is: relative displacement between two or more regions within the object. with respect to 

a reference frame fixed on the object. Examples of manufacturing activities under the above 

definition are piercing, forming, cutting, scraping, squeezing, shear / bending, tension / 

compression. torsion etc. Also, the conjecnire in this thesis is that in a broader sense. 

manufacturing activity includes assembly / disassembly opentions such as peg in hole and 

screw in hole, considering the two parts involved in assembly / disassembly as two regions of 

a composite (assembled) object. 

In this section, based on the manufacturing capabilities of human hand, the possibility 

to develop a Iayout of fingers of a hand which can perform most of the manufacturing 

activities involved in a particular task, is explored. As a step in this direction, an important 

corollary to the grasping and manipulating skills of the human hand, narnely, its ability to do 

manufacturing activity is investigated [50,5 1,52.53]. An overview of the role of automation 

in rnanufacturing shows that there exists a certain class of manufacturing or processing tasks 

which are too complex to be executed by a general purpose machine tool, yet they are too 

costly to be performed using present dexterous genenc multi-fingered robotic hands. 

Moreover, even if such a hand is used, it can serve the purpose of only handling operations 



and an additional manufachiring system or device is unavoidable. This class of tasks remains 

largely labor intensive because of the above paradox. The case study of wire hamessing under 

discussion in this chapter is an example of the aforementioned category of manufacturing 

tasks. 

This section is organized as follows. In sub-section 6.6.2, the notions of 

manufactunng grasp, manipulation, finger and hand are defined. In sub-section 6.6.3, a 

taxonomy of manufacturing tasks is evolved. In sub-section 6.6.4, the investigations on 

anthropomorphic manufachiring behavior are discussed and related to the configuration of 

the "dexterous manufacturing hand". 

6.6.2 Manufacturing by Grasp and Manipulation 

It is observed that robotic manufacturing is one of the less understood tems in the 

robotic literature - the interpretation varying from robot assisted manufacturing, to a 

rnanufacturing activity achieved by robot's interaction with environment. In robot assisted 

manufachiring, robot actually facilitates pick and place, Ioading, transponing and other 

material handling tasks to assist a machine tool, and acnially use of the term robotic 

manufacturing for this application is a misnomer. Examples of the other interpretation of 

robotic manufacturing are grinding, debumng, weldinz etc.. in which a task is performed by 

direct or indirect interaction of a robot with the environment. 

It is important to clarify at this stage that the interpretation of manufacturing by robot 

hand in this thesis is somewhat different from the two discussed above, though it 

encompasses, partly, both the activities. The endeavor of the work reported in this section 

was to study and andyze manufacturing activity analogous to, but not limited to the 

capability of human hand. The intention is to first analyze the fundamentais of manufacturing 

activity by human hand and then to proceed towards a concept of manufacturing activity 

within a robotic hand as an internal synergy. This entails a combination of various activities 



such as grasping, manipulation and interaction of fingers with object, as well as with each 

other. 

To clarify the meaning of key terms in the context of the curent discussion, following 

definitions are introduced. 

Definition: Manufacturing grasp 

An object is said to be in a grasp if there are two or more contacts acfively exerting forces 

and / or moments on it. Manu facturina araso is a grasp in which two or more contacts 

actively exert forces and / or moments on an object in such a manner that there is a relative 

displacement between two or more regiuns within the object, with respect to a reference 

frame f i e d  on the object. 

Definifion: Manufacturing manipulation 

Manipulation is defined as displacernent of an object with respecr to an inertial frame. 

Manufacturina manipulation is the displacement of an object with respect tu N O  or more 

contacts during which the motions. forces. a n d  or moments exerted bv the contacts result in 

u relative displacernent between nvo or more regions ivithin the object, rvith respect tu a 

reference frame f ied on the object. 

A finger is a robot manipulator whose most distal link. referred to as the fingertip, interacts 

with an object or an environment through n contact. Proposed manufocturine finaer is a 

"rnechanism module", combination of one or more of which can perform a sub-task of a 

composite goal task, by interucting rvith an object or an environment through one or more 

con tacts. 



Definition: Dexferous manufacturing hand 

A dexterous mufti-fngered hand is an end-effector with nvo or more fingers which con 

grusp an object and p e f o m  fine manipulation with at least one degree of freedom without 

losing contact with the object 1541. Proposed dexrerous manufacfurin~ hand is an end- 

effectoor with two or more monufacturing fingers capable of performing manufacturing grasp 

and / or manufacturing rnaniptrlation. either individually o r  by cornbined effort. 

6.63 Taxonomy of Manufacturing Tasks 

Human grasps were studied in the past in the context of hand surgery and design of 

prosthetic devices. Cutkosky has reviewed the research on grasping as follows [55].  Previous 

explorations of human grasps are mainly centered around the six grasps defined by 

Schelesinger [56] and sumrnarized by Taylor and Schwarz [57]: cyiindrical. fingertip, hook, 

palmer, spherical and laterai. This categorization associates grasps with the shape of objects 

being grasped. Cutkosky, in his attempt to study grasps in the context of manufacturing shop, 

observed that grasps should first be categorized according to function instead of appearance. 

Cutkosky based his research on Napier's scheme [58] in which grasps are first divided into 

power grasps and precision grasps, and developed a hierarchical tree of grasps. As one moves 

down the tree. details of the task and object geometry become equally important so that in the 

final andysis, both task requirements and object shape play a central role in determining the 

grasp. 

Study and analysis of manipulation is also found in the literature. Michelman and 

Allen [48], and Elliott and Connolly [59] have reponed research in the field of manipulation 

as follows. It seems that this study also originated from the field of medicine and related 

subjects such as child neurology. They have deveioped a taxonomy of human manipulations 

to translate objects, rotate objects and to allow regrasping during manipulation. They cal1 the 

fint one out of these three categories as simple synergies: the fingers are fiexed 

simultaneousiy and convergently, as in a pinching motion. for example. squeezing. The 



second is cailed reciprocai synergies: the thumb adducts or abducts while the other fingers 

move relatively, for example, the so called "twiddle" movement such as tightening a nut on a 

screw or removing the lid of a jar. The third is cailed sequentiai patterns: the fingers are 

moved repeatedly through a sequence of motions while regrasping the object in-between 

motions, for exarnple, tuming a screwdriver with one hand. Okada [60] has analyzed two 

fingered planar rotations of objects in which one finger is held stationary while the other 

imparts motion. Fearing [6 11 has twirled an object with a Stanford-JPL hand and analyzed the 

grasping forces during manipulation. Brock [62] has provided insights into the use of 

controlled slip during manipulation. 

The above work has resulted in an understanding of different types of grasping and 

manipulation by a hand. However, it is believed that for the design of a practically useful task 

based manufacturing hand, an anaiysis of anthropomorphic rnanufacturing tasks in a global 

sense is necessary in order to directly relate grasping and manipulation with manufacturing 

within the hand. Based on the analysis, a taxonomy of rnanufacturing tasks performed by 

grasp, manipulation, or combination of both has been evolved. The taxonomy is illustrated in 

Fig.6.16. The fingers shown in the figure represent virtual fingers. The shape of fingers is 

shown as human fingers only in a symbolic sense, so that the taxonomy c m  be correlated 

with the anthropomorphic manufacturing using the two natural human hands. However, in 

actual practice, the fingers should be mechanized with suitable Rnger tip toolings. 

In the first level of the taxonomy tree, the manufacturing tasks are classified into 

three categories according to whether they c m  be performed by using a single human finger, 

single human hand or two human hands. The intention behind this classification is to obtain 

insights into the configuration of manufacturing hand, discussed in the next sub-section. 
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The single finger tasks are sub-divided into two groups in the second level of the 

taxonomy depending on whether manufacturing is done within a finger in isolation from the 

environment, or by a finger's interaction with an object consuained by the environment. The 

third level of taxonomy tree classifies the taçks into actual manufacniring activities. It is 

observed that a finger in isolation has very limited f o d n g  capability. On the other hand, a 

finger can perform piercing, forming, rolling, cutting and scraping by applying force on an 

object constrained by environment, through gnsp and / or manipulation. The rolling 

mentioned here is different from traditional rolling manipulation referred to in robotic 

literature in the sense that in manufacturing-rolling, the diarneter of object decreases as the 

length tends to increase. This is similar to cold rolling and hot rolling operations in metai 

forming. Scraping and rolling require two degrees of freedom (DOFs), whereas, al1 other 

operations cm be performed by one DOF. However, for flexibility in terms of location and 

orientation of an operation. additional DOFs may be desirable. For example. to provide 

flexibility as regards the location and angle of the cutting plane, one additional translational 

and one additional rotational DOFs are required. 

The single handed tasks are sub-divided into two groups in the second level of the 

taxonomy depending on whether manufacturing is done within a hand intrinsically in 

isolation from the environment, or by a hand's interaction with an object constrained by the 

environment. The third level of taxonomy tree classifies the former subdivision into actud 

manufacnirîng tasks, narnely, squeezing, piercing, forming, rolling and cutting. Piercing, 

forming and cutting require one DOF. Additional DOFs may be desirable for flexibility in 

location or orientation of an operation. Squeezing and rolling require multiple DOFs in 

general. The latter sub-division is classified into two main subgroups- the first involves 

application of force on the object in the form of shear and bending, tension or compression 

and torsion, whereas, the second involves assembly and disassembly operations namely peg 

in hole and screw in hole. 

The double handed tasks are sub-divided into two groups in the second level of 

the taxonomy. One group involves intrinsic manufacturing activity within a hand as the 



object is held by the other hand. For example, piercing, forming or cutting may be performed 

at one end of an object by the right hand, while the same is held at the other end by the left 

hand. For a simple case. e.g., a cylindi=ical shaft, center of manufacturing activity can be 

defined as the geometric center of object during the period of manufacturing, and center of 

gnsping as the geometric center of object during the period of grasping. It is interesting to 

note that if the center of manufacturing activity in one hand coincides with the center of 

grasping in the other hand, the forces involved in the two hands are decoupled and the 

behavior will be similar to single handed operation in isolation from the environment. Further 

snidy is required (which is out of the scope of focus in this thesis) to clarih the meanings of 

manufacturing center and grasping center for more cornplex object geometries, and the 

interactive forces resulting from offsets between the two centers. The second group involves 

deliberate manipulation of the object by coordination between two hands. In the third level of 

the taxonomy tree, this group is further classified into two main subgroups- the first involves 

holding of object by one hand and application of force on the object by the other hand in the 

form of shear and bending, tension or compression and torsion, whereas. the second sub- 

group involves assembly operations, namely, peg in hole and screw in hole. In the latter sub- 

group, the object is manipulated by two pairs of fingers of two hands, and hirther it is pushed 

into a constraint shaped as a hole. This analysis has opened up a new approach for the peg in 

hole problem, using one hand as a supporting pair of guides close to the hole, and another 

hand for manipulation at the distant end of peg, to enable insertion. This approach conforms 

to the natural methodology adopted by a human being. Suppose a human is asked to insert a 

long peg or rod into a hole in the wall. he or she is not likely to insext the peg using only one 

hand, holding the peg at one end. This is possible if the fit between the peg and hole is slack. 

For a closer fit. careful examination of anthropomorphic behavior reveals that an industrious 

person may rest one hand in the forrn of a ring on the wall with the intention to encircle and 

support the insertion end of the peg, while the other hand manipulates and pushes the distant 

end, attempting insertion of peg in the hole. 



The above taxonomy is found to be a usefùl tool for exploring and classifying 

anthropomorphic manufacturing tasks. Based on the analysis of this tzxonomy, configuration 

of a manufacturing hand is discussed in the next sub-section. 

6.6.4 Discussions 

Analysis of the taxonomy of manufacturing tasks (Fig. 6.16) reveals that although an 

individual hand is capable for various types of grasps, already anaiyzed by Cutkosky in detail 

[55], and some lirnited dexterous manipulation of objects, it is not ideaily designed to 

perform an interna1 manufacturing activity. The design and layout of fingers is such that it 

can do only lirnited manufacniring activity. Because of this limitation, the nature has 

provided the human with two active hands and consequently most of the manufacturing 

activity by human being is done through skillful combination and use of both the hands. 

The above discussion drives home the point that the attempts to develop an efficient 

manufacturing hand should consider both the human hands as a composite stmcture. 

Let us discuss the manufacturing aspects with an exarnple of a specific manufacturing 

activity involved in wire harnessing, namely insulation stripping. On examination. we find 

that if this operation is to be done by a human, assuming that the nails are designed as 

suitable stripping tooi, the probable gnp and manipulation action wiil involve thumb and 

forefinger combination of one hand in tandem with thumb and middle finger combination of 

another hand (Fig. 6.17). The points of significance are : 

(a) Thumb-forefinger combination on holding side is desirable in order to get a better @p (1) 

as forefinger is stronger than rniddle finger and the ring finger. 

(b) Thurnb-middle finger combination for cutting (2) insulation is preferable to (a). as it 

provides better aiignment of the two nails. However, the strength is not that important. 

Cutting action is imparted up to a metallic strand. Next. pulling action (3) is required to 



remove the cut insulation piece out of the wire. with the nail still dug in order to get an axial 

hold during the pull-off. Some human operator may try to rotate (4) the insulation piece with 

respect to metallic strand in order to obtain better efficiency in sliding the piece out. 

The gripping on the holding side (1) can be termed as a grasp in the conventional 

sense, the gripping on the activity side (2) in order to cut the insulation cm be called a 

manufacruring grasp (which, after the cutting action, gets converted into a normal gmsp), and 

lastly pulling and rotating actions (3,4) are rnanufacz'uring mipular ion.  

The insulation stripping operation discussed above can not be done by a single human 

hand. By this. it is evident that the iayouts of fingers of the existing robotic hands are not 

suitable for a manufacturing hand. as at least two such hands will be required for conducting 

a manufacturing task belonging to the class of processing activities under discussion. 

Figure 6.17: Manufacturing grasp and manufacniring manipulation by two pairs of fingers 



The investigations conducted in this section shows that the configuration of 

"dexterous manufacturing hand" denved earlier by DFAM methodology conforms to the 

anthropomorphic behavior, because the hand has a layout of fingen which is a combination 

of two human hands. 

It was evident in this chapter that the application of DFAM methodology could lead to 

an efficient integrated manufacturing automation solution. DFAM provided a formal structure 

to explore the possibilities of physicd coupling of the various artifacts performing a variety of 

diverse functions. maintaining functional independence. The functions can range from 

manufacturing operations, to handling and manipulation operations. In specific tems, the 

conceptual design of a novel "dexterous manufacturing hand" resulted from the application of 

DFAM. The evaluation mechanism in DFAM based on information modeling was used to 

compare the altemate robot assisted manufacturing ce11 layouts. It was found that a Iayout with 

"dexterous manufacturing hand" results in minimum length of cnticai path of travel. and 

minimum information content due to travel motions. An additional advantage obsewed in the 

layout with a "dexterous manufacturing hand" was manufacture-in-motion. which enhances the 

advantage of minimum critical path. The implication of these findings is that amongst robot 

assisted manufacturing ce11 alternatives. the layout with "dexterous manufacturing hand" results 

in minimum design complexity and minimum cycle time. The novel concept of "dexterous 

manufacturing hand" was fwther exvnined based on the snidy of anthropomorphic 

manufacturing pnctice. Grasping and manipulation was viewed with a new perspective and a 

taxonomy of manufacturing tasks was evolved. It was found that the novel layout of fingers 

conforms to the human behavior of conducting manufacturing tasks by using two hands. From 

andysis. it was evident that for a manufacturing hand, a new layout of fingen combining the 

two human hands is more memingful compared to emulation of a single human hand. 



CHAPTER 7 

APPLICATION OF DFAM METHODOLOGY: 

OTHER CASE STUDIES 

In the previous chapter, a case study of application of the DFAM methodology to 

conceptual design of an automated wire hamessing ce11 was discussed in detail. This chapter 

presents ody the outlines of application of the DFAM methodology to three other practicai 

projects. The intention is to illustrate the broad scope, utility, and universality of application of 

the DFAM methodology. As the outlines of application are sufficient to make the point, the 

details protected by the rights of the collaborating industrial companies are avoided. The 

detailed aspects generally follow the pattern of the previous case snidy discussed in chapter 6. 

The projects undertaken in collaboration with the indusûy, which are briefly discussed in this 

chapter, are as follows. 

(a) conceptual design of the layout of a manufactunng ce11 to fabncate cord sub-assemblies. 

(b) conceptual design of a hog Carcass Clamping Robot (CCR) for automation of meat grading. 

(c) conceptual design of an Automated Booting Assembly Cell (ABAC). 

7.1 Conceptual Design of Layout of a Manufachiring Ceii to Fabricate C o d  Sub- 

assemblies 

7.1.1 The Multi-product ProbIem 

The DFAM methodology was so far discussed in this thesis in the context of a single 

product. In this section, the problern discussed pertains to design of a layout of machines for 

automated production of a variety of products. An interesting rnulti-product problern was posed 

by a Company manufacturing a variety of products which are basically sub-assemblies of cords, 



terminais, tubings and molded plugs [63]. The study of manufacturing process in an existing 

ce11 revealed that about 35 different products are produced but the degree of divenity varies 

between the two extremes of 'almost similar' to 'fairly different' products. Another aspect is 

that although two products rnay be different in configurations, it may be possible to 

manufacture them by a single layout of machines, if there is a cornmonality in major parts of 

the process. To conceptualize a suitable ce11 layout for the large number of products, the 

following analysis was found necessary. 

(a) order in which the machines are being used for every product. 

(b) a cornparison of the process layouts of the different products to group hem into 

categories based on similarity. Process layouts are also known as process plans or 

rnethods plans, and they represent the sequence of manufacturing, assembly, and other 

operations listed in the order of their execution. Aithough two products rnay require 

same machines, the order of usage of the machines may be partiy or completely 

di fferent. 

It was found that clarification of above issues was not convenientiy possible from the 

available data and tools. In order to readily visualize the machines and order of their use, 

pictond representations called process flow diagrams were prepared for the products. A process 

flow diagram clarifies the rnanufacturing process plan of a product. However, it was 

experienced that the process flow diagrams were not sufficient for cornparing different 

process plans, to group them into families, particularly as the number of products being 

manufacnired in the ce11 was large. Therefore, a variant of the DFAM methodology was 

formulated and applied to facilitate decisions regarding plant layouts, based on the concept of 

Group Technology. The methodology is described in the next sub-section. 



7.12 Application of DFAM Methodology and Formulation of Its Variant 

In a multi-product problem under discussion. the pattern of three phase design mapping 

under the fnmework of the DFAM methodology is as illustrated in Fig. 7.1. The product 

number is denoted by pre-superscript e g ,  a functional requirement of product number 1 at 

level 1 of hierarchy is expressed as  'FR. The FRs of the different products are mapped into the 

corresponding DPs. The DPs are mapped into the corresponding PRs. The PRs are exploded 

and regrouped with addition of excess P h  required for integration of automation. as discussed 

in sections 4.6 and 4.7 of chapter 4. For example, transfer of work-in-process between the 

different machines is an excess PR. The mapping of the regrouped B s  into the DaPs has to 

result in a suitable layout of al1 the machines required for the different products, with a common 

conveyor system. To accomplish this, the process plans of the different products (the DaPs and 

their order of usage for the different products) are to be compared. 

It was found that a convenient way to compare the process plans of different products is 

by fomulating a layout design equation for each product. The technique is a variant of matrix 

based product-process-automation system design method discussed in chapter 4. For a single 

product, the automation system design equation was defined in section 4.3, chapter 4. as, 

= 4 Dy DaPl . ............................. .. ...................... Eqn. 4.6 

where E s  were b u m b e r  of processes used for mapping the corresponding 1 nurnber of DaPs 

of the manufacturing ce11 for one particular product. Du was the automation systern design 

matrix for the single product. 

In the context of present discussion, we are interested to compare the process plans of 

various products. The number of and number of DaPs may be different for the various 

products to be manufactured ir? the cell. The problem k ing  addressed is to design the Iayout of 

the various machines (or DaPs) in such a way that it is suitable for the majority of the products. 

To enable compa,rison of the process plans, equation 4.6 was modified so that the column 

matrix representing the ce11 includes al1 the machines required to manufacture d l  the products. 



Fig. 7. I : An example of the three phase design mapping pattern in a multi-product problem 



The new equation is cailed the layuut design equotion of a product and is expressed in a 

simplified form as follows. 

Eqn. 7.1 

Eqn. 7.2 

where P, is a process required to manufacture a particular product, [Pl is a column matrix 

listing the processes required to manufacture a particular product, Mm is a machine in the cell. 

Fr] is a column matrix listing dl the machines required to manufacture the multiple products in 

the cell. and [LI is the layout design mtrix of the product. 

The layout design equation is a relationship between a column mauix of processes 

required for a product (each entry is a process), and a column matrix listing al1 the machines 

required in the ce11 (each entry is a machine). The refationship is a (n x m) matrix of X's and 0's 

O( indicates a relationship, O indicates nul1 relationship). This binary mauix is cailed the layout 

design matrir. The column matrix FI] representing dl of the machines rernains the same for 

al1 the products. The number of rows (n) in the binary rnauix equals the number of operations 

(Pn) involved in a particular product. and the number of columns (m) is aiways equal to the total 

number of machines in the ce11 (Mm, which is constant). 

The matrix [Ml lists al1 the non-identicai machines or devices out of the DaPs listed in 

the different matrices [DaP] related to the different products. For exarnple. in Fig. 7.1. [ l ~ a ~ ]  
1 related to "product 1" consists of five machines 'DaPl, Da&, 'DaP4, and ' D ~ P ~ .  The 

matrix [ 2 ~ a ~ ]  related to "product 2" consists of five machines ' D ~ P ~ ,  ID*?, 'DaP3, ' D ~ J ,  and 

'DaPs. Suppose that the machine ' D ~ P ~  is identical to machine 'Dapi, and machine 'DaP3 is 

identical to machine ' D ~ P ~ .  Then the machines required for the products 1 and 2 are 'DaPl, 
1 DaPt, 'D~PJ ,  ' ~ a ~ 4 .  ' D ~ P ~ ,  ' D ~ P ~ ,  'DaP3, and 2 ~ a P s ,  and thus 

[Ml = [ ' D ~ P '  ' D ~ P ~  ' D ~ P ~  ' D ~ P ~  I D ~ P ~  'De2 ' D ~ P ~  'Dap51T .......... Eqn. 7.3 



Let us discuss the useiülness of the matnx technique through an example of cornparison 

of different possibilities in a ce11 with eight machines. Different products WI , W2 , ..... 

require different processes Pi , Pt , ...... (e.g., product WI may require 3 processes, where as 

product W2 may require 5 processes). Layout design equations for a typical set of eight 

products are s h o w  in Figure 7.2. 

It is evident that if two or more layout design mauices are identical, the concemed 

layouts of machines are similar, and such products can be grouped as a family. Products W1 and 

Wd are examples of identical products requiring exactly same machines in the same order of 

usage. Products W5 and W8 form another group of ideniicai products. 

The design matrix for product W2 is completely different from matrices for products 

WI and W 3 .  The difference between matrices is evaluated based on two aspects - similarity of 

rows and similarity of order of rows. 'Completely different' means no row of one matrix is 

sirnilar to any row of other matrix. This indicates that the two products use completely difierent 

machines. Therefore, the product W2 is an odd product- 

On the other hand, product W3 has rows sirnilar to product WI but the order of rows is 

different (rows 1. 2, 3 of W3 are similar to rows 2, 3, 1 of WI respectively). This indicates that 

the two products use sarne machines but their order of usage is different. The product W3 is 

called quasi-identical to product W, . Another example of quusi-identical products is the pair 

of products W5 and W6 (rows 1, 2, 3, 4. 5 of W5 are similar to rows 2, 3, 4, 1, 5 of Wa 

respec tivel y). 

The design matrix for product W5 has fint three rows exactly similar to design matrix 

for product WI . In other words. the latter matrix is a sub-matrix of the former. The implication 

is that part of the manufacturing process of product Ws is similar to the rnanufacturing process 

of product WI (both in terms of machines and their order of usage). We cal1 product W5 as 

semi-idenfkal to product WI . Products W6 and W7 are also semi-identical to product Wi , 

although in different ways. The rows 2, 3 and 4 of matrix W6 are similar to matrix WI , hence 



W1 is again a sub-matrix of W6 . The rows 2 and 3 of matrix W7 are similar to the 

corresponding rows of mavix WI . but row 1 is different. As major part of matrix WI is a sub- 

matrix of matrix W7 . the two products use similar machines and similar order of machines for 

major parts of their manufacturing processes. 

To conclude dus section. it is necessary to clarify the diagonai or tnangular matrix 

relation between processes and the machines executing the processes. The stipulation 

(propositions 1 and 2) that the relation should be diagonal or triangular matiix still holds as 

discussed in chapter 4, and later in the application in chapter 6. For example. the relation 

between the processes and machines for product WI extracted from the first fayout design 

equation in Figure 7.2 is as follows: 

[." "1 
O O X  

The binary matrix in the above equation is the diagonal automation system design matrix for 

product W1. 

The reason why the corresponding layour design inatrir for the product WI is not 

diagonai or triangular (see fint equation in Figure 7.7) is that the column rnatrix of machines 

includes al1 the machines in the ce11 required for multiple products. Therefore. the diagonaiity or 

trianguiarity characteristic is not relevant for the lqout  design matrices. 
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7.13 AppiÏcation of Group Technology 

Group Technology is a manufacturing philosophy in which similar parts are identified 

and grouped together to take advantage of their sirnilarities in manufacturing and design 

[64,65,66]. Similar parts are grouped into part families. For exarnple, the ceIl at the plant 

discussed in the previous sub-section produces about 35 products. By analysis of products for 

sirnilarity, it was possible to group them into 4-5 families using similar process Iayouts. Each 

family possessed identical or semi-identicai design andor manufacturing characteristics. 

Hence, the processing of each member of a given family was similar or nearly sirnilar. This 

results in manufacturing efficiency. The efficiency is achieved in the form of Iower in-process 

inventories, better scheduling, improved tooling and setups, improved material handling, and 

the use of standxdized process plans. In this section, the layout design mat* procedure was 

deveioped and integrated into the DFAM methodology, supporting application of Group 

Technology. 

In the example under consideration. suppose there are five products identical to W5 

(e.g., W8), eight products semi-identical to W5 (e.g., WI , Wq, W.I ), and four products quasi- 

identicai to W5 (e.g., W6. Wj ). In such a case. a Group Technology type layout for W5 can be 

designed. The layout will be the most suitable layout for identical and semi-identical products 

but less appropriate for quasi-identical products. Minor additions in the layout will be required 

to accommodate production of certain semi-identical products such as W7 , for differing row L 

of the matrix. A single material handling conveyor system cm be designed which can cater to 

al1 three types (identicai, semi-identical and quasi-identical) of products. The flow of work-in- 

progress rnaterial will be unidirectionai for identical and semi-identical products, whereas it will 

be bi-directional (causing back and forth movement, hence less suitable) for quasi-identicai 

products. 



7.1.4 Flow Chart of Overd Methodology 

The issues discussed in the preceding sub-sections are compiled together and a flow 

chart is developed. representing the overall methodology for analysis and improvement of 

layout design of a rnanufacturing ce11 at an industrial plant. The flow chart is illustrated in 

Figure 7.2. The flow chart analyzes the products to enable choice between Group Technology 

type layout (machines are arranged suitable for the different product families) and Process type 

layout (machines are grouped based on their function). The fiow chart considers modifications 

in process plans to increase the number of identical products, reduce the number of families of 

products, and reduce the number of odd products. 'Change tooling' versus 'separate machines' 

options may also be anaiyzed for scheduling, details of which are out of the scope of the centrai 

topic of this thesis. 

7.1.5 Resdts and Condusions 

Based on the methodology developed in this section. a software tool called 

"CellGrouper Version 1.0" was developed for a Company [67]. The software was used at the 

plant of the customer and conceptual designs of suitable layouts of machines and the conveyor 

systems were configured. As mentioned earlier, the details are protected and c m  not be 

included in this thesis. In conclusion, it is evident that the lavour design eqution based 

procedure developed for integration with the DFAM methodology in this thesis, is useful for 

design of manufacturing ce11 layouts with application of Group Technology. The basic DFAM 

methodology integrates automation, and the layout design equations enable classification of 

products based on sirnilarity of their process plans into identical. semi-identical, quasi-identical 

and odd products. if identical. semi-identical and quasi-identical products are found to form the 

major share of production in a manufacturing cell, a Group Technology type layout is more 

suitable. If odd products form the major share, a Process type layout is preferred. 

hplernentation of the variant of DFAM methodology discussed in this section can improve the 

manufacturing process in a ce11 by arrangement of suitable plant layout with integrated 

automation. 
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Fig.7.3: Flow chair of methodology fomulated for analysis and improvement of a ce11 layout 



7.2 Conceptual Design of a Hog Carcass CIamping Robot (CCR) for Automation of Meat 

Grading 

7.2.1 introduction 

The hog carcass clamping robot (CCR) was required for clamping a carcass hanging 

and moving by rneans of an overhead conveyor (Fig. 7.4). It was required to clamp the carcass 

without stopping the conveyor. and follow the motion of conveyor. Further. it had to be 

coordinated with the Carcass Sensing Robot (CSR) already built at the collaborating Company, 

which carries ultrasonic sensor (USS) to identiQ rib position. probing sensor (PS) to be 

inserted 70 mm away from the meat edge to grade fat content, and meat edge sensor (MS) to 

identiQ the meat edge to establish a positional relationship and reference between the carcass 

and CSR. 

probing site II 
clamping site 

Fig. 7.4: A hog carcass hanging from an overhead conveyor 



7.2.2 Alternative Concepts 

In the basic (first) level of the design hierarchy, the FR was "hog carcass slit suitably for 

handling and grading". After FR-DP. DP-PR. PR-= (explosion and regrouping of the PRs), 

and PR-DaP mapping, the DFAM procedure was expected to generate "hog carcass handling 

and grading cell". 

When the DFAM methodoiogy was applied for evolving the altemate concepts, it gave 

solutions with a combined or inteagated system for clamping as  well as sensing [68]. These 

results were in conformity with the discussions in chapters 4 and 5, to obtain physical coupling 

of DaPs retaining functional decoupling resulting in minimization of information content. It was 

found that the explosion and regrouping of PRs did not result in PRs which map separate DaPs 

for CSR and CCR. The procedure resulted in the conceptual design of a single integrated 

automation system which clamps the carcass as well as conducts the inspection, as illustrated in 

Fig. 7.5. Such a system has tess number of components. and less cntical path of travel motions, 

similar to the integrated ce11 with "dexterous rnanufacniring hand" discussed in chapter 6. The 

ce11 has only six degrees of freedom (DOFs) completing the task of meat grading. DOF 1 moves 

the system in the direction of the motion of conveyor, to enable clamping, sensing, and grading 

of meat without stopping the conveyor. When the rneat edge is sensed by the sensor MS, the 

DOF 2 feeds the clamping and sensing system forward. Half of the carcass gets inserted 

between a support plate and another plate holding a spring loaded clamping jaw. DOF 3 stops 

the feed motion as soon as the micro-switch is actuated by the carcass. The DOF 3 enables 

clamping of the carcass and brings the USS near the carcass. The DOF 4 moves the USS up and 

down to determine the position between ribs 3 and 4 in the carcass. The DOF 5 moves the 

probing sensor PS up and down to bring it at the position determined by the USS. The DOF 6 

feeds the PS into the meat and finds the fat content. After the grading is completed. the carcass 

is unclamped, and the DOF 2 retracts the clamping and sensing system away from the path of 

the conveyor motion. 
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FÏg. 7.5: Conceptual design of an inteqroted hog corcass clamping and sensing system 

(top-down or plan view) 



The above configuration and other integnted concepts are ideal solutions, but they were 

not punued due to constraints introduced by the following factors: 

(a) The range of parameters of plant/environment in which the system was expected to work 

were too broad. The device to be developed was expected to be very flexible to cater to 

various situations such as conveyor heights, carcass sizes etc. with minimal design 

modifications. An integrated system became too complex to accomrnodate such flexibility. 

(b) The basic idea behind the development of the system was experirnental, rather than a best 

solution for a particuiar customer with well defined constraints. 

(c) The Carcass Sensing Robot (CSR) was already built based on the fact that some customers 

required only a device for sensing, with manual clamping of carcass and also some 

customers required only a system to clamp a carcass for some other operations. Separation 

of sensing and clamping systems provided better flexibility. 

After introduction of the above factors in the mapping process, the aitemate concepts 

represented a separate clamping robot to work in conjunction with the CSR. The PRs were 

regrouped into P&s that mapped one DaP as a CSR and another DaP as a CCR. The conceptual 

design of such a non-integrated system is illustrated in Fig. 7.6. The CSR itself requires six 

DOFs and the CCR needs additional four DOFs (at least three DOFs for clamping only half the 

carcass). 

In the CSR, the DOF 1 moves the sensing devices dong the direction of motion of the 

conveyor. DOF 2 moves a carrier towards or away from the carcass. perpendicular to the 

direction of motion of the carcass conveyor. An arrn holding the USS. the meat edge sensor 

MS, and the probing sensor PS are al1 mounted on the carrier. The a m  has DOF 3 and DOF 4 

to orient the USS at suitable position near the nbs of the carcass. DOF 5 moves the carrier up 

and dom. DOF 6 feeds the PS into the meat, and retracts. 
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Fig. 7.6: Conceptual design of a non-integrated hog carcass clamping and sensing system 
(top-down or plan view) 



In the CCR, the DOF 1 moves the clamping device along the direction of the conveyor 

motion. The DOF 2 moves the clamping device towards or away from the carcass. The 

clamping device consists of a center plate. and two clamping jaw plates which clamp the 

carcass by DOF 3 and DOF 4. The center plate has small wing plates to press the edge of the 

carcass against a support plate that is connected from undemeath to the slide moving with DOF 

1. This is required to define the position of the rneat edge properly. 

The meat grading is done by coordinated manipulation between the CSR and the CCR. 

As soon as the meat edge is sensed by the MS, both the CSR and the CCR use their DOF 1 to 

move the sensing and clarnping devices along the carcass conveyor. Further, the DOF 2 of the 

two robots move the sensing and clamping devices towards the carcass. The rn of CSR enten 

into the slit between the two halves of the carcass. Meanwhile, the center plate of the CCR also 

enters into the slit, the wing plates clamp the edge of meat against the support plate, and the 

clarnping jaw plates move towards the center plate (by DOFs 3 and 4 of the CCR) and clamp 

the carcass. The DOFs 3 and 4 of the CSR arrn orient the USS at suitable position near the ribs 

of the carcass. The DOF 5 of CSR moves the carrier up and down, enabling the USS to 

determine the location between ribs 3 and 4. The DOF 5 is then used to bring the PS at the 

location determined by USS. Finaily, DOF 6 of the CSR inserts PS into the meat. and retracts it 

after completion of grading. The carcass is then unclamped, and the sensing and clarnping 

devices are retracted away from the carcass. 

A cornparison of the two dtemate concepts of meat grading cells shows that the 

integrated ce11 has less DOFs, avoids problems related to coordination between two different 

robots (CSR and CCR), and thus is the simpler and more desirable solution by purely technical 

point of view (if the constraints a, b, and c listed earlier are not imposed). The designer can be 

guided towards such an integrated solution only by the application of DFAM. as the explosion 

and regrouping of PRs explores the possibility of an integrated DaP. Without the DFAM 

approach, the PRs related to the clamping of the carcass are likely to map a clamping system 

DaP. and the PRs related to the sensing operations are likely to map a separate sensing system 

DaP, therefore, the option of an integrated solution may not be explored. 



7.23 Condusions 

In the brief discussion in this section regarding application of DFAM during conceptual 

design of a hog carcass clamping robot, it was shown that the constraints govemed by the field 

of application of an automation system and customer requirements rnay influence the separation 

of the DaPs, although integrated solutions may be the ideal solutions. 

73 Conceptual Design of an Automated Booting Assembly Ceil (ABAC) 

73.1 The Cable-Boot Manipulation and Inspection Problern 

The ignition wire sets of automobiles are assemblies of cables (with straight and right 

angled rnetallic terminals crimped on the ends), and rubber bootings (straight and right 

angled) that cover the terminals in order to protect them and prevent darnage due to electric 

arcs. A cable-boot assembly is iilustrated in Fig. 7.7. The length of cables varies from 12 

inches to 56 inches. One end of a cable-boot assembly is connected to the engine spark plug, 

and the other end is connected to the distributor (known as delco). 

Straight 7 
rubberboot \ 

Right angled 
terminal 

cable S traight 
terminai 

Fig. 7.7: A cable-boot assembly to connect automobile spark plug to the distnbutor 



The rubber bootings are assembled to the cable-terminal sub-assemblies on manually 

operated machines. After the process, the operators have to inject grease and inspect the final 

assembly. The process is slow and the quality is inconsistent. The cycle time at each machine 

is about 6 to 8 seconds. The industry expressed imrnediate need for automation. The next 

sub-section briefly outlines the design of a reconfigurable autornated manufacturing ce11 

( W C )  obtained by application of DFAM. 

7.3.2 Application of the DFAM Methodology for the Conceptuai Design of RAMC 

The DFAM methodology was applied to get a conceptuai design of the RAMC for 

Cable-Boot Manipulation and Inspection. The general FR at the basic (first) level of hierarchy 

of product design was "ends of cable-terminal sub-assemblies located inside rubber protection 

boots with particular location. orientation. and greasing". The FR-DP, DP-PR, PR-= 

(explosion and regrouping of PRs), and PR-DaP mapping was conducted. The work has 

resulted in suitable integration of machine tools, other processing devices (e.g. grease 

applicators), inspection devices. and handling devices [69]. The outcome were integrated 

devices that are called "manufacturing modules". The modules are placed on different 

stations and a battery of grippers manipulate the cables berween severai such modules. For 

example, let us consider two groups of PRs which were exploded and regrouped into E s  

resulting in integrated DaPs. 

A set of PRs obtained during the DP-PR mapping, and related excess PR while 

implementing the DFAM procedure were, 

PR, = inspect the cable and straight boot assembly (whether the distance between the face of 

boot and the tip of temiinai is within specified tolerance) 

PR2 = apply grease inside the boot near the assembled terminal 

PR3 = segregation of the good and the rejected assemblies (eject a rejected assembly) 

pKxrrss = inter process transfer motions 



The explosion and regrouping procedure enabled combination of the above PRs into 

a single and explored the design of an integrated DaP module that can perform al1 the 

operations. The integrated module is shown in Fig. 7.8. The photograph shows a station 

conceptualized in the W C  for automated cable-boot manipulation and inspection. In this 

photograph, inspection of the distance between the face of straight boot and the straight 

temiinal, application of grease near the terminal, and segregation of good and bad assemblies 

are integrated into a single manufacturing module docked on a station of the RAMC. A pair 

of fingers (1) holds the cable-boot assernbly. Another finger (2) equipped with a probe device 

inspects the distance between the face of the boot and the tip of the terminal. If the assembly 

is approved by this inspection finger, the holding fingers rnove it up, and a greasing finger (3) 

cornes forward to complete the greasing. if the assembly is not approved by the inspection 

finger, the holding pair of fingers and another pair of ejection fingers (4) move the assembly 

away from the station and drop it in a rejected part bin. This is an integrated approach 

resulting from application of the DFAM procedure, otherwise it was likely that the operations 

were done at more than one station or machines, increasing the number of DOFs and the 

complexity of the cell. 

Another set of PRs obtained during the DP-PR mapping, and related excess PR while 

implementing the DFAM procedure were, 

P h  = ensure cable and right angled boot assembly (i.e., if there is a gap between the tip of 

terminal and the inner wall of the boot, push the cable into the boot to ensure proper 

assembly ) 

PR5 = inspect the cable and right angled boot assembly 

P h  = eject the rejected assembly 

P k x -  = inter process transfer motions 

Again, the explosion and regrouping procedure enabled combination of the above 

PRs into a single and explored the design of an integrated DaP module that cm perform 

al1 the operations. The integrated module is shown in Fig. 7.9. The docked integrated module 



ensures the cable-boot assembly by a set of fingers, and then another finger inspects the 

assembly. A pair of fingers (1)  holds the right angled terminal end of the cable with 

assembled right angled boot, and pushes it against the "W'" shaped finger (2) to ensure that the 

terminal has reached the inner wall of the boot. Another finger (3) equipped with a sensor 

mechanism cornes down to check whether the terminai has been assembled in place or not. If 

the assembly is not approved by this inspection finger, a pair of ejection fingers (4) moves the 

assembly away from the station. 

The above modules were a result of the DFAM approach enabling explosion and 

regrouping of PRs and addition of excess PRs, othenvise, it was likely that the design of ce11 

was such that the operations were conducted at several stations or machines, increasing the 

number of DOFs and the complexity of the cell. The ABAC includes four new modules and a 

six station linear transfer line designed and integrated with two old machines and 

corresponding hoppers, based on the DFAM methodology. Further details of the ABAC are 

protected and are not included in the thesis. 



Fig. 7.8: Manufactunng module in RAMC for inspection, segregation. and grease 
application in straight boot and cable assembly 



Fig. 7.9: Manufactunng module in RAMC for assembly and inspection of right angled 
boot and cable 



7.4 Conciusions 

In this chapter, the outlines of a few of the conceptual designs which resulted by 

application of the DFAM methodology were brietly discussed. The case studies chosen from 

diverse industrial fields have strengthened the notion of DFAM. 



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This dissertation has developed a forma1 structure for concepnid design and evaluation 

of automated systems. by extension and application of axiomatic design theory in the context of 

automation. Application of the methodology on several distinct case studies were undertaken to 

ver@ the practicai utility and scope in actual industrial cases. 

8.1 Conclusions 

The major conclusions which c m  be drawn from the work reported in this thesis are as 

foiiows: 

The t h e  phase design mapping in DFAM considenng product, process. and automation 

system designs respectively, facilitates fonvard and backward flow of data from one phase 

to another phase, generating designs which are compatible to each other. 

Based on whether or not the product design, process design, and automation system design 

matrices are diagonal or triangular. or neither diagonal nor triangular. conditions for a 

manufacturing process to be automatable and the manufacture of the product to be 

automatable were developed. 

Process design for automation involves mapping from one level of DP hierarchy to the next 

level of PR hierarchy, and the disposition of the mapping is different from that in product 

design. 

In process design for automation, there are PRs which appear to satisfy no DP, but they 

originate only during the process design to integrate the automation into the overall 

manufacturing process. 



The PRs obtained by DP-PR mapping have to be exploded and regrouped to explore the 

possibilities of physically coupled DaPs of automation system. provided functional non- 

coupling could be maintained. This reduces the information content of the automation 

system. 

a The information associated with precision of travel motions is important for comparing 

automation system designs. This complements the information associated with the precision 

of individuai components. Partitioning of an automation system into separate groups with 

wide repeatability tolerance and close repeatability tolerance is helpful to reduce the 

information content. 

Application of DFAM methodology for design of automation systerns is capable of 

resulting in novel configurations of modules which integrate a variety of operations such as 

manufacturing, handling, inspection, etc. Examples of such modules conceptualized in this 

thesis are a "dexterous rnanufacturing hand" which can be used as a robotic end effector, 

and "manufacturing modules" docked at the stations of a manufacniring ce11 to perform 

multiple handling and processing operations. A "dexterous manufacturing hand" is a novel 

and practical device which would perforrn processing operations in addition to material 

handling operations. A manufacturing ceil layout with dexterous manufacturing han& 

mounted as robotic end effectors, operates with shorter critical path of travel and Iower 

cycle time in cornparison with altemate layouts that use conventional gnppers or hands. It 

facilitates manufacture-in-motion. 

Aspects govemed by the field of application of an automation system and customer 

requirements may influence separation of the DaPs, although integrated solutions rnay be 

the ideal solutions as  per the DFAM methodology (as shown by the case study related to 

conceptual design of an automated hog carcass grading systern). 



A variant of the DFAM methodology developed in this thesis cm express the machines and 

the order in which they are used for multiple products. and is useful for design of 

manufacniring ce11 layouts with application of Group Technology. Analyses through the 

mavix based "layout design equations". has enabled grouping of processes into identical, 

serni-identical, quasi-identical. and odd categories depending on degree of similarity. This 

facilitates the design of a ce11 layout with integrated automation. 

In sumrnary, a synopsis of the important contributions is as follows: 

0 Formalization of conceptual design for automation methodology - DFAM (six axiomatic 

propositions) ; 

0 Development of an evaluation mechanisrn of conceptual design for automation (two 

axiornatic propositions); 

r Application of conceptual design for automation methodology on case studies providing 

significant results. 

8.2 Recommendations 

The work reported in this thesis is a step in the direction of providing a formal structure 

for design for automation. The case studies provided insights into the utility of DFAM 

methodology. Following further work is recomrnended. 

The equations developed in this thesis to express the three phase design rnapping and the 

related operations such as explosion and regrouping of the PRs can f o m  a bais for 

developrnent of a computerized software tool (e-g., an expert system) to aid designers of 

autornated manufacturing systems or cells. 

Further application of the DFAM methodology on various industrial design problems is 

recornrnended. This will help verify and detect any limitations of the methodology as 

presented in this thesis. so that necessary refinements couid be undertaken. Aiso, it may 



result in more variants of the DFAM procedure for specific problems as expenenced in the 

case of a variant for design of manufacturing ce11 layouts with application of Group 

Technology. 

This thesis developed a few configurations of "manufacturing modules" such as "dexterous 

manufacturing hand". The hand can perform planar sub-tasks and 3-D tasks. The force 

application in the third direction can be achieved by use of linear turret motion. A 3-D 

task can be achieved by two separate planar sub-tasks, performed one after the other. 

More investigations are required to develop several configurations of integrated modules to 

perform different planar and 3-D tasks. Three other specific candidates for future 

application of the concept in industry are: (a) pre-assembly / post-assembly probing and 

machining for suiting operations in automatic assembly ceils; (b) a new approach for the 

peg in hole problern. using two fingers as a supporting pair of guides close to hole, and 

two fingers as an inserting pair at the distant end of peg ; and (c) scraping of cast iron 

slides, dovetails, keys and other parts : two fingers to support the hand on the job, one 

finger for rough scraping, one finger for precision finish scraping and one or two fingers 

for probing and inspection. The operations (a) and (c) are presently manual, tedious and 

time consuming due to lack of robotic solutions. Operation (b) is presently being 

researched extensively from the point of view of force control, and it is felt that the 

proposed concept will provide a complimentary alternative. 

As DFAM facilitates a formal structure for flow of data between product design, process 

design, and automation system design, it promotes Agile Manufacturing [70]. Agile 

manufacturing is a system characterized by its ability to allow a rapid response to 

continuously changing customer requirements. Customer requirements define the 

functional requirements (FRs) of a product design. Any change in product design requires 

corresponding alterations in process design. The modified process design can be 

executed quickly only if the configuration of the automation system design can be 

changed in a short time. Further work is recornmended to relate and apply DFAM in the 

field of Agile Manufacturing and Concurrent Engineering. 
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APPENDIX A 

NEW AND MODIF'IED TERMINOLOGY 

Process Requirement (PR) 

P h  are a minimum set of independent operations (e.g., manufacturing, assembly, 

inspection and handling) found necessary to produce the DPs (defined in [9. IO] and in chapter 

2) of a product. PRs belong to a functional domain. as operations are fhctions or activities 

(Examples: tuming, drilling, feeding screws, tightening a screw, etc.). 

Process Design for Automation 

Process design for automation is the procedure of listing the PRs required for 

automated production of a product. 

Excess Process Requirement ( P L )  

An excess PR is a PR which is not derived to satisQ any DP, rather. its need originates 

only during the process design for automation in order to integrate automation into the overall 

manufacturing process. 

Automation System 

An automation system is an integrated system consisting of devices for various 

manufactunng, assembly, inspection, handling and other allied operations. The disposition of an 

automation system is different from a "normal" product. An automation system is composed of 

DaPs (defined below). A product is composed of DPs. The inter-process transfer motions are 

integrated in the automation system, therefore, there are travel motions between many of the 

DaPs. On the contrary, in most of the products (referred as "normal" products earlier), there are 

no bave1 motions between the DPs. 



Automation S ystem Design 

Automation system design is the procedure of designing an integrated device which c m  

perform dl operations (e.g. rnanufacturing, assembly, and handling) for automated production 

of a product. 

Design Automation Parameter (DaP) 

DaPs are the variables that characterize the physicai entity created by automation 

system design to fulfdl the PRs (actually, exploded and regrouped PRs cailed PRs as discussed 

in chapter 4, section 4.7). DaPs belong to a physical domain, as physical entities are bodies. 

Explosion of PRs 

Different groups of PRs are mapped from respective DPs. The explosion of PRs is the 

procedure of eliminating the bamier between the different groups, so that their constituent PRs 

are free for regrouping (see below). The procedure is denoted by the term "EXPLODE" in 

chapter 4, section 4.7. 

Regrouping of PRs 

Regrouping of PRs is the procedure of gathenng the exploded PRs, and excess PRs into 

new groups of PRs which c m  be satisfied by the DaPs of an automation system design. These 

regrouped PRs are denoted as m. The procedure is denoted by the term "REGROUP" in 

chapter 4, section 4.7. 

Automation System Design Equation and Automation System Design Matriv 

Automation system design equation is the relation between a column matrix consisting 

of number of exploded and regrouped Process Requirements and a column rnatrix 

consisting of the '1' number of Design Automation Parameters (DaPs). The k x 1 matrix which 

relates the two column matrices is called the Automation System Design Matrix. 



Proposition 

The meaning of "proposition" in this thesis is limited to one of the meanings defined in 

the Oxford English dictionary: "something proposed. set forth, or offered for discussion, 

consideration, acceptance, or adoption, or as a basis of argument". As per the axiomatic theory, 

the means of "proof' of a proposition is limited to logical arguments through exarnples or 

counter examples. 

Hierarchy, Zig-zagging and N u m b e ~ g  of Levels 

Simila. to the hierarchy of FRs and DPs discussed in chapter 2, section 2.2.1, it was 

observed that PRs and DaPs are also decomposable into cornponents Ievel by level. 

Decomposition requires mapping between one level of hierarchy of a domain to a different Ievel 

of hierarchy of another domain, called zig-zagging. In this work it is clarified that the 

disposition of zig-zag mapping in process design is difierent from the zig-zag mapping in 

product design (discussed in chapter 4, section 4.5). It is found that a pararneter or variable (FR, 

DP, PR, DaP) should be identified with its level in the hierarchy in order to specify the 

structure of DFAM. The convention used in this thesis is as follows. In the first level, there is 

no numberïng as only a single pararneter exists in each domain. In the second level. the 

decomposed elernents are numbered by suffix and the level is included in the brackets in the 

suffix. In the third and subsequent levels, the elements are numbered by decimals in the sufix 

and the level is again included in brackets in the suffix. For exarnple, indicates a PR 

numbered 1 at level 2, numbered 4 at level 3, and placed at level 3 of the PR hierarchy. 

Information Associated with Precision of Travel Motion 

Information associated with precision of travel motion is expressed as, 

Lvei = logz (length of travel 1 repeatability tolerance bandwidth) 

Partitioning of Travel 

Partitioning of travel is defined as break up of the automation system into a group of 

DaPs involving gross (or macro) motions with wide repeatability tolerance and another group of 



DaPs involving fine (or micro) motions with close repeatability tolerance. Let LI be the sum of 

distances traveled for gross motions and be the sum of distances traveled for fine motions, 

then, 

kvtl(mti,,ncd) = logt ((Li / wide repeatability tolerance) + (b 1 close repeatability tolerance)) 

If an automation system design does not facilitate above grouping of DaPs, then, 

l&,vtl(non-mtid) = logz (L / close repeatability tolerance) 

wfiere L is the totai travel between DaPs. 

Critical Path 

Critical path of travel motion is the shortest path from the first operation to the last 

operation in an automation system. 

Manufachiring Grasp 

An object is said to be in a grasp if there are two or more contacts activefy exerting 

forces and / or moments on it. Manufacturing grasp is a grasp in which two or more contacts 

actively exert forces and / or moments on an object in such a manner that there is a relative 

displacement between two or more regions within the object, with respect to a reference 

frame fixed on the object. 

Manufachiring Manipulation 

Manipulation is defined as displacement of an object with respect to an inertiai 

frame. Manufacniring manipulation is the displacement of an object with respect to two or 

more contacts during which the motions, forces, and/ or moments exerted by the contacts 

result in a relative displacement between two or more regions within the object, with respect 

to a reference frame fixed on the object. 

Manufacturing Finger 

A finger is a robot manipulator whose most distai link, referred to as the fingertip. 

interacts with an object or an environment through a contact. Proposed manufacturing finger 



is a "mechanism module" , combination of one or more of which can perform a sub-task of a 

composite goal task, by interacting with an object or an environment through one or more 

contacts, 

Dexterous Manufacturing Hand (or Manufacturing Hand) 

A dexterous multi-fingered hand is an end effector with two or more fingers which 

can grasp an object and perform fine manipulation with at least one degree of freedom 

without losing contact with the object 1541. Proposed "dexterous rnanufacturing hand" is an 

end effector with two or more manufacturing fingen capable of performing manufacturing 

grasp and / or manufacturing manipulation, either individually or by combined effort. 

Manufacturing Module 

A "manufacturing module" is an integrated device to perform severai processing, 

assembly, inspection, and other operations. It is placed on a station, instead of being fixed at 

the tip of a robot. 

Assembly Hand 

An "assernbly hand" is a device in which two grippen to grasp the two rnating 

cornponents ( e g .  a shah and a hub), and a relative motion between the two grippers in the 

direction dong the axes of the components, are integnted into a single end effector module. 

The hand has two pairs of fingen opposite to each other, fixed on a common palm. The two 

pairs can be moved towards each other to conduct an assembly operation. The "assembly hand" 

has five degrees of freedom (DOFs). It can be mounted on the wrist of a robot having the 

traditional three locating DOFs and three orienting DOFs. 

Layout Design Equation and Layout Design Matrix 

Loyout design equation is a relationship between a column matrix of processes required 

for a product (each entry is a process). and a column matrix listing al1 the machines required in 

the ce11 (each entry is a machine). The relationship is a two dimensional matrix of X's and 0's 

(X indicates a relationship, O indicates nul1 relationship). This binary matrix is called the layout 



design matrix. The colurnn rnatrix representing ai1 of the machines remains the sarne for al1 the 

products. The number of rows in the binary matrix equals the number of operations involved in 

a product, and the number of columns is always equd to the total number of machines in the 

ce11 (which is constant). 

Identicai Products 

Idenhcal products are products requinng exactiy same machines in the same order of 

usage. 

Odd Products 

Odd products are products requinng completely different machines. 

Quasi-identicai Products 

Quasi-identical products are products that use sarne machines but their order of usage 

is different. 

Semi-identical Products 

Semi-identical products are products that use sirnilar machines and similar order of 

machines for major parts of their rnanufacturing processes. 



Seek to perform your duty; but Zay not daim to itsfncits. 
Be you not the producer of thefnrits of action; 

neither shall you lean towards inaction. 

- The Gita, chapter 2, phrase 47 
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